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THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Dissertation Abstract
The Experience of Lasallian Association on the Part of Lay “Associates in Fact” in the
District of San Francisco

The staffs of Catholic schools have undergone a wholesale change in the past 50
years. Whereas the great majority of Catholic schools in the 1950s were staffed by
priests and /or religious sisters or brothers, Catholic schools in the 21st century are almost
entirely staffed by lay men and women. By sheer numbers, sustaining the charism of
congregation-sponsored Catholic schools has increasingly become the responsibility of
the lay men and women who minister in them.
The De La Salle Christian Brothers, who have sponsored Catholic schools and
other educational ministries for more than 330 years, take a vow of association for the
educational service of the poor, and this vow marks their identity as Lasallian educators.
In recent years, lay people have come to be considered associated with the Brothers for
the Lasallian educational mission. The purpose of this study was to explore the
experience of association on the part of lay people serving in Lasallian educational
ministries.
A phenomenologically based, in-depth interview process was used in this study.
Two lay men and two lay women currently working in Lasallian ministries in the San
Francisco District participated in three 90-minute interviews that explored the paths that
led them to association, their experience of association, and the meaning that association
had for them, currently and into the future.
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The results revealed that these study participants’ experiences of association
developed over time, becoming a vocation that they each situated within their primary
life commitment to marriage or the committed single life, and that they envisioned
continuing into the future. Mentors and formation experiences played important roles in
their experience of association, as did participation in school communities. Association
was experienced by all as a deep commitment to adults in their school communities, as
well as to young people, especially those in need. These results have important
implications for how lay people are formed and nurtured in the Lasallian charism so that
it will thrive into the future.
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1
CHAPTER ONE
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
The Brothers of the Christian Schools, commonly referred to as the De La Salle
Christian Brothers, began opening Catholic schools in France in the late 17th century, and
have sponsored Catholic schools in the United States since 1845. Throughout much of
their history, the Brothers have been the visible manifestation of the Lasallian mission.
Until recent years, they filled the vast majority of teaching and administrative positions in
their schools. The Brothers reached their numerical peak in 1965, with 16,824 Brothers
serving in schools around the world (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1965). Since
1965, the number of Brothers has declined. In 2011, 2,023 Brothers served in Lasallian
schools throughout the world with 80,364 lay men and lay women and 702 priests and
religious of other orders (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2012, p. 245). Thus, lay men
and women constitute nearly 97% of those working full-time in Lasallian ministries
around the world, De La Salle Brothers constitute just under 3% of the total, and priests
and other vowed religious constitute just under 1%.
The demographic changes experienced by Lasallian schools mirror the
demographic changes taking place in Catholic schools in general across the United States
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1965, 2011, McDonald & Schultz, 2011). Until
recently, vowed members of religious congregations, along with diocesan priests, assured
the unique identity of Catholic schools by the preponderant number of religious as school
leaders, teachers, and staff. However, since the mid-1960s, the number of priests and
vowed religious has drastically decreased (Carr, 2000; Jacobs, 1998, 2005). This
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decrease has resulted in a dramatic change in the face of the Catholic school leader,
teacher, and staff member. In Catholic schools in the United States in 1950, priests and
religious sisters and brothers totaled 90% of the total staff. The remaining 10% were
members of the laity, men and women who were not vowed members of a religious
congregation. By 2010, these percentages had more than reversed, with lay men and lay
women comprising 96% of all people working in Catholic schools in the country
(McDonald & Schultz, 2011).
These statistics reveal a tremendous challenge to Catholic schools in general
today, and to Lasallian schools in particular: how to maintain the religious and
congregational character of these schools into the future, when the people who
established, led, and staffed them – the religious and priests – will not be available. The
lives of the religious and priests were and are characterized by a lifetime commitment to
the educational mission; a commitment seen as a vocation, a call from God to serve in
extraordinary and all-consuming ways; a commitment of one’s entire life to the service of
the young through education; a commitment strengthened by clear structures of
formation, community life, and prayer (Jacobs, 1998). The commitment lived and
proclaimed by lay men and women looks quite different from the commitment of priests
and religious just described. Identifying, nurturing, forming, embracing, and naming the
commitment of lay men and women in Catholic schools and in Lasallian schools in
particular is a serious challenge, both today and into the future.
The De La Salle Christian Brothers have seen the challenges of declining numbers
as “a grace from God” (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2002, ¶ 146) and “a call from
the [S]pirit in our day” (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1986, p. 42). They have
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embraced the situation as an opportunity to nurture their relationship with lay colleagues.
This has led to serious, ongoing attention to the nature of the relationship between
Brothers and the lay men and women who work with them in Lasallian educational
ministries. Recently, Brothers and the men and women who work with them have come
to speak of themselves as associated for the Lasallian mission. Association, as will be
explained shortly, is a term that has characterized the relationship among Lasallians
(who, for more than 200 years, were almost exclusively Brothers) to describe their
collective dedication to the education of youth, especially poor youth. It is the very
nature of this relationship between Brothers and lay men and women that is at the heart of
this study.

Background and Need for the Study
Introduction
This section consists of three parts. The first section introduces the reader to
some important terminology in the Lasallian world that is used throughout this
dissertation. The second section introduces the Lasallian concept of “Association” and
the role this concept plays in the ongoing development of the Brothers and of Lasallian
education. The third section highlights the need for the current study.
Lasallian Terminology
The Institute of the Brothers of the Christian Schools, whose members are
commonly referred to as De La Salle Christian Brothers, marks its founding with the
opening of the first Brothers’ school in Rheims, France, in 1679 (Bédel, 1996). In the
19th century, they began to expand their growing network of schools beyond France to
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other schools in Europe and beyond. The Brothers came to the United States first in
1817, though this first adventure did not last. The Brothers returned to the United States
in the 1840’s, opening schools in Baltimore and New York (Bédel, 2006). Lasallian
schools now exist in approximately half of the 48 states in the continental United States.
The official title of the religious congregation made up of De La Salle Christian
Brothers is the “Institute of the Brothers of the Christian Schools” (Office of Education,
2008). The term “Institute” is often used when referring to the worldwide organization of
schools and other educational works sponsored by the De La Salle Christian Brothers.
The Institute is divided into six geographic areas, each called a “Region.” Each Region is
further divided into smaller geographic areas called “Districts.” Four Districts in North
America form the United States-Toronto Region (Figure 1).

San Francisco District
New Orleans-Santa Fe District
Midwest District
District of Eastern North America
Centro La Salle (a work co-sponsored by the San Francisco
District and the District of North Mexico)

Figure 1. Districts of the United States/Toronto Region of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools. Adapted from a map used by the Education Office, District of San Francisco.
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The worldwide headquarters of the Institute of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools is located in Rome, and the building itself is commonly referred to as the
“Generalate.” At an international gathering of Brothers that takes place in Rome every
seven years, called a “General Chapter,” the Brothers elect a Brother to lead the
international organization. This Brother’s title is “Superior General.” Brother Álvaro
Rodríguez Echeverría, FSC, is the current Superior General. The most recent General
Chapter took place in 2007 and was the 44th General Chapter in the history of the
Institute. Documents articulating the decisions made at the Chapter are published
following each General Chapter. The Superior General writes at least one “pastoral
letter” to the Brothers of the Institute each year, highlighting topics of particular interest
to the Brothers.
The Brothers of each District in the Institute gather every three or four years at a
“District Chapter” (the time between chapters varies from District to District) to discuss
mission-related issues and to nominate a Brother to lead the District until the next District
Chapter. This Brother’s title is “Visitor,” and he is formally appointed to his leadership
position by the Superior General. Many religious congregations refer to their local leader
as “Provincial.”
Association in the Lasallian Heritage
From the very beginning of the Institute in late 17th-century France, an integral
component of Lasallian education has involved a phenomenon the Brothers, and more
recently, their colleagues, have called “association.” On the surface, this refers to the
reality that Lasallian education is a community effort, not the efforts of individual
educators in their individual classrooms teaching their own individual groups of students.
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On a deeper level, association expresses the profound commitment those involved with
Lasallian education have to one another and to God for the education of youth, especially
poor youth.
When John Baptist de La Salle was asked by a pastor to staff a school, he would
do so only if he was allowed to send at least two Brothers to the school (Bédel, 1996).
By doing so, De La Salle guaranteed that the Brothers teaching in a school could support
one another, encourage one another, and even troubleshoot school issues with one
another in the community in the evening. Further, the Brothers could support each other
in their shared prayer and in their shared life. According to Salm (2004), this
communitarian approach to teaching proved to be “a major factor in the success of the
schools” (p. 16). In 1684, the Brothers decided to make this practice the rule for their
order.
Ten years later, when 12 Brothers joined De La Salle to commit themselves to the
mission of Catholic education formally with vows on June 6, 1694, they did so not in
isolation but as a group. Their vow formula reinforced their communitarian perspective.
In it, they mentioned all 12 others by name as they vowed “to keep together and by
association gratuitous [free] schools” (Salm, 2004, p. 16). They added a vow of
obedience to the entire group and to the superiors in the group, as well as a vow of
stability. They also made these vows not for a limited period of time, but for life. In
their 43rd General Chapter (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000), the Brothers
referred to this act as “the foundation event which links the Institute today to its origins”
(p. 2). Johnston (1987) articulated the depth of the importance of association to Brothers
in one of his pastoral letters, referring to the vow of association as a “vow of identity,”
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expressing “to the Brothers themselves, as well as to others, who they were: men totally
consecrated to God, procuring his glory by uniting themselves, and remaining so,
working together to maintain by association the gratuitous schools” (p. 23).
As Salm (2004) noted, this vow had larger implications than merely the number
of Brothers teaching in a given school. It also identified each local community of
Brothers as part of the larger community of Brothers, inclusive of all Brothers in every
community. Sauvage (1999) remarked that the 12 Brothers who first made vows with De
La Salle did not come from one community of Brothers, but from several:
Those who made it in 1694 belonged to different communities. They committed
themselves to form a society among themselves, in which each would have the
position assigned to him by the body or by his superiors, and in the place to which
he would be sent. The society would strengthen the bonds and enlarge the
horizons of the limited teams which, locally, together kept a school, and to that
end lived together in community. (Article 4.1)
This marked the beginning of a network of schools and communities, what Sauvage
called a “society” united for the sole purpose of providing education to those youth who
did not have access to quality, Christian education.
Thus, the founding story is not only inspiring as an historical event; it is also
influential as a guide to the life and work of Brothers in the present day. The Brothers’
Rule (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2002) also reminds them that their association is
for mission, for a specific purpose: the “human and Christian education of the young,
especially the poor, according to the ministry which the Church has entrusted to it”
(Article 3). Association is not an end in itself; its purpose always is to better accomplish
the educational mission.
At their 43rd General Chapter in 2000, the Brothers acknowledged the growing
desire of lay men and lay women “who, not satisfied with being simply collaborators,
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wished to share in the spiritual heritage of the Institute, and have a place in the Lasallian
mission as . . . Associates” (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, p. 2). Rather than
legislating specific structures or programs for lay association, the Brothers of the Chapter
instead articulated “dynamisms which ought to be present” (Botana, 2003, p. 7) so that
lay association would authentically reflect the deep meanings of Lasallian association
that have been present from the founding of the Institute while at the same time
responding effectively to current realities in the 21st century. These broad dynamisms
included:







a vocation inspired by the charism of Saint John Baptist de La Salle and his
values;
a life of faith which discovers God in everyday life understood in the light of
Scripture and, for persons of other religions, in the light of their own sacred
texts;
a community experience of some form or other suited to the identity of its
members;
a mission of some duration which associates persons with the educational
service of the poor;
an openness of mind which makes it possible to see beyond the individual and
his immediate environment. (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, p. 4)

Thus, in 2000 the Brothers were inviting lay people into the very heart of their
lives. However, association as it applied to lay men and women had yet to be defined; no
structures existed to distinguish lay people who were associated with the Brothers from
lay people who merely worked with the Brothers or worked in a Lasallian school. In
2007, the Brothers called for the development of new structures that would “assure the
best possible service for the mission and the proper development of association in the
whole Lasallian family” (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2007, p. 28). In fact, the
Brothers characterized this as an “urgent” need (p. 28).
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The task of creating and developing new structures involves understanding the
reality of Brothers and the reality of lay men and women, identifying and agreeing upon
the “common nucleus” (Botana, 2005a, p. 7) of Lasallian identity, and discerning the
space that can appropriately be allowed for diversity. A part of this task involves
studying the lived experience of lay Lasallians in order to identify the association that
they already experience but have not yet named. This research study sought to make a
contribution to this needed understanding of the lay associative experience.
The Experience of Association Today
Describing the ways in which Lasallian association is manifested by lay men and
women in Lasallian schools continues to challenge Brothers and lay men and women. In
response to the work of the 43rd General Chapter, some Lasallian Districts have begun to
develop formal processes whereby lay men, lay women, and religious of other
congregations may be formally recognized by their Visitor (the chief Brother
administrator of a District; equivalent to a “provincial” of other religious congregations)
as Associates. Many other Districts have yet to create structures and processes for formal
Association, opting instead to accept that individuals are associated at many different
levels and to varying degrees depending on their states of life and their other life
commitments. Botana (2008b) described these as “associates ‘in fact’ . . . . These would
be persons who, without having made any official or juridical sign, or an external
promise, manifest by their ongoing disposition and their unmistakable acts, that they do
in fact participate in this Association” (p. 36). Botana then described several signs of
association in fact. These included


a steady disposition of solidarity with other Lasallians and with commitment
to the Lasallian mission;
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seeking to be sustained by Lasallian spirituality and seeking meaning from it;
an awareness of collaborating in God’s work;
a clear sense of belonging to the common Lasallian story and to the District;
regular participation in District or area meetings, as well as in courses and
formation meetings;
participation in some community experience with other Lasallians;
an interest in and openness toward the universality of the Lasallian mission.
(p. 36)

At various levels of the Institute, Brothers and lay men and women have been
invited to reflect on their experience of association and their vocation as Lasallians
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2005; Christian Brothers Conference, 2004). These
reflections have provided anecdotal evidence of their experience of association and have
given some clues to important formative experiences on their vocational journey. Until
2010, however, no one had undertaken a formal research study of the associative
experience of lay men and women serving in Lasallian educational ministries (Kane,
2011; Muñoz, 2010, 2011a, 2011b). This study responded to this need by making a
contribution to the research literature on this critical challenge of understanding the lay
experience of Lasallian association in the 21st century.

Purpose of the Study
The San Francisco District has not yet established criteria and structures to
recognize Partners (the most commonly used term to describe people who are not
Brothers but who work with the Brothers in Lasallian ministries) as Associates in a
formal sense. At the same time, a number of Partners ministering in Lasallian works in
the District meet the broad characteristics articulated at the 43rd General Chapter, and
therefore could be considered “associates in fact” (Botana, 2008b, p. 36). The purpose of
this qualitative study was to explore in-depth the experience of Lasallian association on
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the part of four lay men and women in Lasallian works in the San Francisco District
(Figure 2) who possess to a high degree the characteristics of Lasallian association
described by the 43rd General Chapter (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, p. 4),
have not been formally recognized as Associates, but could be described as “associates in
fact” (Botana, 2008b, p. 36). The characteristics of Lasallian association described by the
43rd General Chapter are as follows:

WASHINGTON
La Salle High School, Yakima (1998)

OREGON
La Salle Catholic College Preparatory, Milwaukie(1966)
De La Salle North Catholic High School, Portland (2001)

CALIFORNIA-NORTHERN
Christian Brothers High School, Sacramento (1876)
De La Salle High School, Concord (1965)
De La Salle Institute, Napa (1882)
De Marillac Academy, San Francisco (2001)
Justin-Siena High School, Napa (1966)
Lasallian Educational Opportunities (1994)
Sacred Heart Cathedral Preparatory, San Francisco (1852)
Saint Mary’s College High School, Berkeley (1863)
Saint Mary’s College of California (1863)

CALIFORNIA-SOUTHERN
Cathedral High School, Los Angeles (1925)
La Salle High School, Pasadena (1956)

Centro La Salle, Tijuana, Mexico (1978)
In partnership with the District of North Mexico

ARIZONA
San Miguel High School, Tucson (2004)

Figure 2. Works of the San Francisco District of the Brothers of the Christian Schools.
Adapted from a map used by the Education Office in the District of San Francisco.
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There are partners who have a long record of collaborating in the Lasallian
mission, and who feel a call to deepen the charism, spirituality and Lasallian
communion in which they wish to participate. In particular, their lives are already
marked by a number of distinctively Lasallian characteristics:






a vocation inspired by the charism of Saint John Baptist de La Salle and
his values;
a life of faith which discovers God in everyday life understood in the light
of Scripture and, for persons of other religions, in the light of their own
sacred texts;
a community experience of some form or other suited to the identity of its
members;
a mission of some duration which associates persons with the educational
service of the poor;
an openness of mind which makes it possible to see beyond the individual
and his immediate environment. (p. 4)

The study also explored the meaning these associates in fact ascribed to their
experience of association. The study also investigated the context of these educators’
experiences of association: the events, people, and circumstances that moved them
toward association.

Research Questions
The following research questions were examined:
1. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” describe the journey that led them to their experience of
Lasallian association?
2. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” describe their experience of Lasallian association?
3. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” describe the meaning of their experience of Lasallian
association for themselves personally, both now and for the future?
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4. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” articulate the future of Lasallian association in the San
Francisco District?

Conceptual Framework
A Phenomenological Perspective
According to Bogdan & Biklen (2007), “Whether stated or not, whether written in
what we have come to think of as theoretical language, or not, all research is guided by
some theoretical orientation” (p. 24). A phenomenological perspective rooted in the
work of van Manen (1990), Munhall (2007), and Seidman (2006) formed the conceptual
framework that guided this in-depth interview study. This phenomenological framework
puts experience at the heart of understanding. It values the meaning that people ascribe
to their experience so much that any attempt to understand a phenomenon begins with
listening deeply to people who have experienced the phenomenon as they describe their
experience and the meaning they ascribe to this experience. This phenomenological
framework is consistent with the De La Salle Brothers’ approach to current challenges
that they and their lay partners face with respect to the future of Lasallian education.
They place experience first and listen to what the experience has to teach them. As
Botana (2005b) stated, “Life precedes words and the signs show us the new life that is
flourishing, the Lasallian charism that is incarnated today in different forms of
association for the educational service of the poor” (p. 1).
Rooted in a phenomenological research perspective, Seidman (2006) developed a
method of “in-depth, phenomenologically-based interviewing” (p. 15) that would allow a
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researcher to understand the meaning that research participants make of their experience
of a particular phenomenon of interest to the researcher. True to a phenomenological
approach which seeks to understand experience rather than test hypotheses, “in-depth
interviewing . . . is designed to ask participants to reconstruct their experience and to
explore their meaning. The questions most used in an in-depth interview follow from
what the participant has said” (pp. 91-92). Story-telling, the process whereby individuals
make meaning of their lived experience, was the key methodology used for this research
study of Lasallian association as experienced by lay men and women in the San Francisco
District who could be characterized as associates in fact.
Both van Manen (1990) and Munhall (2007) strongly recommended that a
phenomenological human science researcher should “have one overarching question” that
“can then guide other questions” (Munhall, 2007, p. 174). For this study, the overarching
question was, “What is association like for a layperson involved with the Lasallian
educational mission?” It was this broad question that was at the heart of this proposed
study and guided the development of the in-depth interview questions.
The Lasallian Heritage from a Phenomenological Perspective
Continuing his explication of phenomenology as a “human science,” van Manen
(1990) emphasized that “human science does not see theory as something that stands
before practice in order to ‘inform’ it. Rather theory enlightens practice. Practice (or
life) always comes first and theory comes later as a result of reflection” (p. 15). This
phenomenological perspective is consistent with the origins of Lasallian association. As
noted earlier, the first Brothers in France in the late 1600s experienced association before
they named it. Their understanding came when they reflected on their experience in
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those first years of the Institute. They found that, individually, each Brother could not
hope to accomplish this divine call to provide an education to poor youth. It was only in
community that this could be accomplished. Reflecting on this experience as a
community over many years ultimately led to the naming of the experience as
“association” and to the institutionalizing of the associative experience in perpetual vows
(Koch, Calligan, & Gros, 2004; Salm, 2004).
Without referring to it as a “phenomenological perspective,” the De La Salle
Christian Brothers have been committed to just such an outlook throughout their history,
including their beginnings. Saint John Baptist de La Salle’s spirituality also reflected a
phenomenological perspective, embracing the notion that God was most powerfully
manifested in the daily events of one’s life. Isetti (Loes & Isetti, 2002) described de La
Salle’s spirituality in the following way: “De La Salle seeks through his various prayers,
acts of devotion, visits, and meditations to achieve what the Buddhist tradition calls
mindfulness – a centered heart open to the present moment as a revelation of God’s
presence in all things and in all places” (p. 196). The method used to write the first
edition of The Conduct of the Christian Schools (De La Salle, 1996/1720), the guide for
operating the Brothers’ schools, provides an example of the importance the De La Salle
Brothers have given to learning from experience. According to Mann (1996), “The
history of [The Conduct] is a history of a book in process. . . . The evolution of the text is
attested to by the 24 printed editions and numerous manuscripts preserved in the archives
. . . [of the Brothers] in Rome” (p. 26). The authors of the first printed edition of The
Conduct (de La Salle, 1996/1720) stated this clearly in their own Preface to the text:
This guide has been prepared and put in order (by the late M. De La Salle) only
after a great number of conferences between him and the oldest Brothers of the
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Institute and those most capable of running a school well, and after several years
of experience. Nothing has been added that has not been thoroughly deliberated
and well tested, nothing of which the advantages and disadvantages have not been
weighed and, as far as possible, of which the good or bad consequences have not
been foreseen. The Brothers will . . . receive this guide as though it were given
them by God through the instrumentality of their Superiors and the first Brothers
of the Institute. (p. 45)
This appreciation of the educative value of process, along with a deep
commitment to learning from experience, continues in the Lasallian world up to the
present. A second example of this appreciation and commitment can be found in the
documents of the 43rd General Chapter (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000), as the
Brother delegates outlined the next steps that they and their Partners were to take in the
coming seven years.
It is evident that, regarding the practice of association, the Institute is in a period
of transition, and that it is important to take into account:





the weight of certain of our historical structures which can make
experiments with association difficult,
the need for a multiplicity of experiments for a limited period, so that they
can be examined and evaluated when they end,
the nature and the evolution of each of these experiments,
the need to direct and accompany these different experiments.

Consequently, we consider it necessary for the Institute to allow a period of
freedom for the promotion and the accompaniment of structures and forms of
association. (p. 9)
Thus, the phenomenological perspective articulated by van Manen (1990), Munhall
(2007), and Seidman (2006) formed the conceptual framework for this study of the lay
Partner’s experience of Lasallian association.
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Significance
A careful review of the literature uncovered only two very recent research studies
of Lasallian association. This study thus was the third association study and only the
second phenomenologically-based in-depth interview study of Lasallian association. It
sought to move beyond recent efforts in the Lasallian world to gather data related to
Lasallian association which stopped at the data gathering stage. Through a qualitative
research design, the researcher not only gathered interview data reporting people’s
experiences of association, but also systematically analyzed the data and reported the
findings in an organized, research-based fashion. Consequently, it makes a unique
contribution to the contemporary dialogue in the Lasallian world related to the
sustainability of the Lasallian charism in the world today and into the future. This study
also adds to the literature related to the sustainability of religious charisms in similar
situations of diminishing direct influence of religious congregations on institutions they
sponsor.
This study also has significance because it sought to understand the phenomenon
of association from the perspective of the Lasallian educator instead of from some
predetermined definition and description of Lasallian association into which individuals
would be expected to fit. This study invited participants to describe their own realities,
their own experiences, and the meanings that they attached to these experiences. Thus,
meaning was uncovered inductively rather than tested deductively. As has been noted
previously, attending to the meaning of Lasallian association as expressed and
experienced by lay men and women ministering in Lasallian schools is entirely consistent
with the Lasallian heritage. This serious appreciation for the power of lived experience
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to guide the development of structures, systems, and organization is so deeply rooted in
the Lasallian mindset that it can be said to be a part of Lasallian culture. It is a rich part
of, to quote Bower (1966), “the way we do things around here” (p. 41). It was also hoped
that this study would help those charged with overseeing programs of Lasallian formation
to better understand the lay experience of Lasallian association for mission, which could
then assist them in the identification of those activities, processes, and resources that
would be most helpful to Lasallian educators in their vocational journeys.
This study may have the potential to assist other religious congregations in their
quest to sustain their own charisms. The results of this study along with the methodology
and the conclusions to be drawn from the results may be instructive to others. Further,
this study could be replicated by educators involved with other religious congregations
with little adaptation being necessary.

Definition of Terms
Associates is a formal title given to some Lasallian Partners in some Districts throughout
the Lasallian world who have completed a prescribed program leading to their
public recognition by the Visitor of their District as Associates. Program
elements vary from District to District and may include formation in Lasallian
mission, experiences of faith, service, and community, and some form of public
commitment to the Lasallian educational mission. Such individuals will be
referred to in this dissertation as Associates, with a capital “A.” Such a
designation does not indicate any level of priority in relation to associates in fact
(see below), but merely serves to distinguish one from the other. While some
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Districts have formally created a category of “Associates,” many Districts in the
world have not done so.
associates in fact is a term used to describe Partners (see below) involved in Lasallian
ministry “who, without having made any official or juridical sign, or an external
promise, manifest by their ongoing disposition and their unmistakable acts, that
they do in fact participate in this [Lasallian] Association” (Botana, 2008b, p. 36).
Such persons will be referred to in this dissertation as associates in fact, with a
lower-case “a.” Such a usage does not indicate any level of priority in relation to
Associates (see above), but merely serves to distinguish one from the other.
Association, or Lasallian Association, is a vow made by Brothers of the Christian
Schools by which they commit collectively to the educational service of the poor.
The term is also used conceptually to describe the experience of Partners (see
below) committed to the Lasallian educational mission with one another and the
Brothers. While association as experienced by Partners has yet to be specifically
defined, some attempts have been made in recent years to articulate characteristics
of those Lasallians who could be considered Associates or associates in fact
(Botana, 2008b; Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, 2011).
Brother is the title given to vowed members of the Brothers of the Christian Schools.
The title is similar to titles such as “Sister” (referring to vowed members of
women’s religious congregations) or “Father” (referring to ordained priests). The
title Brother is commonly used in other religious congregations to identify vowed
religious men who are not priests (Office of Education, 2008, p. 2).
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Brothers of the Christian Schools is the official title of a religious congregation of men
founded by Saint John Baptist de La Salle in France in 1680 and formally
recognized by the Roman Catholic Church as a religious congregation of men in
1726. They are more commonly referred to as De La Salle Christian Brothers in
the United States and as De La Salle Brothers in other parts of the world.
Brothers’ Rule refers to the official guide for the life and ministry of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools. It contains 143 statements related to the life and ministry of
Brothers throughout the world, adapted to local situations. As with all religious
congregations’ Rules, the Brothers’ Rule has been approved by the leadership of
the Roman Catholic Church (Office of Education, 2008, p. 10).
Cristo Rey Schools are Catholic secondary schools sponsored by a number of different
religious congregations in the United States that provide a college preparatory
education to young people from underserved populations. Unique to this network
of schools is the Corporate Internship Program (CIP), whereby students work in
teams at a local business to offset a large portion of their tuition.
District refers to a geographic entity within the Institute of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools. In 2010, 38 Districts constituted the Institute of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2011).
District work/Lasallian work. The phrase District work refers to any one of the
ministries sponsored by the Brothers of the Christian Schools in a particular
District, including, but not limited to, schools, colleges or universities, agencies
and District offices. For example, the Brothers of the Christian Schools sponsor
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16 works in the San Francisco District (Figure 2). Lasallian work is a broader
term that refers to any Lasallian ministry.
Formation refers to the training and education of members of a religious congregation
and those ministering with them (Office of Education, 2008, p. 5).
General Chapter refers to a formal gathering of Brothers from every District in the
Institute that takes place every seven years in Rome. These chapters are
legislative assemblies that elect leadership for the next seven years and enact
legislation related to the Brothers’ life and mission.
General Council refers to a group of Brothers that assists the Superior General in Rome.
These Brothers come from throughout the world and are elected or appointed to
serve on the General Council for a seven-year term (Office of Education, 2008, p.
5).
Generalate refers to the international headquarters of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools in Rome (Office of Education, 2008, p. 5).
Institute is a technical term used to describe a group of consecrated religious formally
recognized by the Church as a religious congregation. The full name of the
society founded by Saint John Baptist de La Salle is “The Institute of the Brothers
of the Christian Schools.” In the context of Lasallian education, the word
(sometimes with the word “International” preceding it) refers to all ministries
sponsored by the Brothers of the Christian Schools worldwide. (Office of
Education, 2008, p. 7).
International Commission refers to various groups established by the Superior General
and his General Council to assist in the response to propositions passed at a
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General Chapter. The leader, or chair, of a commission is often called the
Secretary of the commission.
Lasallian Educator, or Lasallian refers to any person who is employed by a Lasallian
school. This includes classroom teachers, support staff, administrators, program
directors, counselors, and others. The word Lasallian is derived from the name of
the Founder of the Brothers of the Christian Schools, Saint John Baptist de La
Salle, who lived in France from 1651 to 1719.
The Lasallian Family includes “all those who participate in the Lasallian educational
enterprise, especially those who are moving toward a sharing of the spirit and the
mission of St. John Baptist de La Salle” (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1993,
p. 49).
Lasallian School refers to any school which is affiliated with the Brothers of the Christian
Schools.
Lay or Laity (lay person, or lay people) refers to men and women who are involved with
Roman Catholic Church ministries but are not vowed members of religious
congregations and are not ordained priests. Technically, vowed members of
religious congregations (commonly referred to as “brothers” or “sisters”) are also
considered “lay” people in the Roman Catholic Church; however, the use of lay or
laity in this research study was limited to men and women who were not vowed
members of religious congregations.
Partner, or Lasallian Partner, or Lay Partner, are the most commonly used terms to
describe people who are not Brothers but who work with the Brothers in Lasallian
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ministries (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, p. 4; Office of Education,
2008, p. 8).
Region refers to an organizational, geographical unit of the International Institute of the
Brothers of the Christian Schools. In 2010, six Regions, each including a number
of Districts, existed in the Institute (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2011).
Religious refers to any vowed member of a religious congregation in the Roman Catholic
Church. Male religious are often referred to as “Brothers” and female religious
are often referred to as “Sisters.”
Religious Congregation refers to a group of men or women who have been formally
recognized as such by the Roman Catholic Church. Religious congregations are
sometimes referred to as “religious orders.” The congregation members live
according to a particular Rule that guides their life and ministry, live in
community with one another, and take certain vows (most common are poverty or
simplicity, chastity, and obedience to the congregational superiors).
San Francisco District refers to one of four Districts in the United States-Toronto Region
of the Brothers of the Christian Schools. The San Francisco District is comprised
of Lasallian schools and other works in Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona,
and Tijuana, Mexico (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2011).
San Miguel Schools are middle schools sponsored by the De La Salle Christian Brothers
in the United States that serve an underserved, economically marginalized
population. These schools provide, at a very low cost, a stable education that
prepares students to enter high school with the skills necessary for success.
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United States-Toronto Region refers to one of six Regions of the Institute of the Brothers
of the Christian Schools (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2011). It includes
Lasallian ministries in the United States and in Toronto, Canada.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Restatement of the Problem
Lasallian association has been at the core of the identity of Lasallian education
since the founding of the first school in 1679. Until very recently, the only individuals in
the Lasallian world considered to be associated were Brothers. However, since the call of
the Second Vatican Council to all religious congregations to rediscover their founding
charism and put it in dialogue with the Gospel and the signs of the times (Vatican
Council II, 1965), the Brothers have increasingly involved lay men and women as
partners in their educational ministry. As the number of laity in Lasallian ministries has
grown, their involvement has expanded into areas of leadership of local ministries and
even into leadership at District levels. These changes have raised a question about the
place of lay men and women in discussions about Lasallian association. Since
association is at the heart of Lasallian identity, and since the laity comprise fully 96% of
the people staffing and leading Lasallian educational ministries worldwide, it is natural
and important to explore what Lasallian association could mean for lay men and women.
While some informal input has been solicited from lay Lasallians in recent years
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2005; Christian Brothers Conference, 2004), 2010
marked the first year that any kind of formal study of the lay experience of association
had been conducted (Muñoz León, 2010, 2011). The qualitative, phenomenological, indepth interview study described in this dissertation sought to make a contribution to the
literature on the topic of the lay experience of Lasallian association in the United States.
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Overview
This chapter is divided into three parts. The chapter begins with a discussion of
the challenges involved with transmitting congregational school culture from vowed
religious to lay people. The chapter then addresses the phenomenon of Lasallian
association as it has developed as a core element of Lasallian school culture from the
founding of the schools in the 1680s to the present day. Finally, the chapter situates
Lasallian association within its larger Catholic context through a discussion of
“communion ecclesiology,” which provides a substantial connection between Catholic
Christianity and Lasallian association.

Transmitting the Culture of Congregation-Sponsored Catholic Schools
When one spends time in and around a school, one often picks up a sense of the
uniqueness of the school. The cumulative effect of signs and symbols on display, the
behavior exemplified and language spoken by teachers and students, traditions and
rituals, and the people in the school’s history held up as heroes and heroines reflect the
school’s culture (Deal & Kennedy, 1982; Deal & Peterson, 1999, 2009). Culture has
been described by Bower (1966) as “the way we do things around here” (p. 17). Deal
and Peterson (1999) described school cultures as “complex webs of traditions and rituals
that have been built up over time,” are long-lasting, and “shape the way people think, act,
and feel” (p. 4).
At the heart of a school’s culture are its core beliefs and values (Collins & Porras,
2004; Cook, 2001; Deal & Kennedy, 1982; Deal & Peterson, 1999, 2009). These core
beliefs and values run deeper than the current market situation, the most recent opinion
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polls, or the latest management theory; in other words, they are foundational and
timeless, having value in and of themselves for the school (Collins & Porras, 2004).
These core beliefs and values form the foundational ethos of the school (Deal &
Kennedy, 1982). Carr (2000) reinforced the critical importance of core values when she
tied the religious mission of Catholic schools to characteristics of effective schools,
which include a “strong shared-value system…a strong sense of community…a valueoriented set of beliefs held in common by the school community…[and] a faculty and
principal who affirm and support the school’s core mission” (p. 73).
The culture of the Catholic school is shaped by its own unique core beliefs and
values, which find their foundation in the Gospels and have been developed over
centuries by the living tradition of the Roman Catholic Church (O’Donnell, 2001). These
beliefs and values anchor “one of the strongest and most durable cultures ever created”
(Deal & Kennedy, 1982, p. 195). Personnel in Catholic schools sponsored by religious
congregations must also be grounded in the congregation’s culture, which includes
knowledge of the congregation’s founding inspiration and story (O’Donnell, 2001).
Educators in Catholic schools in the United States sponsored by religious
congregations have been addressing issues of identity and mission for most of the past
half-century (Jacobs, 2005). As was mentioned in Chapter One, the demographics of
those serving in and leading Catholic schools in the United States have completely
reversed in the past 60 years (McDonald & Schultz, 2011). This change has put the
future of Catholic schools and their unique culture in the hands primarily of lay men and
women. The remaining members of those religious congregations sponsoring Catholic
schools are responsible for sharing the culture of their congregational mission with their
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lay colleagues in order to empower the laity to work with the vowed members of the
congregation to carry the mission forward in their schools into the future.
Some researchers are doubtful that efforts to transmit congregational charism and
culture to lay colleagues in schools will be effective. Jacobs (2005) believed that these
efforts would at best have a temporary influence, diminishing as the number of priests,
sisters and brothers serving in schools continued to diminish. He suggested that
concentrating on strengthening a “more universally Catholic…character” (p. 6) rather
than a congregational character would be the more likely course of action, and the one
that would ultimately be most successful.
Speaking, in particular, about the future of Catholic colleges and universities,
most of which are currently sponsored by religious congregations, Holtschneider and
Morey (2000) surveyed presidents of Catholic colleges and universities in the United
States about the changing relationships between the colleges and universities and their
founding congregations. They mailed a questionnaire to the president of each Catholic
college or university in the United States sponsored by a religious congregation. With an
85% response rate, Holtschneider and Morey gathered information from 172
congregation-sponsored Catholic colleges and universities in the United States. Their
study focused on five questions:






Are the sponsorship-governance relationships between religious congregations
and their colleges changing?
If so, how are these partner institutions adapting their relationships?
How many are doing so?
Why are these changes being made?
What implications do these changes have for the future of Catholic higher
education in the United States? (p. 5)
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Their research revealed serious questions about the ability of lay leaders to
maintain and enhance the culture of Catholic institutions of higher education compared to
the ability of members of the sponsoring congregations to do the same (Holtschneider &
Morey, 2000, p. 14). They surmised that these educational institutions might be able to
hold on to their congregational identity for, at most, a generation following the departure
of the last religious from the educational community. Looking to the future of Catholic
colleges and universities, their conclusions aligned with Jacobs (2005), that “most…are
likely to become more universally Catholic,” shedding “the particular spirituality and
culture that was characteristic of the founding congregation” in favor of a more generic
Catholic identity (p. 15).
Holtschneider and Morey (2000) offered some hope to congregations seeking to
preserve their congregational culture beyond themselves when they concluded that the
responsibility for sustaining the unique culture of congregation-sponsored Catholic
schools would rest with the laity. They noted that those congregations whose relationship
with the laity was strong would stand a much better chance of maintaining and
transmitting their charism than congregations with weaker relationships with the laity.
They also concluded that effective, intentional programs of formation in the
congregation’s charism had the potential to shape a core group of lay colleagues in the
congregational culture, assisting them to embrace the culture and adapt the culture in
order to make it their own. In making the congregational culture their own, these lay
colleagues must also see it as their responsibility to form others in the congregational
culture, both now and into the future.
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Monsignor Dennis J. Murphy (2005) also posed the question of the sustainability
of congregational charism in the light of the waning presence of religious in
congregation-sponsored schools. Murphy claimed that it seemed “presumptuous to
believe that we can continue to live on the spiritual capital of these religious orders of an
earlier era” (p. 7). He suggested that the challenge before those staffing Catholic schools
in the 21st century was the challenge of creating a new spirituality, one unique to lay
educators, whose lifestyles and commitments are distinct from priests, sisters, and
brothers.
Braniff (2007) also advocated for the adoption of a more generalized mission
focus for Catholic schools in Australia. He recognized the efforts of religious
congregations to share their founding stories and their core values and guiding principles
with lay teachers in their schools, but he contended that these schools had actually been
universally Catholic all along. He argued that the identification of an education or an
educational philosophy as uniquely Lasallian, Ignatian, Marist, Dominican, and so on
was a post-Vatican II phenomenon, prompted by two factors: one, a concern on the part
of the congregations for the preservation of the unique character of their schools in the
face of declining numbers of congregation members on staff; and two, the call of Vatican
II’s Decree on the Up-to-Date Renewal of Religious Life, Perfectae Caritatis, for all
religious congregations to return “to the primitive inspiration of the institutes” (Vatican
Council II, 1965, p. 612) and reacquaint themselves with “the spirit and aims of [their]
founder” (p. 612) He suggested that preserving the Catholic culture of the school is the
critical task of 21st century Catholic school leaders, not preserving the culture of the
school’s sponsoring Catholic religious congregation.
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Association: A Critical and Developing Element of Lasallian Culture
Overview
The De La Salle Christian Brothers have been doing precisely what Holtschneider
and Morey (2000) have suggested for several years. Their efforts have not only helped to
sustain the Lasallian charism but also to adapt the culture to include lay men and women.
Schein (2004) provided insight into how cultures develop and adapt:
I believe that cultures begin with leaders who impose their own values and
assumptions on a group. If that group is successful and the assumptions come to
be taken for granted, we then have a culture that will define for later generations
of members what kinds of leadership are successful. The culture now defines
leadership. But as the group runs into adaptive difficulties, as its environment
changes to the point where some of its assumptions are no longer valid, leadership
comes into play once more. Leadership is now the ability to stand outside the
culture that created the leader and to start evolutionary change processes that are
more adaptive. This ability to perceive the limitations of one’s own culture and to
evolve the culture adaptively is the essence and ultimate challenge of leadership.
(p. 2)
Schein’s words are particularly applicable to the ongoing efforts of the De La Salle
Christian Brothers to transmit their culture to their lay colleagues. Increasingly, since the
Second Vatican Council, the De La Salle Brothers have seen the challenge of transmitting
their culture to lay men and women as one of adaptation. In order to sustain the culture
of Lasallian ministries, the De La Salle Brothers and lay men and women have also called
for the creation of mission-related programs of formation at all levels of their
organization: international, national, and local (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000,
2006, 2007). These formative experiences have introduced thousands of lay men and
women to the rich tradition and culture of Lasallian education (for example, see Christian
Brothers Conference, 2010b, 2010c, and 2010d). A deeper understanding of the
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Lasallian heritage and culture is the basis for the discernment of the adaptations
necessary to share this heritage and culture with the laity in a way that assures the
Lasallian mission into the future (Botana, 2008a, 2008b).
At the core of Lasallian culture is the concept of association, which Botana
(2008b) referred to as “communion among persons, communion in the same charism” (p.
17) and includes many shades of meaning, including vocation, identity, relationships, and
commitment (p. 17). Association has been a key element of Lasallian culture since the
late 17th century, when early Brothers formalized their experience of communion and the
primacy of this communion by taking their first vow: the vow of association. Salm
(2004) stated that the early Brothers experienced and appreciated the importance of
association long before they formally stated such through their vows. As noted earlier,
Lasallian scholars highlight this first vow as the critical link between association among
Brothers at the beginning of the Institute and association among Brothers and lay men
and women today (Botana, 2008b; Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000). Discerning
the elements of this founding story that can and should be creatively brought forward and
integrated into a 21st century understanding of Lasallian association is a serious task, and
one that will be undertaken in this review of literature.
This section of the literature review is organized into five subsections. The first
subsection addresses the origins of Lasallian association for mission in 17th century
France. The next subsection discusses the reality of the post-World War II Lasallian
world. The third subsection reviews the pastoral letters of Brother John Johnston, who
served the Institute as Superior General from 1986 to 2000 and wrote extensively about
the development of Lasallian association, particularly as it grew to embrace the laity as
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Partners in Lasallian education. The fourth and fifth subsections review 21st century
writings on association.
Origins of Lasallian Association
According to Deal and Peterson (2009), an organization’s core beliefs and values
are often wrapped up in its origins: the challenges, inspirations, innovations, problemsolving, and commitments that brought the organization into existence. The origins of an
organization coalesce into a founding story, a “unifying myth” (p. 60) that has great
potential for guiding the organization through future challenges, providing the
organization with “an existential anchor or compass” (p. 60) that keeps the organization
steady as it adapts to changing times and circumstances.
The Second Vatican Council called all religious institutes to rediscover their
founding inspiration and story, and put that story in dialogue with the Gospels and with
the current situation. Perfectae Caritatis, the Decree on the Up-to-Date Renewal of
Religious Life, (Vatican Council II, 1965), declared:
It is for the good of the Church that institutes have their own proper characters
and functions. Therefore the spirit and aims of each founder should be faithfully
accepted and retained, as indeed should each institute’s sound traditions. . . .
(Article 2)
By the time of the publication of Perfectae Caritatis, the Brothers of the Christian
Schools were nearly 10 years into the process of rediscovering their roots. At the 1956
General Chapter (Tidd, 2009a), the Brothers called for the publication of a series of
scholarly studies of their founding story and the writings of John Baptist de La Salle.
According to Tidd, “This project, ongoing today, provided a scholarly base for the kind
of recapturing of their [the De La Salle Brothers’] founder’s person and charism that
would be needed in the coming years” (p. 330).
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Many Brothers have written on these origins (Botana, 2003; Johnston, 2000;
Oustric, n.d.; Salm, 1995; Salm, 2004; Sauvage, 1975). These authors returned to June 6,
1694 to mark the origins of Lasallian association for mission. On that date, John Baptist
de La Salle and 12 Brothers made a lifelong vow of association, consecrating themselves
to the Holy Trinity and promising “to keep together and by association gratuitous [free]
schools” (Salm, 2004, p. 16). The Brothers of the 43rd General Chapter (Brothers of the
Christian Schools, 2000) refered to this as “the foundation event which links the Institute
today to its origins” (p. 2). The discussion of Lasallian association for mission today,
then, must begin by understanding this “foundation event,” including the events and
challenges that led up to it, as well as the meaning of the event for the Brothers and De
La Salle at the time.
Botana (2003) explained that the events of June 6, 1694, were the outcome of a
“period of gestation” (p. 24) that began in the 1680s, when De La Salle progressively
committed himself to the leadership and development of a group of male teachers who
came to call themselves Brothers, who chose a distinctive habit, who began to articulate
rules for their common life, and who shared in a number of decisions that shaped the
identity of the group. A series of crises in the late 1680s and early 1690s nearly brought
about the end of the teaching community: the heir apparent to John Baptist de La Salle,
Brother Henri L’Hereux, died unexpectedly; many Brothers left the group; a parish priest
tried unsuccessfully to change the Brothers’ habit; and John Baptist de La Salle nearly
died of a very serious illness (Salm, 2004). These crises drew De La Salle to invite two
of his most trusted friends, Brother Gabriel Drolin and Brother Nicholas Vuyart, to make
a secret vow with him to remain faithful to God’s call to put this budding community and
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educational enterprise on solid footing. This they did on November 21, 1691, and the
event, which was not revealed until many years after De La Salle’s death (Bédel, 1996, p.
87), is commonly referred to as the “Heroic Vow” (Oustric, n.d., p. 1). This action,
combined with various other actions that were taken in relatively short order (Bédel,
1996), helped to stabilize the young community, setting the stage for the vows made by
De La Salle and the 12 Brothers on June 6, 1694.
Botana (2003) commented that the number of Brothers who made vows with De
La Salle in 1694 represented a small segment of the total community of Brothers at the
time. Sauvage (1975) noted that “it was a rather limited nucleus of brothers who took
vows at that time” (p. 35). Yet, we have seen that the Brothers have recently referred to
the action of these 13 men as “the foundation event which links the Institute today to its
origins” (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, p. 2). According to Salm (1995), the
making of vows by some of the group helped to stabilize the group and provided a
needed constancy to the fledgling enterprise. Botana (2003) reinforced Salm’s
perspective, recognizing that the “gesture has a prophetic scope for the whole
community: the others are affected by the consequences of the gesture of the few and also
contribute to the constitution of the Society and the achievement of its goals” (p. 27).
As historic and powerful as the vows of 1691 and 1694 were, Lasallian scholars
emphasized that it was not the act of making vows that created the commitment to
Lasallian education; instead, the vows reflected a commitment that already existed in the
hearts and souls of these Brothers as well as in the hearts and souls of many other
Brothers who did not make the vows that day (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1977;
Salm, 1995; Sauvage, 1975). The vows served as an expression of the commitment of
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those Brothers who made vows; but making vows was not the only expression of
commitment. As Sauvage (1975) stated, “De La Salle and his two companions [in 1691]
do not commit themselves by vows in order to commit themselves existentially; they
commit themselves by vows because they are already existentially committed” (p. 37).
Salm (1995) reminded us that it was the consecration of the Brothers that was universal,
not the vows:
De La Salle considered all of the Brothers as consecrated to procure God’s glory
from the moment of their entrance into the Society. Their quality as consecrated
persons was considered quite independent of whether they had made or ever
would make vows, whether temporary or perpetual. (p. 263)
According to Botana (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2005), this consecration was
unique in that each Brother consecrated himself in three ways: to God, knowing in faith
that it was God who called him to this educational ministry and to this educational
community; with the other Brothers, publicly naming his solidarity with them in
association to accomplish their common work; and for the educational mission, publicly
stating his responsibility for the poor youth whose education and salvation God had
entrusted to the Brothers (p. 9).
The Brothers of the Christian Schools (1977) indicated that, in De La Salle’s
writings, “the vows are proposed, though in no way imposed” (p. 56). They went on to
say, “During the Founder’s lifetime a Brother of the Christian Schools is not deemed to
be such because of a commitment made explicitly by making one or several vows” (p.
57); instead, it was when one joined the Brothers’ community that one became a Brother.
The active presence of the Brother in the community and in the school was of greater
importance in what it meant to be Brother than the vows some Brothers made.
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The origins of Lasallian association for mission have far-reaching consequences
for the 21st century discussion of association that is inclusive of both Brothers and lay
men and women. In the effort to remain faithful to the “initial myth” (Botana, 2003, p.
23) of Lasallian education, while at the same time being responsive to the current
situation and the challenges it brings, we must keep in mind critical elements of the story:
commitment, consecration, vows, association. Deal and Peterson (2009) reminded us:
“The core story sits at the center of what life in the school [or organization] is all about.
It looms as a school’s [an organization’s] existential anchor – its spiritual source, the
wellspring of cultural traditions and ways” (p. 61). As Lasallian education continues to
develop, it is critical that it does so in creative fidelity to its origins.
The Post-World War II Lasallian World: Brothers’ Schools to Lasallian Schools
An appreciation for the unfolding journey of one’s vocation, one’s commitment to
serve God in some way, was exemplified by the spirituality of the Founder of the
Brothers and of Lasallian education, John Baptist de La Salle. De La Salle and the early
Brothers came to see their work as a response to a call from God to provide an education
for youth on the margins of society. It was in seeking ways to best address the human
and spiritual needs of these youth that they recognized God’s presence (Botana, 2005b).
De La Salle captured his experience of God’s call in his life in a reflection he wrote later
in his life on the beginnings of the Institute. The memoir itself was lost at the time of the
French Revolution, but it is quoted extensively by Canon Jean-Baptiste Blain in his
biography of the De La Salle (Blain, 2000/1733). In this memoir, De La Salle recalled
his generous response to a request to assist in the opening of a free school for poor boys
in Rheims, France, in 1679. His charitable act, which he thought would be the end of his
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involvement with the school, led to several more acts of charity, resulting eventually in
De La Salle’s choice to live with the teachers full-time and commit himself to the
educational enterprise for life. He admitted that, had he known at the beginning what the
end result would be, he would have abandoned the project, since he did not at the time
recognize this as his calling to serve. He concluded:
It was undoubtedly for this reason that God, who directs all things with wisdom
and serenity, whose way it is not to force the inclinations of persons, willed to
commit me entirely to the development of the schools. God did this in an
imperceptible way and over a long period of time, so that one commitment led to
another in a way that I did not foresee in the beginning. (p. 80)
De La Salle thus had a deep appreciation for the incremental way in which God
works with human beings, recognizing that one’s vocation, one’s response to God’s call,
develops over time. The same is true for organizations such as the Brothers of the
Christian Schools. While one is not aware of the ultimate outcome of a commitment or
series of commitments, one can look back over one’s life or over the life of an
organization and recognize the unfolding of the vocation and the development of the
organizational culture.
With this in mind, we consider the development of Lasallian association in the
second half of the 20th century. Several people have chronicled this development
(Botana, 2008a; Jacq, 2000; Johnston, 2004; Mueller, 2006; Tidd, 2009a; Tidd, 2009b),
and so only parts of this work will be highlighted in this study.
According to Tidd (2009a), association was a Brothers-only phenomenon for
more than 200 years. It was the Brothers who staffed and led the schools. In those rare
circumstances when lay men and women were employed in the schools, it was made
clear that this was only out of dire necessity. Bédel (2008) noted that the Brothers, in
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their General Chapter of 1928, expressed the desire to have religious staffing the schools;
and in the General Chapter of 1936, the Brothers “were warned of the danger resulting
from the presence of lay staff” (p. 58). At their 1946 General Chapter, a Commission
asked the Chapter delegates to call for the immediate removal of female staff and
teachers in Brothers’ schools, since World War II had ended, men (lay men and Brothers
alike) had returned home from the war, and it was no longer a necessity to employ
women in the schools. Further, the number of lay men employed in the schools was to be
reduced as much as possible (Jacq, 2000, p. 1). It appeared as though the Brothers
desired a return to the situation prior to World War II, when Brothers, who, together and
by association, vowed to teach the poor gratuitously (Salm, 2004, pp. 16-17), would
alone staff the schools.
By the late 1950s, this attitude began to soften. In 1958, the Christian Brothers
Education Association (CBEA) of the United States devoted a good deal of its time at its
annual conference to discussion of the lay teacher, a topic referred to by Brother I. Philip
(1958), Visitor of the St. Louis District, as “one of the most timely and important ones in
the Catholic educational field today” (p. 14). In his welcome to the conference
participants, Brother I. Philip reminded everyone of John Baptist de La Salle’s
willingness to adapt in response to circumstances, even to the point of taking
“revolutionary steps” (p. 15) to meet new educational needs. He challenged the Brothers
to follow the Founder’s example: “Today we have problems just as critical for the future
of Catholic education and we must have the courage, generosity, and adaptability to get
up and meet them” (p. 15). In his message to the conference participants, Brother Nicet-
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Joseph (1958), then Superior General of the Brothers of the Christian Schools, challenged
the Brothers:
We religious have to realize that lay teachers have come into our schools to stay,
and that we owe them a debt of gratitude for their admirable spirit of co-operation
and for the enlightened zeal they manifest in the cause of Christian Education. (p.
7)
In 12 short years, the attitude of the Brothers toward lay staff had changed from reduction
of the lay staff as much as possible to gratitude for the energy and passion that lay staff
brought to the schools.
As noted above, the Brothers joined all religious congregations in the work of
rediscovering their founding charism immediately following the Second Vatican Council,
and had, in fact, begun this process some 10 years earlier as a result of legislation from
the 38th General Chapter of 1956 (Tidd, 2009a). In the course of uncovering their roots,
the Brothers gained a new appreciation for the place of association in their vocation as De
La Salle Brothers. At the same time, they began to reflect on the growing presence of lay
teachers in their schools within the context of association. In 1967, the Brothers stated
that they were “happy to collaborate with lay teachers” (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 1997/1967, ¶ 46.3) and they expressed their deep appreciation for the gifts that
the lay teachers brought to the schools. The Brothers committed to “guarantee that the
lay teachers are involved in the whole life of the school . . . [including] administration
and matters of policy” (¶ 46.3).
In 1972, the leadership of the Brothers’ Institute in Rome established an
international commission to address questions related to the Brothers’ vows. This group,
which met through 1975, studied the origins of the Brothers’ vows, considered the
contemporary Brothers’ experiences of vows, and put the origins and the contemporary
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experience in dialogue with one another. At the conclusion of their meetings, Brother
Michel Sauvage (1975), a member of the commission, wrote an extensive reflection on
the history of the Brothers’ vows. In this reflection, Sauvage pointed out a long-standing
practice in the Brothers’ world: that one could be a Brother without making vows. It was
only in 1918, when the Code of Canon Law changed, that all Brothers were required to
make vows – first temporary vows, and eventually perpetual vows – in order to be a
member of the Institute. He reminded the Brothers that, in the beginning, it was not vows
that defined De La Salle’s commitment to the group; instead, De La Salle’s commitment
grew gradually, step by step, until ultimately he gave his entire life to the work of
education with the Brothers. The vows he eventually made with some Brothers only
served to name a commitment that already existed. Sauvage’s reflection on this unique
feature of the Brothers’ community was reinforced by the Brothers soon after his writing
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1977) when they noted that, during the years from
1860 to 1880, nearly one-third of Brothers had not made vows. They went on to say that,
for those Brothers who applied to make vows but were denied for whatever reason, “nonadmission to vows in no way signified a dismissal from the Institute” (p. 68). Thus, for
much of the history of the Institute, Brothers could belong to the Institute in a number of
different ways. This piece of the Brothers’ founding and ongoing story has implications
for the 21st century conversations about the ways lay men and women could shape their
associative commitment to the Lasallian mission. Just as the first Brothers expressed
their commitment in a variety of ways, so, too, could contemporary Lasallians exhibit
their commitment in multiple fashions.
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In 1976, the Brothers included lay teachers in the “Lasallian Family” (Brothers of
the Christian Schools, 1976, p. 54) and pledged to provide formation to help lay men and
women find their own place within the Lasallian Family. They spoke of “different
degrees of belonging” (p. 76) in the family. It is important to note that the concept of
who “belonged” in the Lasallian community expanded beyond the Brothers themselves to
include those who were not Brothers but who wished to involve themselves in the work
of the Brothers. No longer were lay men and women merely tolerated; no longer were
they merely collaborators with the Brothers; they had become members of the family.
In a report on the Intercapitular Meeting of 1981 (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 1981), the Brothers called attention to the Catholic Church’s post-Vatican II
recognition of the role lay people play in the life of the Church. As a religious
congregation in the Church, the Brothers commented:
The very nature of our work makes us one of the groups in the Church which has
most to do with laymen [sic] and that in anything but a superficial way, since we
have to form an educational community. . . . We must realize the extent of this
phenomenon, the responsibilities it entails and seize the occasion it offers. (p. 24)
This comment reflects implications for the future of the Lasallian charism, according to
Holtschneider and Morey (2000), who indicated in their study that “Religious traditions
that are more amenable and consonant with lay experience will have an advantage” in
transmitting their congregational culture to lay people over other religious traditions that
are not as amenable to the lay experience (p. 16). The Brothers concluded their
discussion of the intercapitular meeting by highlighting what they saw as their “urgent
duty” (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1981, p. 25) to invite lay people more
effectively and more completely into the Lasallian mission and into Lasallian spirituality.
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Reflecting on their 41st General Chapter (Brothers of the Christian Schools,
1986), the Brothers spoke of their “amazement” (p. 13) at the number of lay men and
women who were inspired, moved, and committed to the Lasallian educational mission
and the number of them who were seeking ways to deepen their relationship with
Brothers and with the Institute as a whole. The Brothers recognized that “there is
opening before us a new path along which we must travel” (p. 13). Later in their
reflections, the Brothers identified this movement along a new path as “a sign of the
Spirit in this new and powerful movement” (p. 27) and they expressed their desire to play
a proactive role in nurturing their relationship with lay men and women. They identified
numerous members of the Lasallian Family: lay teachers, families who send their
children to the Brothers’ schools, volunteers, members of various intentional
communities, alumni, and the parents and siblings of Brothers, among others. These
groups represented different people, different lifestyles, different activities within the
Lasallian educational movement; but they all form one Lasallian Family. The Brothers
reinforced their inclusion of the laity in their Lasallian Family when they prayed for an
increase in vocations: “ask God to bless our Institute with an increase of many good
vocations to the Brothers and Lay Christian Educators” (p. 33). Thus, in 1986, not only
were lay men and women welcomed as members of the Lasallian Family, but their
ministry had also come to be seen as a vocation, recognizing their own unique call from
God to serve in the field of Lasallian education.
By the late 1980s, discussions about the relationship between Brothers and their
lay colleagues began to include the concept of “association” (McGinnis, 1990).
Association, a word up until that time reserved only to the Brothers, reflected the heart of
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the commitment of the Brothers to one another, to their educational mission, and to God
who had entrusted the mission to them. To consider the possibility that lay men and
women could be associated with the Brothers for the same mission that was entrusted to
them all by the same God required a tremendous openness of mind, heart and spirit.
In 1993, the Brothers spoke of their relationship with the laity as a “partnership”
in a “shared mission” (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1993, p. 36). The Brothers
devoted two entire weeks of their 42nd General Chapter to shared mission, and they made
an historic decision to invite 21 Lasallian Partners, including lay men and women and
religious from other congregations ministering in Lasallian schools, to participate in the
Chapter as consultants during these two weeks. They identified shared mission, the
Lasallian mission inclusive of Brothers and Partners, to be a “movement” that was “truly
a grace” (p. 31) and that drew all Lasallians into a deeper and more active concern for the
education of poor youth. The Brothers reflected on their demographic situation, which
had been characterized by a substantial decrease in membership since 1965, in prophetic
language:
The spirit of the Institute, which is the spirit of faith, invites us to see in these
circumstances something more than the decrease in numbers of the Brothers.
Rather we should see it as a call from God to maintain our place as consecrated
lay persons in the religious life, alongside our colleagues in a common mission
that is shared. (p. 42)
The Pastoral Letters of Brother John Johnston, 1987 – 2000
Brother John Johnston, who served two terms as Superior General of the Brothers,
wrote often about the deepening relationship between Brothers and their lay colleagues, a
relationship that he would ultimately refer to as association. A review of his pastoral
letters, from 1987 to 2000, maps this developing relationship. In “Peace-Identity-
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Conversion” (Johnston, 1987), he reminded the Brothers of the assistance given them
over three centuries by lay men and women “in important but secondary roles” (p. 29).
He then pointed out to the Brothers that such a relationship between Brothers and the
laity had all but collapsed with the noteworthy increase in the number of committed lay
men and women working in the schools. He referred to this “extraordinary development”
as “the work of the Holy Spirit, a gift of the Holy Spirit in our day” (p. 30), shifting the
relationship between Brothers and lay colleagues from a hierarchical one with the
Brothers being assisted by the laity to a much more horizontal relationship whereby
Brothers and lay colleagues work side by side as partners in the Lasallian educational
ministry.
The next year, Johnston (1988) wrote that lay educators in Lasallian schools were
“full partners” (p. 32) with the Brothers and that schools would no longer be referred to
as “‘Brothers’ schools,’ animated by the Brothers’ community with secondary
collaboration of lay teachers, parents, students.” Instead, they would be “‘Lasallian
Schools,’ schools animated by Lasallian educative communities of faith” which include
Brothers and lay men and women working side by side (p. 32).
A few years later, Johnston (1992) drew a distinction between the association the
Brothers expressed through their vows and their intentional, residential community life,
and the association that lay men and women expressed through their contribution of “a
certain amount of themselves and of their time and energy” (p. 21). He noted that this
commitment of lay men and women to Lasallian education was tempered by their own
life commitments, which often included spouses and children. While this did not
minimize the value of their commitment to Lasallian education, Johnston cautioned the
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Brothers to “avoid a confusion of identity and roles” (p. 21) as they navigated their
growing association with the laity.
In 1993, Johnston challenged the Brothers who had not yet fully accepted lay men
and women as equal partners in the mission of Lasallian education. Highlighting a
troubling attitude on the part of some Brothers toward the laity as subordinate or of
secondary value to the Brothers, he stated clearly to the Brothers of the Institute: “What is
of fundamental importance is that we accept our lay colleagues as full collaborators” (p.
39). He sounded an optimistic note for the future of the Institute when he said, “I think
that we are only beginning to realize the potential of ‘shared mission’” (p. 40).
In his final pastoral letter as Superior General, Johnston (2000) situated the efforts
of the Brothers to incorporate lay men and women more fully into the mission and
association of Lasallian education within a broader movement of increased lay
participation in the Catholic Church. He affirmed that the Brothers and Pope John Paul II
were convinced that it was not only possible for religious congregations to share their
charisms with the laity, but that it was already happening. He referenced Pope John Paul
II’s (1996) words in Vita Consecrata: “We may say that . . . a new chapter, rich in hope,
has begun in the history of relations between consecrated persons and the laity” (Article
54). Johnston (2000) reminded the Brothers that they had been writing this chapter for
several years “with conviction, determination, creativity, and prudence” (p. 7). He
suggested a new consideration in the discussion of lay association: that the laity
ministering in Lasallian works may in fact have their own charism that is distinct, though
related, to the Brothers’ charism. This consideration would be taken up by Brother
Antonio Botana in subsequent writings (Botana, 2008a, 2008b).
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Johnston took time in his 2000 pastoral letter to remind the Brothers of the road
that they had walked with lay men and women over many years, working together to
strengthen their relationships with one another and deepening their sense of partnership
for the Lasallian educational mission. As Johnston told the developing story of Lasallian
association for mission, he suggested a new and important understanding of what it meant
for lay men and women to be “partners” with the Brothers for mission:
I need to explain my understanding of the word "partners." I use the word in a
way that includes persons who participate in the Lasallian charism in very distinct
ways and at different levels of commitment. I am not proposing "partners" as a
formal category of members, or as persons who would work with others not
considered partners. I think to define "partners" in this way would be divisive. We
Brothers have gradually learned that looking upon ourselves as the "authorized
agents" of Lasallian mission is "obsolete." (Circ. 435, pp. 8-9) We are working
diligently to transform our schools from "Brothers' schools" to "Lasallian
schools." We are learning to accept our lay collaborators as "partners" rather than
as persons who help us run our schools. We don't want to create a new elitist
group of "authorized agents" that would expect to be the privileged ones in a
school.
Rather than focus on who are "in" and who are "out," we should encourage
everyone to become active participants in the task of creating schools that are
authentically Lasallian. We should never stop inviting, perhaps more indirectly
than directly, all members of the educative community to participate
wholeheartedly in the Lasallian tradition. (p. 16)
Johnston (2000) was careful to avoid creating a new hierarchy of persons
associated for the Lasallian mission. Just as the Institute existed as one global
community of Brothers associated for the educational service of the poor for over 200
years with some Brothers who made vows for life, some Brothers who made vows for
one to three years at a time, and some Brothers who never made vows, so Johnston
suggested that the same flexibility should continue in the various ways lay men and
women express their commitment to Lasallian education in the 21st century. He
recognized that many lay Partners were happy expressing their commitment through the
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daily ministry of education; he also recognized that some lay Partners wished to “become
more closely and more formally associated with Lasallian mission and with the Institute”
(p. 18). While he supported these lay men and women in their desire for more formal
association with the Brothers and challenged the Brothers to provide the necessary
formation programs for these lay men and women, Johnston challenged the lay Partners
to “be the protagonists in this search” (pp. 19-20); he wanted the lay men and women to
take the lead in shaping their unique version of Lasallian association for mission.
Writings on Association in the 21st Century
This openness to sharing association with the laity had tremendous implications,
not only for the Brothers but also for the lay men and women who partnered with them in
Lasallian schools. Over time, working side by side with the Brothers meant that some lay
men and women were named to leadership positions in schools, including the head
positions of president and principal. Consequently, Brothers and lay men and women
were confronted with the challenge of identifying, nurturing, forming, and naming the
commitment of lay leaders in such a way as to signify total partnership with the Brothers.
The search for a response to this challenge continues to be in the direction of a new
understanding of association that is inclusive of Brothers and lay men and women
working side by side with the Brothers in Lasallian educational ministries.
Campos (2005) tied the 21st century search for the meaning of association
between Brothers and lay men and women directly to what he referred to as the “first
association” (p. 3) in late 17th century France. Similarly, Botana (2005a) echoed Campos
when he placed the 17th century story of the founding of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools and the current 21st century experience of association between Brothers and lay
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men and women at either end of a rainbow, signifying a continuum of experiences
unbroken in over 300 years. It is, Botana wrote, “the same core story: an eagerness to
respond effectively to the educational needs of the poor and to do this in light of the
Gospel” (p. 6). Botana emphasized that the power and effectiveness of the work of
Lasallian education was not due to the heroic efforts of a few highly dedicated educators,
but to the strength of the entire global community of educators, a global community
comprised of many localized communities that looked quite different from one another.
Some residential communities continued to be made up solely of Brothers. Some
residential communities were comprised solely of lay men and women, such as a
Lasallian community on the south side of Chicago (Brothers of the Christian Schools,
2005, pp. 42-43). Some residential communities reflected a mix of Brothers and lay men
and women under the same roof, such as the community of Brothers and lay volunteers in
North Mexico (pp. 44-46); some communities of dedicated Lasallians did not live
together in a residential community, but met according to an agreed-upon schedule to
share prayer and conversation, such as the Galilee Community in Valladolid, Spain (pp.
40-41). “It is,” Botana concluded, “through all of them that the Lasallian charism is
causing a dynamism of communion in favor of the Lasallian mission” (Botana, 2005a,
p. 7).
In response to legislation from the 43rd General Chapter (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 2000), the Superior General and his General Council established an
International Commission on Association that would remain in existence until the next
General Chapter in 2007. This commission, comprised of 12 Brothers and lay men and
women from around the world, met annually from 2001 to 2006 to study the meaning and
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experience of Lasallian association for mission historically and in the 21st century. As a
way of gathering data related to the contemporary experience and understanding of
association, the commission surveyed more than 700 Brothers and Partners (International
Commission on Association, 2002). Survey respondents included administrators,
teachers, counselors, program directors, and staff. Unfortunately, the analysis of the
resulting data was incomplete. A preliminary summary of some of the survey data was
completed (Short, May 2002), but a full analysis of all the survey data was never
completed. The range in years of experience in the Lasallian mission was two years to
more than 40 years. More than 80% of those surveyed saw themselves as associated with
the Brothers for the Lasallian mission, and 74% considered the Brothers open to
association between Brothers and Partners. When asked to identify the formation
experience or experiences that most influenced their understanding and experience of
association, 62 respondents indicated a relationship with a Brother or a Brothers’
community. This was the formative experience mentioned most often by survey
respondents in the United States-Toronto Region.
In 2004, Gery Short, a member of the International Commission on Association,
reported on the proceedings of the commission up to that point (Short, 2004). In this
report, Short discussed the findings of a year of conversations with teachers, staff, and
administrators in Lasallian ministries in the District of San Francisco. In his
conversations, a number of individuals shared their belief that association was not
something in a hoped-for future Lasallian world; rather, it was already present and being
experienced by Lasallians. For most, association as experienced in their daily
educational ministry meant a great deal and was its own reward. Most of those
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interviewed did not feel a need for any kind of formal recognition of their association
from the Brothers or from any other group, nor did they feel a need or desire to mark
their association with formal vows or promises. Short shared a number of personal
convictions based on his commission work and his extensive interactions with Lasallians
in the San Francisco District, the United States-Toronto Region, and throughout the
Lasallian world. Included in these convictions was a sense of four “elements that
characterize the expression of association as we find it in living the Lasallian mission” (p.
25): a mission focus on service of the poor; a feeling of being linked to Lasallians beyond
one’s own educational ministry; an experience of faith; and a vocational journey that
develops and unfolds over time (p. 25).
In an Institute bulletin devoted to the topic of association (Brothers of the
Christian Schools, 2005), 12 Lasallian Partners (those who work in Lasallian ministries
but who are not Brothers themselves) wrote brief reflections on their experience and
perspective on association. Each writer described the various aspects of their associative
experience. However, no analysis of these writers’ experiences was completed and
reported in the bulletin. As I read these 12 reflections, I was struck by a number of
similarities in their experiences, though the writers came from many different places in
the world, including the United States, Africa, Europe, and Asia. I took some time to
create a list of the aspects of association noted by each writer, and then compared the list
for aspects that were mentioned by multiple writers. This revealed some common
themes, as stated below.
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Faith or spirituality was mentioned most frequently as an important aspect of their
association. This theme included topics related to vocation, individual and communal
prayer, and the integration of the work of education with a spirituality.
The theme mentioned second most frequently was process, referring to a
commitment that developed and deepened and unfolded over time. Several Partners
commented on how their experience of association came to them incrementally, little by
little, bit by bit, a step at a time. It was an accumulation of experiences that ultimately
led them, in retrospect, to identify their association as Lasallians.
Two themes were mentioned third most frequently: a commitment to serve those
most in need through education and community. These two themes actually go hand in
hand, as Partners frequently identified their commitment to serve the poor through
education as a communal commitment or at least as possessing a communal dimension.
These four themes all are found prominently in the founding story of Lasallian
education (Botana, 2003; Johnston, 2004; Salm, 2004; Tidd, 2009a). Creative fidelity to
the founding story can guide Lasallian association for mission into the future. De La
Salle and the first Brothers decided on the shape and function of their association for
mission by experiencing community and making adjustments as they reflected on what
was working and what was not working. The same spirit of experimentation and
evaluation of experience is evident in recent Institute documents (Brothers of the
Christian Schools, 2000, 2006, 2007).
This exercise of reading the 12 written reflections on experiences of association
and searching informally for common themes paves the way for the study I have
undertaken. In a formal research process that will be described in chapter three, I have
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gathered the experiences of association as articulated by a number of individuals working
in Lasallian ministries in the San Francisco District and have analyzed their descriptions
for common categories and themes of experiences. Thus, this study sought to contribute
to the research literature in this field.
Brothers and Partners from across the United States-Toronto Region gathered in
Salt Lake City in November 2005 to discuss and recommend direction for Lasallian
mission, Lasallian association, and structures for the future. This Regional Assembly
was one of six such assemblies that convened around the world in preparation for the first
International Assembly of Brothers and Partners in October and November 2006 at the
Brothers’ Generalate in Rome. Delegates to this Regional Assembly on Mission noted
that “A new understanding of Association is emerging with a sense of urgency”
(Christian Brothers Conference, 2005, p. 9). Lasallians continued to experiment with
various experiences of association, attempting to be faithful to the Lasallian charism
while at the same time respecting the realities of their vocations as single and married
persons. However, no single definition of lay association had been determined,
contributing to growing confusion about the meaning of association for lay men and
women. Additionally, the lack of a formal structure to recognize Associates in Lasallian
ministries left lay men and women at a potential disadvantage when leading educational
ministries, as local Church leaders were “more apt to recognize the formal vow of
Association of the Brothers than Association of the lay partners” (p. 10). Despite these
challenges, the delegates to the Regional Assembly recommended that “all expressions of
Association be honored and there be no hierarchy of Association among partners,
associates, affiliates, and Brothers” (p. 11). At the same time, they recommended that the
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Institute of the Brothers of the Christian Schools continue to explore emerging
understandings of Association and to work with Regional and District groups to “define
Association and to develop clear and measurable criteria in order for these new forms of
Association to remain faithful to the Lasallian Mission” (p. 12).
Delegates from the six Regional Assemblies gathered in Rome at the Brothers’
Generalate in October and November of 2006 at the first Mission Assembly of Brothers
and Partners in the history of the Institute (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2006).
Chief among the topics discussed at this assembly was association between Brothers and
Partners. Delegates reinforced a core Lasallian principle that association was not an end
in itself; rather, association existed to serve the educational mission. Delegates
recognized that Brothers and Partners throughout the world were still struggling to
describe association; while they honored the reality that Lasallians individually and
collectively were at different places in their understanding of and commitment to
Lasallian association for mission, they also urged the Institute to begin to speak more
definitively about guidelines for association. In the middle of the Assembly, delegates
articulated a number of tensions they were feeling with regard to association. These
included tensions between an understanding of association that was broader and more
inclusive vs. an understanding of association that was narrower and more exclusive; a
desire for continued experimentation with association vs. a desire to arrive at an officially
sanctioned definition of association; Brothers’ spirituality vs. lay spirituality (p. 22). By
the end of the Assembly, delegates called for intentional efforts at local and international
levels to
Analyze and evaluate the diverse experiences of Association in order to highlight
the essential elements and processes of Association, with special reference to the
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five criteria stated by the 43rd General Chapter. These results should be
synthesized in the next two years by an International Committee that will share
them at all levels in such a way so that they can be useful to promote further
expressions of Association. (p. 37)
In the same year that these Regional and international assemblies were taking
place, Brother Luke Salm, whose writings related to Brothers’ association and Partners’
association have already been noted (Salm, 1995, 2004), added his voice once again to
the attempt to clarify what association means for Brothers and for Partners (Salm, 2006).
For Salm, what distinguished Brothers’ association from Partners’ association was the
nature of their sacred commitment, or “consecration” (p. 7). Through their vows of
Association, the Brothers have stepped away from secular life and committed themselves
to a different lifestyle – a lifestyle lived in community with other Brothers and committed
to God’s call to provide a human and Christian education to the young, especially the
poor. This commitment is “different, not necessarily better” (p. 8) than that of the
Lasallian Partner. Salm succinctly articulated the distinctive element of association for
Brothers and for Partners:
To put it another way, the primary referent and lifestyle for the vowed Brother
lies in his association in a religious community; for their lay associates the
primary referent remains the family or independent living in the world. The vow
establishes for the Brother a different set of priorities. (p. 8)
He continued to reflect on this distinction as he noted that, due to his
consecration, a Brother committed himself to be “available to go wherever he may be
sent to further the mission of the Institute” (Salm, 2006, p. 8), whereas lay Partners found
themselves “not infrequently” (p. 8) having to step aside from their commitment to
Lasallian education due to the immediate needs of family life. Salm’s distinction
contains a good deal of truth; however, he overstates the frequency with which
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committed lay Partners step aside completely from Lasallian education. In many cases,
many committed Partners seek creative ways to continue to be involved with the
Lasallian mission while remaining responsive to their primary commitment of family.
Salm (2006) concluded his reflection by offering his perception of what was
necessary to sustain the culture of Lasallian education. He highlighted the importance of
the founding story of Lasallian education as embodied in “the person and the vision of
John Baptist de La Salle” (p. 10). He encouraged Brothers and Partners both to
participate in programs of formation that provide opportunities to study De La Salle’s
life, educational philosophy, and spirituality in depth and incorporate this into their
educational ministry. He noted that a number of Brothers had yet to participate in such
programs, and he emphasized the importance of Brothers experiencing these programs
with Partners. Finally, he encouraged the Brothers to embrace and honor their
consecration as the distinctive element of their association for mission. By implication,
the same could be said for lay Partners: the distinctive element of their Lasallian
association for mission lies in how their Lasallian ministry is integrated into and is
nourished by their primary life commitment, whether that be marriage and possibly
family or single life.
In 2008, the General Council constituted the International Commission on
Lasallian Family and Association (ICLFA). This commission, as is the case with most
commissions established by a General Council, exists for a limited period of time and is
charged with responding to particular propositions adopted by a General Chapter. These
commissions normally remain in place until the next General Chapter. The ICLFA was
created to do precisely what the delegates of the 2006 International Assembly called for:
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to gather information about various experiences of association around the Lasallian world
and to analyze the information in order to determine common elements of these diverse
experiences. The commission surveyed every District in the Institute in 2009. However,
as with the survey conducted by the previous International Commission (International
Commission on Association, 2002) and with the reflections on association written for
Institute Bulletin 250 (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2005), no systematic analysis of
the survey data was completed. This has proven to be a common occurrence in recent
data-gathering efforts related to association in the Lasallian world. An informal analysis
of the data (Kopra, 2009) indicated that some Districts had recently established specific
structures and guidelines to formally recognize “Associates” in their Districts, while
many Districts had not yet developed such structures and guidelines. The Districts in the
United States-Toronto Region were among these latter Districts, though some intentional
communities of Brothers and Partners had been established in various parts of the
Region. Regardless of the existence of structures to formally recognize “Associates,”
nearly all Districts included many Lasallian Partners who considered themselves to be
associated with the Brothers in a common educational mission without being formally
recognized as “Associates.”
Toward a Synthesis: The Writings of Brother Antonio Botana
Brother Antonio Botana, FSC, served as the Secretary, or chair, of the
International Commission on Association from 2000 to 2007. The Commission was
established by the Superior General in 2000 to advance a number of propositions from
the 43rd General Chapter related to Lasallian association for mission as it applied to
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Brothers and to Partners. One of Botana’s responsibilities was to chair the International
Commission on Association, which has been discussed earlier.
During his time leading the Secretariat, Botana studied the history, development,
and current experience of Lasallian association and wrote extensively on these topics.
His most recent works (Botana, 2008a, 2008b) represented the culmination of his study.
He situated the topic of Lasallian association for mission within the broad concept
of Lasallian Family, which was defined by the 41st General Chapter as “that body of
persons who make up those movements and groups all of which have been forming
according to the spiritual and pedagogical experience of St. John Baptist de La Salle”
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1986, p. 29). The Brothers indicated that this
experience, shared by a variety of groups in the Lasallian world, had several common
characteristics, including the following:








Its inspiration in the Gospel
Its spirit of faith and zeal.
Its work in the field of Christian education.
Its love and its preferential option for the young and the poor.
Its communion with the Church, especially with the parish and the diocese.
Its basis in Lasallian spirituality.
Its relationship with a Lasallian community. (p. 30)

The Brothers recognized growing numbers of men and women who were working
with the Brothers and who were inspired by and committed to the principles, values, and
beliefs of the Lasallian charism. Increasingly, these men and women were asking for
opportunities to learn more about St. John Baptist de La Salle and the Lasallian mission
and were expressing a desire to become more closely connected to the Brothers. The
Brothers have embraced this movement, identifying it as “a sign of the Spirit” and
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pledging to provide the necessary formation “so that, through our works, there may be a
greater participation of the laity in the mission of the Church” (p. 27).
According to Botana (2008a), the Lasallian Family is the broadest grouping in the
Lasallian world, inclusive of Brothers and all those men and women, priests, religious
sisters and brothers of other congregations, and laity who worked with the Brothers in
Lasallian ministries. Botana noted that members of the Lasallian Family belonged to the
family at different levels, from those who had just begun their ministry in Lasallian
education to those who had devoted their entire lives to the work and viewed their work
as a vocation, as a ministry undertaken in response to a call from God, as a life
commitment.
Botana (2008a) did not consider all members of the Lasallian Family to be
“Associates”; instead, he saw within the Lasallian Family various individuals and groups
of individuals who had chosen over time to commit themselves to the Lasallian
educational mission in some important way. These he would call “Lasallian associates”
and he referred to them as the “stable nucleus of the Lasallian Family which is essential
for its survival and of the charism that is incarnated in it” (p. 51). He described one’s
becoming associated for the Lasallian mission in terms of integration:
The integration of a person into the stable nucleus of the Lasallian Family comes
about, then, by the integration of that person in any of the intentional Lasallian
groups or groups associated for the Lasallian mission. This integration is the fruit
of a mutual recognition, one that is sufficiently precise and agreed upon, that is
only arrived at following a certain maturation in the process of incorporation. In
this process the person gradually assumes the charism or spirit of that family,
integrates himself into the entirety of relations, enters in to become part of the
story that already is a long narration, with a story line and a plot development that
impart unity to the narration, participates in the mission so that he feels it to be his
own, is saturated with the spirituality that reveals the sense of the mission, and
becomes a disciple of the Founder. In the Lasallian Family this process, guided
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by the Lasallian charism, is a process of association for the Lasallian mission of
education. (p. 70)
Thus, for Botana (2008a), association was the result of a process and a developing
experience of becoming integrated into a community. These communities ranged in
nature from international religious communities formally recognized by the Institute
and/or the Church, such as the Guadalupana Sisters of De La Salle and the De La Salle
Christian Brothers themselves, to more localized communities of persons who ministered
together but did not live together, communities that came together temporarily, to those
lay men and women commonly recognized by others as associated for the Lasallian
mission in a serious manner (p. 71). The factor that united all these communities, for
Botana, was the Lasallian educational mission, the focal point of all associative
commitments.
Botana (2008b) recognized that the term “Lasallian associate” carries many
different meanings. It is part of the current state of the study and experience of Lasallian
association that association is broadly and variedly defined. The term has even been used
by some as an umbrella term to include all people who are involved with Lasallian
ministry at any level. Others use the term very narrowly in reference to “those laity who
have made a formal promise of association, after having been accepted by the Brother
Visitor and his Council (p. 35).” Still others use the term in reference to a broader group
of Lasallian educators, whom Botana refers to as “associates in fact,” “those persons
who, without having made any official or juridical sign, or an external promise, manifest
by their ongoing disposition and their unmistakable acts, that they do in fact participate in
this Association (p. 36).”
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In 2011, Botana continued to develop his understanding of the dynamics involved
with sustaining the Lasallian mission well into the future in a family composed
predominantly of lay men and women who are not consecrated Brothers of the Christian
Schools. He distinguished the “transferring” or “transmitting” of mission from “sharing
the charism” (Botana, 2011, p. 84). Transmitting mission, he explained, can be done
through sharing information, ideas, and history. Sharing charism, however, is much
deeper. It is the work of the Holy Spirit, “the authentic protagonist of the mission of the
Church,” which “blows where it will,” not stopping “at the borders of the institutional
Church” but rather pushing “against the borders so that the Church continues towards the
plenitude of God’s Kingdom” (p. 86). Sharing charism requires the creation of a family
that is inclusive of Brothers and Partners, who live their commitment to the Lasallian
mission in different ways by virtue of their primary life commitments. He added that
Brothers and Partners both give prophetic witness to the Lasallian charism: Brothers,
through their consecrated life; Partners, through their participation in communities (of
varying types) created for the accomplishment of projects undertaken for the human and
Christian education of the young, especially those most in need – projects that “demand
special availability and gratuity” (p. 90).
Botana (2011) also offered insight into an understanding of participation in the
Lasallian mission that is inclusive of students, families, and Partners who profess faiths
other than Catholicism, and even other than Christianity:
. . . if the spirit is not closed in by the institutional Church borders, then neither
are her charisms. The founding charisms, among them the Lasallian charism,
aspire to serve all of God’s Kingdom. They are, effectively, “Gospel roads,” and
the Gospel is also expanded in the “semina Verbi” or “seeds of the Word”
(Vatican II, Ad Gentes 11.2; 15.1) which are present in all cultures and religions,
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and they connect with many human and religious expressions beyond the Catholic
Church and Christian churches. (p. 87)
Botana (2011) concluded his discussion of the future of the Lasallian mission by
suggesting that the image of “brother” could serve as the “founding reference for refounding the Lasallian project today” (p. 91). It is a founding reference because it has
been present from the beginning of the Institute, when the first teachers gathered in 1686
and chose to call themselves “Brothers” in order to communicate their way of being with
and for each other as well as their way of being for the young people entrusted to their
care in the schools. Botana clarified that he was referring to a broader, more charismatic
image than the more particular image of a religious Brothers. He identified three
characteristics of the charismatic image of “brother” that could serve to guide religious
Brothers and Partners in their work together for the Lasallian educational mission, First,
he highlighted the reality that “brother” by definition cannot be experienced in isolation;
a “brother” exists in relation to other “brothers.” Thus, our collective efforts must be
experienced in our being brothers to one another.
Second, he expanded the notion of “brother” to the image of Church as “People of
God” (Botana, 2011, p. 92). He de-emphasized hierarchical dimensions here,
emphasizing instead that all worked together at the same level, without one subgroup
being awarded “more dignity or privileges” (p. 92). Such a community is of a more
horizontal nature, rather than of a vertical or hierarchical nature. Brothers and Partners
are united in community for the accomplishment of the Lasallian mission and differ
according to the manifestation of their commitment rather than according to the quality of
their commitment.
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Third, he reinforced a theme that he had discussed many times before (Botana,
2003, 2005a, 2008a, 2008b): association is for mission. The image of brother reminds us
that we are building a community that exists to provide a human and Christian education
for the young, especially for those youth in great need, as a ministry of the Church. In
Botana’s words, such a community “represents the ministry of Christian education to the
Church based on the Lasallian charism” (p. 92).
Circular 461: Associated for the Lasallian Mission . . . an Act of Hope
In September 2010, the General Council of the Brothers of the Christian Schools
published the 461st circular in the history of the Institute (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 2010). A circular is a document written by the General Council after much
prayer, research, consultation, and collaboration on a topic of great importance to the
Institute. Typically, circulars are addressed specifically to Brothers. This circular,
however, was addressed to a much wider population: to the “Brothers and All Who Serve
the Lasallian Mission” (p. 5). At times, a circular is researched and written in response to
a directive given at a General Chapter. This particular circular on Lasallian association
was written “in response to a call from the 44th General Chapter to take the initiative to
construct a possible model of the Lasallian Family” (p. 6). In addition to responding to
the 44th General Chapter, the General Council also expressed its feeling that the time was
right to put their thoughts together on what Lasallian association for mission means in the
21st century.
Circular 461 was not a discussion of a research study whose focus was Lasallian
association. Rather, it was a sharing of insights on association whose intent was to
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encourage conversation and reflection on Lasallian association as it is experienced in the
world today:
. . . this circular . . . is neither exhaustive nor the final word on the topic of
association. This circular is not intended to be normative nor intended to silence
new research or experiences. We chose not to curtail but rather to fan into flame
the work of the Spirit as new forms of association emerge and develop. (pp. 6-7)
While not intending to be “normative,” the Council stated that they would “highlight the
essential aspects of Lasallian association” (p. 8) in the Circular. The Council returned to
the criteria for association described by the delegates to the 43rd General Chapter
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, p. 3) and rephrased them as follows:
1. Association exists for the mission.
2. Association implies being a member of a community for the mission.
3. Association results from experience and is a dynamic journey, not an acquired
status.
4. Association stems from faith, vocation, and state of life.
5. Association presupposes a freely made commitment. (23)

The authors of the circular recognized that Lasallians expressed their commitment
to the Lasallian educational mission in various ways. The Brothers made a vow of
association as part of their consecration as members of a religious congregation. Some
lay Partners expressed their association with a public commitment following an process
established by their District leadership. Other lay Partners chose to “live it out implicitly
through their commitment in the Lasallian Mission” (p. 40). These latter are associates
“de facto” (p. 40), or associates “in fact” that are the subject of this research study.
In the circular, the General Council recognized that the Lasallian world of 2010
was different in many ways from the Lasallian world of the late 17th century. In
particular, the Council highlighted several groups of committed people who were
important participants in Lasallian mission in 2010 but were not even imagined in the
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France of the late 1600’s. These groups include lay people in general, especially lay
women, whose number exceeded the number of lay men involved in the Lasallian
mission worldwide. Also highlighted are “the many sincere women and men of other
faith families who center their professional and times personal lives, on the founding
Lasallian story” (p. 20). The Council later proclaimed:
Let it be stated clearly and unambiguously that calling oneself Lasallian is not
relegated only to those of the Christian faith. Many faith-filled people professing
other creeds participate daily in the Lasallian educational mission. They are a
valued part of this community. (p. 36)
The face of the Lasallian Family has changed in many important ways in the past
300 years, and Lasallian association for mission in the 21st century continues to be a work
in progress. In their recent General Chapter documents (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 2000, 2007), the Brothers encouraged continued experimentation with various
types of Lasallian association, discernment of these diverse experiences in order to
uncover core meanings of association, and study of the origins of association in the
Lasallian heritage. In time, these three activities, it is hoped, will uncover for Lasallians
the most authentic understanding of Lasallian association, an understanding that is
consistent with the origins of Lasallian association but is adapted to the times in which
we live.
Recent Association Research
In February 2010, the Visitor of each District in the Institute of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools received an invitation to participate in a qualitative study of Lasallian
association by asking five Brothers and five Partners to submit their written responses to
three questions related to their experience of association. The three questions explored
the role that Lasallian association played in each participant’s life, the convictions that
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sustain their vocation as Lasallians, and the relationship between association and each
participant’s entire life. Each participant was asked to limit her/his comments to one
typed page. In all, approximately 150 Brothers and lay men and women submitted
responses. The results of the survey were organized by Region (Muñoz, 2010, 2011).
The survey results reinforced a number of aspects of Lasallian association
identified by the General Council as “fundamental” (Brothers of the Christian Schools,
2010, p. 23). Both Brothers and Partners who participated in the study from the Lasallian
Regions of Latin America (RELAL), Europe and the Middle East (RELEM), United
States and English-Speaking Canada (USA-Toronto) and French-Speaking Canada
(Canada Francophone) experienced their association for Lasallian mission as a
commitment that they made in response to a call, thus reinforcing a vocational
commitment. Participants also agreed that their commitment was a communal one;
association was experienced within a community context which included Brothers and
Partners. Brothers and Partners both commented on how their association was
experienced within the context of their primary life commitment: for Brothers, their
consecration to God and to one another in community; for Partners, their consecration to
their spouses and families or their commitment as single persons in the world. To
varying degrees, participants from each Region referenced their association for the
educational mission that included the service of youth and families in great need.
This very recent study of Lasallian association for mission (Muñoz, 2010, 2011)
made an important contribution to the research. As far as the number of participants and
breadth of participants (representing every Region of the Institute), it was the most
extensive formal research study of Lasallian association conducted thus far. As noted
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above, the results of the study reinforced the statements made by the General Council in
Circular 461 (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2010). However, the study had some
limitations. Most striking from the perspective of my research study is the fact that
participants were limited to one typed page in their responses to three important
questions. Such brevity left no room for explaining one’s thoughts or experiences. Such
space limitation denied participants the opportunity to weave their experiences into
stories that potentially could have added more depth and insight into their statements.
Finally, the method of collecting the data left no room for interaction between the
researcher and individual study participants; instead, an invitation was issued, questions
were posed, and responses were submitted and analyzed. The study and its results are
important for our understanding of Lasallian association, but much is left to be
discovered using other research methods.
Using an in-depth interview methodology that will be explained at length in
Chapter Three of this dissertation, my research study sought to address some of the
limitations of the Muñoz study (Muñoz, 2010, 2011). Through three interviews, each of
which lasted up to 90 minutes, participants were invited to weave the story of their
experience of association, from its earliest beginnings to its future implications. Face-toface interviews allowed the opportunity for participants to expand on their descriptions
and to interact with the interviewer in real time in order to clarify the meaning of their
statements. The depth of responses that resulted from the extensive time spent with the
interviewer (nearly four and a half hours within approximately three weeks’ time) could
not be gained using the methodology utilized in the 2010 study. Thus, the current study
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described in this dissertation adds an important new element to the research on Lasallian
association.
John Kane (2011) very recently conducted a qualitative, intensive interview
research study of four Lasallian Partners from Lasallian colleges or universities and
secondary schools. The researcher explored the study participants’ experience of
association for mission in light of their participation in the Lasallian Leadership Institute
(LLI). After having the interviews transcribed, the researcher analyzed the transcripts for
emerging themes. Kane’s study revealed that the LLI was a positive experience for each
study participant. Common themes related to the benefits of the LLI experience
included: a deeper knowledge base and understanding of Lasallian history and heritage, a
positive experience of spirituality, a more nuanced approach to working with students in
an educational setting, enhanced experiences of community at the local level and with
LLI graduates, a deeper appreciation of the larger Lasallian Family, and a stronger sense
of their role or place in the Lasallian mission. Kane also analyzed each study
participant’s interview responses with the five characteristics of Lasallian association for
mission that were articulated by the 43rd General Chapter (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 2000, p. 4) and found that each study participant’s associative experience
aligned with the five characteristics, though in ways particular to each participant.
Kane’s research suggested a need to strengthen the experiences of community at the local
and District levels for Lasallians and a need to provide more opportunities for LLI
graduates to more actively engage in the Lasallian mission. None of the four study
participants expressed a desire for any kind of formal recognition of their experience of
Lasallian association for mission.
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As only the second formal research study of Lasallian association of which I am
aware, Kane’s (2011) qualitative study provided an important contribution to the research
on Lasallian association for mission. He gave voice to four committed lay Partners as
they reflected on important aspects of their associative journey with their experience of
the Lasallian Leadership Institute as the focal point. Unfortunately, he limited his
recommendations for future research to the population of lay Lasallians who have
completed the Lasallian Leadership Institute. Certainly this is a population that deserves
further attention in studies; however, one could identify any number of lay Lasallian
“associates in fact” who have not completed the LLI.
Kane’s (2011) methodology contained a second limitation with regard to his
transcription process. Rather than transcribing his own interviews, he hired someone else
to complete the task for him. Thus, it appears that the first time he reviewed the
interviews was when he read the completed transcripts. I see this as a lost opportunity for
Kane to come to know and begin to understand the interviews of his study participants
intimately, as the transcription process allows one to accomplish. Time consuming as the
process is, it is also a rich opportunity to delve into the interviews and come to know the
study participants and their stories more deeply. I sought to address this limitation by
transcribing the interviews of my study participants myself, setting time aside
immediately following each interview for the process, or as soon as possible following
each interview if I was unable to do so immediately.
While I did not become aware of Kane’s (2011) research until after the
completion of my own study, my research study follows naturally from Kane’s study.
Both studies were qualitative, phenomenological studies with an in-depth interview
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format as their methodology. While not a requirement for participation in my study, all
four of my study participants did, in fact, graduate from the LLI and spoke very highly of
its positive influence on their experience of Lasallian association for mission.

The Church as Communion: At the Heart of Lasallian Association
The Brothers’ Rule (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2002) situated the
Lasallian educational mission within the broader context of Catholic Christianity: “The
purpose of this Institute is to give a human and Christian education to the young,
especially the poor, according to the ministry which the Church has entrusted to it”
(Article 3). In order to understand more fully Lasallian association for mission, then, it is
important to discuss the relationship between association and the Catholic Church.
The Second Vatican Council’s Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, Lumen
Gentium (Vatican Council II, 1964), offered a number of biblical images to help us
understand the nature of the Church. Among these is the image of the Church as
communion. The Church is the flock, and Jesus is the Good Shepherd; the Church is the
People of God, united in Christ. The Church is the Body of Christ, made up of many
members, all of which are necessary for the functioning of the body, and all of which
make up the one body. This image of Church as communion became the central image of
Church used throughout the Vatican documents (Botana, 2008b; Doyle, 2000; McBrien,
2008; Pope John Paul II, 1988). Lumen Gentium (Vatican Council II, 1964) spoke of
Church from this relational perspective:
Each part contributes its own gifts to other parts and to the whole Church, so that
the whole and each of the parts are strengthened by the common sharing of all
things and by the common effort to attain to fullness in unity. (¶ 13)
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More than 20 years later, Pope John Paul II (1988) reinforced the foundational role of
communion in understanding Church:
All the members of the People of God – clergy, men and women religious, the lay
faithful – are laborers in the vineyard. At one and the same time they all are the
goal and subjects of Church communion as well as of participation in the mission
of salvation. Every one of us possessing charisms and ministries, diverse yet
complementary, works in the one and the same vineyard of the Lord. (¶ 55)
Doyle (2000) used the term “communion ecclesiology” to capture the image of
Church-communion, and his description of communion ecclesiology is illuminating:
Communion ecclesiology emphasizes that the Church is basically a “communion”
or fellowship among human beings and God. In contrast with overly institutional
approaches, communion ecclesiology places its primary emphasis on relationship.
Personal being and interconnectedness lie at the heart of what the Church is.
Love, acceptance, forgiveness, commitment, and intimacy constitute the Church’s
very fabric.
The Church is a web of interwoven relationships. It cannot be understood
simply as a modern institution or corporation. While it has important institutional
aspects, the Church is also the Mystical Body of Christ, in which all the members
make up one body with Christ as their head. (p. 13)
Dulles (2002) commented that communion as a way of understanding Catholic
Christianity has its roots in the biblical images of the Body of Christ and the People of
God (p. 42). During his time on earth, Jesus laid “the foundations of this community . . .
when he molded his disciples into a community through their association with himself
and with one another” (p. 221). In the Middle Ages, Thomas Aquinas and others
developed this model of Church, highlighting the supernatural union of human beings
with God through Christ. In more recent times, theologians, including Johan Adam
Möhler, Charles Journet, Yves Congar, Henri de Lubac, Karl Rahner, and Pope John Paul
II, have continued to develop communion ecclesiology (Doyle, 2000).
Lasallian association is rooted in this ecclesiology of communion (Arteaga, 2006;
Botana, 2008a; Echeverría, 2003). From the very beginning of the Institute, the teachers
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perceived themselves as responding to the challenges of educating poor and working
class youth as a community, choosing to call themselves “Brothers” to emphasize that
they were related to each other on a very deep level for the good of young people (Salm,
2004). The Brothers’ Rule (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2002) reminds each
Brother that he fulfills his mission “together and by association,” as a member “of a
community by whom he knows he is accepted, supported and entrusted with his mission”
(article 16). This community of Brothers includes both the local community in which the
Brother resides and from which he ministers, and also the global Lasallian community.
This local and global nature of communion in the Lasallian world reflects a longstanding, deeply-held value in Catholicism of both belonging to a local church
community (one’s parish) while at the same time belonging to the global, or “universal”
Church (Doyle, 2000, p. 7).
As Botana (2008a) reflected on the connection between Lasallian association for
mission and Church-communion, he reminded his readers that all people initially enter
the Church as a member of the laity (p. 9). While Vatican II documents and subsequent
Church writings encouraged the active participation of the laity and welcomed laity as
members of the one Body of Christ, Botana observed that, initially, the attitude was more
one of supporting priests in their ecclesial ministry. This parallels Brother John
Johnston’s (2004) observations that, in the early days of lay involvement in Brother’s
schools, the role of the lay teachers was to help the Brothers accomplish the Brothers’
work; it was not until the passage of some years that the attitude shifted to one of shared
mission and, eventually, to serious discussions of Brothers and Partners being associated
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together for the Lasallian educational mission. Botana (2008a) summarized this
evolutionary experience:
We needed to make a qualitative leap from one way of thinking about and
considering ourselves as a pyramidal church, to a way of thinking and considering
it in terms of communion. And the leap was only possible after going through a
process of conversion. Because what was at stake was not a change of theoretical
schema or vocabulary, or replacing one set of structures with another. We were
dealing with an authentic Exodus: abandoning one ecclesial ecosystem suffering
from sclerosis, made up of forms of Christian life that were perfectly classified
and separate, in order to enter into a new ecclesial ecosystem whose definitive
name is “communion.” In this new system there are no more exclusive
demarcation lines, only areas that are significantly emphasized in benefit of all.
. . . The starting point is unity. . . . (p. 11)
In a recent pastoral letter, Brother Álvaro Rodríguez Echeverría (2003), Superior
General of the Brothers of the Christian Schools, referred to the renewed interest in
communion ecclesiology in the Church since Vatican II as “providential” (p. 22),
affirming the Brothers’ vow of association and supporting the contemporary call to the
Brothers to broaden the understanding of association “to include all those who want to
make De La Salle’s charism their own within their particular state of life” (p. 22). He
articulated three influences on the discussions surrounding association: communion
ecclesiology, which has resulted in a greater appreciation of the role of the laity; a fresh
recognition of the potential of the Lasallian charism in the world today; and the reality of
the ageing of the Brothers and the substantial decline in vocations to the Brothers. He
commented on these influences:
While normally the last criterion has been the starting point of these
developments, fundamentally it is the least important. What is most important is
the call to live an ecclesiology of communion, rediscovering the role of the laity
and promoting the charism. (pp. 22-23)
Brother Álvaro continued by emphasizing that Church-communion is the foundation of
contemporary Lasallian efforts to understand and shape association for mission that is
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inclusive of Brothers and Partners. Thus, Brother Álvaro situated Lasallian association
directly within the perspective of Church as communion. A key to understanding the
experience of association in Lasallian education, then, is through communion
ecclesiology.

Summary
Throughout the more than 330-year history of the Lasallian educational mission,
association for mission, roughly described as an experience of and a commitment to a
community of educators who unite for a common mission at both local and broader
levels, has been a consistent theme. The more specific understanding of association that
developed early in the history of Lasallian education into a vow of Association developed
over time, as Brothers paid attention to the needs of their students, to their own
experience of educating these students, and to their faith-filled response to God’s call to
educate these young people together. In short, association grew out of the practical
realities of responding to the needs of young people coupled with an experience of faith.
The same holds true in the 21st century around the world. What has changed is the face
of those associated for the Lasallian mission. Brothers comprised all those associated for
mission in the 1700s and 1800s. By the middle of the 20th century in the United States
and other parts of the world, more and more lay men and women began ministering in
Lasallian institutions. As the 20th century came to a close, only a very small percentage
of Brothers continued to serve in Lasallian ministries, and lay men and women, joined by
religious women, religious men of other congregations, and a handful of priests, to be
“Partners” with the Brothers for their educational mission, filled the vast majority of
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teaching and administrative positions. Since association continued to be at the heart of
the Lasallian mission, the challenge, noted with increasing urgency as the 21st century
unfolded, was to describe the experience of association for Partners more effectively, as
definitively as possible while still allowing flexibility for a great variety of associative
expressions.
This review of literature situated Lasallian association for mission in the context
both of school culture and of church-communion. It has also provided a review of the
development of Lasallian association for mission since the founding of the Institute. This
development, which has been unfolding for more than 300 years, has consistently been
guided by a commitment to provide the most effective education for young people,
especially those from marginalized families. With this educational mission always as its
focus, association has developed in response to changing situations in the Church, in the
world, and in the Institute of the Brothers of the Christian Schools. This development has
also consistently reflected a deep appreciation for process, allowing needs to emerge,
making adjustments to old structures that were no longer effective, experimenting with
new structures, and monitoring the effectiveness of these adjustments and experiments as
they suggested new forms of association, inclusive of Brothers and Partners, that would
better accomplish the Lasallian educational mission.
This review of literature also highlighted a weakness in the efforts of various
individuals and groups to gather data on the experience of Lasallian association in recent
years. Some very extensive surveys have been conducted and written reflections have
been solicited and published (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2005; International
Commission on Association, 2002; International Commission on Lasallian Family and
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Association, 2008), but no systematic analysis of the data was conducted. Two very
recent qualitative studies gathered and analyzed experiences of Lasallian association
(Muñoz, 2010, 2011; Kane, 2011). I summarized the preliminary findings of these
studies above. I also discussed some limitations of the studies and suggested ways that
in-depth interview study address these limitations. Thus, my study of the experience of
Lasallian association on the part of “associates in fact” in the San Francisco District seeks
to make a significant contribution to the research literature.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Restatement of the Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore in-depth the experience of
Lasallian association on the part of four lay men and women in Lasallian works in the
San Francisco District (Figure 2) who possessed to a high degree the characteristics of
Lasallian association described by the 43rd General Chapter (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 2000, p. 4), but had not been formally recognized as Associates. The study also
explored the meaning they ascribed to their experience of association. The study also
investigated the context of these educators’ experiences of association: the events,
people, and circumstances that moved them toward association.
The following research questions were examined:
1. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” describe the journey that led them to their experience of
Lasallian association?
2. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” describe their experience of Lasallian association?
3. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” describe the meaning of their experience of Lasallian
association for themselves personally, both now and for the future?
4. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” articulate the future of Lasallian association in the San
Francisco District?
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Research Design
This phenomenologically-based study incorporated the in-depth interview
research design developed by Seidman (2006) and involved Lasallian Partners in
Lasallian works in the District of San Francisco who possessed the characteristics of
Lasallian association described by the 43rd General Chapter (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 2000, p. 4) to a high degree, who were capable of articulating their experience
of association in Lasallian ministries, and who had not been given the formal title of
Associate. The study explored in-depth their experience of association in fact, as well as
the meaning they ascribed to their experience of Lasallian association.
In a pure phenomenological study, the researcher’s goal is to get to the “essence”
of a phenomenon, knowing that this essence lies deeper than any reflection, analysis, or
insight of the person experiencing the phenomenon. Moustakas (1994) commented that
“Phenomenology is committed to descriptions of experiences, not explanations or
analyses” (p. 58). Van Manen (1990) reminded the phenomenological researcher that
We need to realize . . . that experiential accounts or lived-experience descriptions
– whether caught in oral or in written discourse – are never identical to lived
experience itself. All recollections of experiences, reflections on experiences,
descriptions of experiences, taped interviews about experiences, or transcribed
conversations about experiences are already transformations of those experiences
. . . . So, the upshot is that we need to find access to life’s living dimensions
while realizing that the meanings we bring to the surface from the depths of life’s
oceans have already lost the natural quiver of their undisturbed existence. (p. 54)
While valuing and utilizing the phenomenological perspective as articulated by
van Manen (1990), Seidman (2006) also placed a great value on the “lived-experience
descriptions” (Van Manen, 1990, p. 54), the reflections and recollections of study
participants, in assisting the researcher to understand the experience of the participant.
Rather than treating the reflections of study participants on their experience as only a step
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on the way to the essence of the experience, Seidman perceived these participant
reflections as essential to understanding both the experience itself and the meaning of the
experience as understood by the participant.
Seidman’s (2006) in-depth interview method is based on a phenomenological
perspective which values story-telling as a way of understanding people’s lived
experiences of a particular phenomenon. According to Seidman,
Telling stories is essentially a meaning-making process. When people tell stories,
they select details of their experience from their stream of consciousness. . . . In
order to give the details of their experience a beginning, middle, and end, people
must reflect on their experience. It is this process of selecting constitutive details
of experience, reflecting on them, giving them order, and thereby making sense of
them that makes telling stories a meaning-making experience. (p. 7)
Based on this phenomenological perspective, Seidman outlined a sequence of
three interviews, each with a pre-determined theme. The first interview focuses on the
life experiences of the participant that have led to the present moment. The second
interview concentrates on the participant’s current experience of the phenomenon. The
third interview examines the meaning that the participant ascribes to his or her experience
of the phenomenon. The sequence forms an entire interview experience which “allows
the interviewer and participant to plumb the experience and to place it in context” (p. 17).
Following a broad opening question for each interview, the interviewer listens as the
participant articulates a response to the question. Open-ended questions follow from the
participant’s commentary in order to add depth and to clarify as necessary.
Applying Seidman’s (2006) methodology, this study sought to learn more about
the life experiences of educators in Lasallian schools that led them to be associated for
the Lasallian mission, how they described their experience of association, and what
meaning they assigned to their experience of association. Through a series of three
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interviews, study participants were invited to tell their personal story of Lasallian
association, including the journey that led them to their current experience, their in-depth
description of their experience of association, and the meaning they ascribed to their
experience of association for the Lasallian educational mission, both now and for the
future.

Research Setting
The research setting for this qualitative study included the Lasallian works in the
northern California area of the San Francisco District. These works are involved with the
education of,more than 7,000 students from elementary school through college who come
from a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds. Nearly 600 full-time teachers, professors,
staff, and administrators serve in these works, 97% of whom are lay men and women
(Office of Education, 2010).

Population
The population from which research participants were chosen included the Lay
Partners in Lasallian works in the northern California area of the District of San
Francisco. Four lay men and women (two men, two women) who possessed to a high
degree the characteristics of Lasallian association articulated by the 43rd General Chapter
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, p. 4), who were able to articulate their
experience of association, and who had not been given the formal title of Associate
participated in the study. The District of San Francisco has not established its own
criteria for formally identifying Associates from among its population of lay teachers,
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staff, and administrators. The establishment of formal criteria and the creation of a
subgroup of Associates has not been a high priority in the District. Thus, the population
from which study participants came included Lay Partners in Lasallian works of the
District of San Francisco who could be referred to as “associates in fact” (Botana, 2008b,
p. 36). In order to provide common criteria for selection of the pool of potential
participants, I used the characteristics described by the Brothers at their 43rd General
Chapter (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000):
There are partners who have a long record of collaborating in the Lasallian
mission, and who feel a call to deepen the charism, spirituality and Lasallian
communion in which they wish to participate. In particular, their lives are already
marked by a number of distinctively Lasallian characteristics:







a vocation inspired by the charism of Saint John Baptist de La Salle
and his values;
a life of faith which discovers God in everyday life understood in the
light of Scripture and, for persons of other religions, in the light of
their own sacred texts;
a community experience of some form or other suited to the identity of
its members;
a mission of some duration which associates persons with the
educational service of the poor;
an openness of mind which makes it possible to see beyond the
individual and his immediate environment. (p. 4)

A vital component of the process of identifying potential study participants was
assuring that those who were chosen had, in fact, experienced association in the Lasallian
mission. In phenomenologically-based research, “one must undertake in-depth
interviews with people who have directly experienced the phenomenon of interest; that is,
they have ‘lived experience’ as opposed to secondhand experience” (Patton, 2002, p.
104). In Seidman’s (2006) methodology, “The major criterion for appropriateness is
whether the subject of the researcher’s study is central to the participant’s experience” (p.
48). Polkinghorne (1989) outlined two important criteria for the selection of research
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participants that echo Patton’s and Seidman’s work: “The first requirement of selection
is that a subject has had the experience that is the topic of the research. The second
requirement is that a subject has the capacity to provide full and sensitive descriptions of
the experience under investigation” (p. 47). Thus, in addition to using the above
characteristics as selection criteria, participants were selected based on the perception (on
the part of the selection team) of their ability to articulate their experience of association.
Potential study participants were identified by three members of the District of
San Francisco administration who interacted regularly with Lay Partners throughout the
works of the District. Through their interactions across the District, these three
individuals gained a depth of knowledge of these Partners that allowed them to identify
numerous Partners who possessed the characteristics of Lasallian association to a high
degree. In addition, each District administrator had completed extensive formation in
Lasallian mission and understood the concept of Lasallian association at a high level.
One of these District administrators was a lay man, one was a lay woman, and one was a
De La Salle Christian Brother. These three individuals were given criteria for selection
and met to create a pool of candidates who fulfilled the criteria to a high degree. Their
collective knowledge of Lasallian Partners in the area, combined with their close working
relationship at the District level, made it reasonable to expect that they could reach
consensus on the two women and two men who would be invited to participate in the
study. They also created, by consensus, a second list of candidates to be invited in the
event that one or more of the top four candidates was unable or unwilling to participate in
the study.
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Study participants were chosen from one segment of the District of San Francisco:
namely, the works sponsored by the De La Salle Christian Brothers in the northern
California area. This geographic area was chosen for convenience purposes, putting the
participants in closer proximity to the researcher. Limitations of time and expense made
it undesirable to select participants from the entire District, which spans the entire west
coast of the United States. Permission to conduct the study in the District of San
Francisco was obtained from the Visitor of the District (Appendix A).
Once a pool of potential research participants was identified, the researcher
contacted each lay person by telephone to provide a brief overview of the study, to extend
an invitation to consider participating in the study, and to schedule a 30-minute contact
visit (Appendix B). At the contact visit, the study was explained in more detail, rights of
the study participants were discussed, and a consent form was reviewed (Appendix C).
The explanation of the study included a review of the three interview themes and their
corresponding interview questions (Appendix D). Two copies of the Informed Consent
Form were signed by the study participant and me. I left one with the participant and
took the other copy with me for my study files. Following the signing of the forms, the
three interviews were scheduled.
Two weeks prior to the first interview of the three-interview series, I emailed a
Demographic Data Sheet (Appendix E) to each participant and asked him or her to
complete the form and email it back to the researcher within a week. I reviewed the
Demographic Data Form in preparation for the first interview.
An application for permission to conduct this research was submitted to the
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRBPHS) at the
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University of San Francisco. I received approval from the IRBPHS to conduct the study
on November 4, 2010 (Appendix F).

The Researcher as Instrument
Patton (2002) noted that “in qualitative inquiry, the researcher is the instrument.
The credibility of qualitative methods, therefore, hinges to a great extent on the skill,
competence, and rigor of the person doing fieldwork” (p. 14). A very important skill,
according to Patton, is the researcher’s ability to
adopt a stance of neutrality with regard to the phenomenon under study. . . . The
neutral investigator enters the research arena with no ax to grind, no theory to
prove . . . and no predetermined results to support. Rather, the investigator’s
commitment is to understand the world as it unfolds, [and] be true to complexities
and multiple perspectives as they emerge. (p. 51)
Patton (2002) also identified reflexivity (p. 299) as another important skill that
assists the qualitative researcher in the quest for credibility. Reflexivity, Patton noted,
emphasizes “the importance of self-awareness, political/cultural consciousness, and
ownership of one’s perspective” (p. 299). Thus, the researcher must be acutely aware of
and attentive to the assumptions, biases, understandings, knowledge, and experience he
or she brings to the study of a particular phenomenon.
Van Manen (1990) and Seidman (2006) reinforced Patton’s (2002) notion of
reflexivity when he warned that the phenomenological researcher never comes to the
study of a particular phenomenon as a blank slate. Rather, the researcher brings his or
her personal interest and curiosity of the phenomenon to the study. He or she also brings
his or her assumptions to the study. Rather than attempting to ignore or deny these
interests, curiosities, and assumptions, van Manen (1990) suggested that “it is better to
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make explicit our understandings, beliefs, biases, assumptions, presuppositions, and
theories. We try to come to terms with our assumptions, not in order to forget them
again, but rather to hold them deliberately at bay” (p. 47).
Seidman (2006) also recognized the critical role of the researcher as interviewer
in qualitative research. Despite the best efforts of the researcher to minimize “the effect
the interviewer and the interviewing situation have on how the participants reconstruct
their experience . . . the fact is that interviewers are a part of the interviewing picture” (p.
22). The researcher not only is part of the interview process, but also is the one who
transcribes the interviews, who analyzes and codes interview data, who crafts follow-up
interview questions to clarify interview data, and who ultimately articulates the meaning
of all the data gathered during the study. Keeping the research participant’s experience at
the center of the interview, listening well, asking questions that do not lead in the
direction of the researcher’s assumptions but rather explore more deeply the experience
of the participant, limiting researcher interventions of his or her own experiences, and
consciously avoiding the reinforcement of some participant responses and not others, are
all techniques Seidman suggested for fine-tuning the instrument that is the researcher. Of
utmost importance, according to Sideman, is the researcher’s belief in the value of
people’s stories in describing the experience of a phenomenon under study, as well as an
appreciation of the power of stories in general.
Patton (2002) also highlighted the powerful role that the researcher’s background,
including training and experience, plays in the researcher’s role as the instrument in a
qualitative study. Patton counseled the researcher to be straightforward about his or her
background, clearly stating qualifications. I shared my qualifications as a researcher of
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the experience of Lasallian association during the 30-minute contact visit that preceded
the three-interview process for each study participant.

Qualifications of the Researcher
I am the Director of Mission Formation for Lasallian schools in the San Francisco
District. My job responsibilities include providing workshops, retreats, presentations,
and print materials that introduce new employees to the Lasallian mission and deepen the
knowledge and understanding of the Lasallian mission on the part of experienced
employees. I am also involved with mission formation in the United States-Toronto
Region. I have served for a total of 12 years on the Regional Education Board and the
Regional Mission Formation Board and have chaired both boards. These two national
boards gather individuals from each District in the United States-Toronto Region to
collaborate on programs of formation and education in Lasallian ministries, including
programs to enhance association among Brothers and others involved with Lasallian
ministries. I served as a delegate to the first Regional Mission Assembly in 2005 and was
then elected to represent the Region as a delegate to the first International Assembly on
Mission and Association in 2006. Thus, I have a very personal, as well as professional,
interest in this study. My work puts me in a supportive role in relation to teachers and
staff in Lasallian schools. Most people in Lasallian schools on the West Coast will
recognize me, though they do not know me well. I visit each school several times each
year as I facilitate retreats and workshops for school personnel.
I have worked in and with Catholic schools since 1979. During that time, I served
in many capacities, including classroom teacher, campus minister, retreat director,
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college counselor, personal and academic counselor, dean of studies, and assistant
principal. I have experienced Catholic education from a variety of vantage points, and
this breadth of experience is helpful to me in understanding the experience of the
participants in my study. I hold Master’s degrees in Religious Education and School
Counseling. Most important, perhaps, is my experience and training as a counselor. I
earned a master’s degree in school counseling in 1995 and spent seven years as a
counselor in schools. I believe I possess effective interview skills, including active
listening skills, questioning skills, and reflective skills. These have served me well in my
role as researcher/interviewer in this study.
I have been involved with Lasallian education since 1991. Since 1991, I have
been on my own associative journey, working with Brothers and Lasallian Partners in a
variety of local, regional, and international settings. I have participated in numerous
programs of Lasallian formation sponsored by the San Francisco District. I am a
graduate of two Regional Lasallian formation programs, the Lasallian Leadership
Institute (2000) and the Buttimer Institute of Lasallian Studies (2002). I completed the
2005 international CIL (Center of Lasallian Studies at the Generalate in Rome) program
for Lasallian formators.

I also completed the 2010 international CIL program focused

on Lasallian association. I have been a member of the International Council on Lasallian
Family and Association since 2008, which requires me to consult annually with a group
of Lasallians from throughout the world on matters related to Lasallian association today.
I have been a facilitator, a lecturer, and a presenter in programs at District, Regional, and
international levels. Association, as it is experienced by Brothers and as it is experienced
by lay men and women has been both a personal and a professional experience of mine
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for nearly 20 years. These experiences have prepared me to conduct this study, allowing
me to interact with the study participants in an informed manner.
I have my own experience of being formed in the Lasallian mission, participating
in a number of programs that have been developed to help educators better understand
and live the Lasallian mission. However, I did my best to set my own ideas aside in order
to listen to the experiences of these “associates in fact” in order to better understand their
experience. I hope through this study to gain a better understanding of the lay experience
of Lasallian association for mission, which may then assist in the identification of those
activities, processes, and resources that would be most helpful to Lasallian educators in
their vocational journeys.

The Researcher’s Initial Self-Reflection
Munhall (2007) recommended “beginning a phenomenological study with selfreflection” (p. 182). She suggested that the researcher explore, in writing, the
researcher’s reasons for exploring the particular phenomenon, how the researcher came to
be interested in this phenomenon, even how the researcher came to be interested in
conducting a phenomenological or phenomenologically-based study.
Prior to beginning the participant selection process, I wrote my self-reflections
related to this study. This included how I came to see myself as associated for the
Lasallian mission, as well as my own experience of association and the meaning I
attached to this experience. This self-reflection also included assumptions and beliefs
that I had about Lasallian association for mission that I brought to this study (Appendix
G).
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Data Collection
Seidman’s In-depth Interview Process
Seidman’s (2006) in-depth, phenomenologically-based interview process was
utilized in this study. The interview design consists of three extensive interviews. In
Seidman’s methodology, the spacing of interviews is critical. While some time between
interviews is necessary to allow participants to reflect on their experience and to allow
the researcher to transcribe the previous interview, review the transcription, and compose
questions to clarify participant responses in the subsequent interview, too much time
between interviews could lead to discontinuity. For Seidman, the entire interview
process has a “logic” and a “purpose” that can only be realized by remaining committed
to the sequential process as a whole (pp. 19-20). Seidman recommended allowing
anywhere from three days to one week between interviews. If a researcher believes that
the interviews must be spread out further than one week, the researcher is free to do so,
but cautiously. Too much time between interviews may result in a loss of continuity
between interviews or a loss of interest on the part of the study participant or the
researcher. In order to allow ample time for transcribing and reviewing interviews, and
to allow greater flexibility in scheduling interviews, I allowed from three to 10 days
between interviews.
Each interview lasted no longer than 90 minutes. This amount of time was
strategic. The phenomena being described can be deeply personal and highly valued by
the participant. Therefore, enough interview time was scheduled to allow the participant
to articulate the experience without feeling rushed. At the same time, 90 minutes was not
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so much time that the participant or researcher began to experience interviewer fatigue
(Seidman, 2006, pp. 20-21).
Questions for each interview were open-ended and built on the words of the
participant. The goal of the process was “to have the participant reconstruct his or her
experience within the topic under study” (Seidman, 2006, p. 15). Each interview had a
particular focus, and the logical order of the interviews first placed the phenomenon
under study into the context of the participant’s life (interview one), then allowed the
participant to describe in great detail the phenomenon as he or she had experienced it
(interview two), and then invited the participant to articulate at length the meaning which
the phenomenon had to him or her (interview three). Questions were worded carefully in
order to avoid researcher bias and to encourage the study participants to recreate their
experiences according to their own logic and order, not a logic or order that had been
predetermined by the researcher. Leading questions were avoided.
Researcher’s Ongoing Self-Reflection
I recorded each interview with a digital voice recorder and transcribed each
interview soon after its completion. I took analytic and reflective notes immediately
following each interview in order to capture important personal observations and insights
not reflected in the text of the interview. These analytic and reflective notes helped me to
process what I was seeing and hearing, provided helpful perspective on each interview,
allowed me to raise questions and record insights, and helped me to identify patterns that
emerged as I gathered the data.
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The First Interview
The purpose of the first interview was to listen to the study participant describe, in
as much detail as possible, the path on their life’s journey that led them to the experience
of the phenomenon of interest (Seidman, 2006). The fundamental question of the
participants in this first interview was: “Why do you think you were identified as an
“associate in fact”? Participants were then encouraged to retrace the steps of their life
journeys that led them to their experience as “associates in fact.” Subquestions included
questions related to the participant’s entry into the world of education in general and
Lasallian education in particular (see Appendix D).

These questions invited participants

to reconstruct their life experiences into a series of experiences that situated their
experience of Lasallian association into the context of their entire life journey (Seidman,
2006). It is possible that certain people may have been influential in the participant’s
background. The interview ended with the question: “Is there anything else you would
like to add before we close?” (Appendix D)
The Second Interview
The purpose of the second interview was to elicit from the study participant a
rich, detailed description of his or her experience of the phenomenon (Seidman, 2006).
Attention was paid to description of the experience rather than the meaning attached to
the experience. The time for discussion of the meaning of association to the study
participant came in the third interview.
The second interview time began with a brief discussion related to the first
interview transcript, which was sent to the participant shortly following the first interview
for her/his review. At this time, I took the opportunity to clarify any segment of the
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interview which was difficult to transcribe. Also, the participant took the opportunity to
correct any mistakes I may have made in the transcription. The participant was also
given the opportunity to request that any section she/he was uncomfortable with be
deleted from the transcript. The participant was also given the opportunity to add
anything relevant to the topic of the previous interview that had occurred to him/her since
the previous interview.
The second interview began with the question, “As you look back over your
history with Lasallian education, at what point did you first consider yourself associated
for the mission?” Within that time frame, the fundamental question for the participant in
this second interview was “What is association like for you? Describe your experience of
association.” Subquestions might include, “Discuss what your experience of association
is like for you on a daily basis”; “Tell me a story about an experience of association that
stands out for you”; “What challenges did you face?” “How did you overcome these
challenges?” “What turning points can you identify in your journey into Lasallian
education?” “Within the context of your experience of association, tell me about your
relationships with others on a daily basis (Explore relationships with students, colleagues,
Brothers, etc.).” The interview ended with the question: “Is there anything else you
would like to add before we close?” (Appendix D)
The Third Interview
The third interview shifted the focus from describing experiences of the past and
present to articulating the meaning that each participant ascribed to the experience. The
success of the third interview was dependent to a great degree on the work of the first two
interviews. It was by reflecting on experience through telling stories about it that the
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participant began to make sense of and to ascribe meaning to the experience in the
context of his or her life (Seidman, 2006, pp. 18-19). While meaning was being made
throughout the three-interview process, Seidman stressed that the focus of the first two
interviews should be on description and the focus of the third interview should be on
meaning.
The third interview time began with a brief discussion related to the second
interview transcript, which was sent to the participant shortly following the second
interview for her/his review. At this time, the researcher took the opportunity to clarify
any segment of the interview which was difficult to transcribe. Also, the participant was
given the opportunity to correct any mistakes the researcher may have made in the
transcription. The participant was also given the opportunity to request that any section
she/he was uncomfortable with be deleted from the transcript. The participant was also
given the opportunity to add anything relevant to the topic of the previous interview that
had occurred to him/her since the previous interview.
The fundamental questions for the third interview were: “Given what you have
said about your life before you came to be associated for the Lasallian educational
mission and what you have said about your current experience of association, how do you
understand association in your life? What sense does it make to you?” “Given what you
have reconstructed in these interviews, what are your goals and dreams regarding your
association in the Lasallian Family in the future?” “Given what you have reconstructed
in these interviews, take a step back from your personal story and consider Lasallian
association in the District of San Francisco: what is your vision of the future of
association in the San Francisco District?” “As you look to the future of the San
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Francisco District, imagine that association is happening well. What does it look like?”
The interview ended with the question: “Is there anything else you would like to add
before we close?” (Appendix D)
A Note About an Interview Guide
Seidman (2006) cautioned the researcher about being overly dependent on an
interview guide during the interview process: “The basic structure of the interview is the
question that establishes the focus of each interview in the series” (p. 92). These
questions are listed above and in Appendix D. Rather than developing in advance a
series of questions to be used at each interview, Seidman encouraged the researcher to
concentrate on what the participant is saying, following up as needed for clarification and
expansion. He stressed that “The truly effective question flows from an interviewer’s
concentrated listening, engaged interest in what is being said, and purpose in moving
forward” (p. 93). This places the critical emphasis on the interview skills of the
researcher, especially skills of listening well and asking clarifying questions.
With regard to using predetermined questions in an interview guide, van Manen
(1990) suggested that “it is impossible to offer ready-made questions” (p. 67). Instead,
van Manen recommended using silence judiciously, allowing participants the time
needed to think their way to a response. If a participant continues to be stuck at some
point, van Manen proposed that the researcher
repeat the last sentence or thought in a questioning sort of tone and thus trigger
the other to continue. . . . And whenever it seems that the person being
interviewed begins to generalize about the experience, you can insert a question
that turns the discourse back to the level of concrete experience: ‘Can you give an
example?’ ‘What was it like?’ etc. (p. 68)
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While acknowledging the value of an interview guide in some situations, Seidman (2006)
warned the researchers who use an interview guide that they must not allow the guide to
move the study participants in the direction the interviewer wants them to go or assumes
that they will go in terms of the interviewer’s preconceived notions of the phenomenon of
interest.
Rather than developing an extensive interview guide, I relied on my interviewing
skills to guide the questions I asked following the presentation of the main focus
questions and subquestions for each interview (Appendix D). The types of follow-up
questions included: questions for clarification of something I did not understand,
questions requesting more information about a subject, a request for a story or example to
illustrate a point, and questions to better understand a research participant’s subjective
experience of a phenomenon (for example, “What was that like for you?”) (Seidman,
2006, pp. 81-85).
Transcriptions of Interviews
Seidman (2006) estimated that the transcripts for each three-interview series can
measure as much as 150 pages in length. He also estimated that transcription of one 90minute interview could take as long as six hours to complete (p. 115). It was important,
then, to schedule transcription time carefully and realistically between interviews. This
scheduled time was as important as the time scheduled to conduct the interviews.
Seidman (2006) also encouraged researchers to take great care in organizing their
interview data. Transcripts were labeled in such a way that I could quickly and easily
find particular statements within the recorded interview. Files, both electronic and paper,
were labeled clearly and logically and stored in a safe, locked place. Consent forms,
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which included contact information for each study participant, were filed in a secure
location and were readily accessible in the event that I needed to contact a study
participant. In the end, I did not need to contact a study participant during the data
analysis process.
I transcribed each interview as soon as possible following the completion of the
interview. Transcription of each 90-minute interview took approximately six to eight
hours. While the transcription process was very time-consuming, I soon realized the
tremendous value of doing my own transcriptions rather than hiring someone to perform
the task for me. After completing the transcription of each interview, I listened to the
interview once again in its entirety, while reading the transcript, making final corrections
to ensure an accurate transcription. Thus, by the time I emailed a transcript to a
participant for her or his review, I had already listened to the interview three times – once
live and twice recorded. This gave me a familiarity with each interview which proved
very helpful as the next interview took place.
Interviews were not transcribed verbatim; coughs, “ums,” and other extraneous
words were deleted, so as to yield a transcript that flowed more smoothly. My initial plan
was to transcribe each interview verbatim, and in fact I transcribed the first interview
with my first study participant verbatim. However, the participant was so distracted and
taken aback by how clumsy they sounded (although I warned the participant about what
the transcript may look like) that I spoke with my dissertation committee chair about
transcribing differently. I was concerned about participants being distracted by their
word choice rather than un-self-consciously telling their story. Since I would be doing no
linguistic analysis of the transcripts, I saw no productive reason to transcribe each
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interview verbatim. My chair agreed with my thinking, and so I revised the transcription
of the interview accordingly, and sent the revised transcript with an explanation to the
study participant for review prior to the second interview.
I emailed the transcript of each interview to the participant for review prior to the
subsequent interview. The first task of the second and third interviews, then, was to
address any corrections or concerns the participant had related to the transcript of the
previous interview. I made a note of anything that was unintelligible in the recording and
made a note to ask the participant for clarification at the beginning of the next interview.
Following the transcription of the third interview, I emailed the transcript to the
participant and allowed him or her one week to review the transcript and contact me with
any concerns or corrections. If I was not contacted by the participant after a week had
passed, I assumed the transcript was acceptable as it was reported. Coding of transcripts,
however, did not take place until all four sets of three interviews had been completed in
order to avoid the possibility of interjecting my own meaning and conclusions into the
middle of the interview process. As much as possible, I was mindful of the primacy of
the study participant’s own words and meanings throughout the process.

Measures to Assure Validity
Several aspects of the interview process enhance the validity of this proposed
study. The interview process itself was clearly described, with a particular theme for
each interview and a pre-determined interview guide created to assure consistency of the
interview process across participants. Immediately following each interview, I recorded
self-reflective notes on the interview itself, gathering my immediate insights,
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observations, and questions while the interview was most fresh in my mind. I personally
transcribed the recording of each interview within one day of the interview itself. I also
emailed the transcript to the participant and invited him or her to review the transcript for
accuracy prior to the next interview. Upon completion of the group profile, I invited each
participant to review the profile for accuracy as well as for confidentiality of identity.
Creswell (2007) described “validation” (his preferred term for validity in a
qualitative research process) in qualitative research to be “a process” and “an attempt to
assess the ‘accuracy’ of the findings, as best described by the researcher and the
participants” (pp. 206-207). The following strategies sought to enhance the validation of
my proposed study: extensive time engagement with each participant as a result of the indepth, three-interview process; and member-checking, which Lincoln and Guba (as cited
in Creswell, 2007, p. 208) describe as “the most critical technique for establishing
credibility” in a qualitative research study, as noted above.
Aspects of Seidman’s (2006) three-interview structure helped to assure validity. I
interviewed participants one at a time, completing the entire series of interviews and
transcribing the interviews completely along with member-checking for each interview
before interviewing another participant. This allowed me to focus my attention on one
participant and enhanced my ability to get to know that participant better during the
process. The short window of time between interviews (three to 10 days) helped to
assure internal consistency of the participant’s comments. The three-part interview
structure itself, which flowed from articulating a context for the experience, to describing
the experience, to ascribing meaning to the experience, helped to assure that the data that
was gathered was in fact the experience of the participant (p. 24).
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Seidman (2006) also pointed to the interview transcripts as important material for
checking validity. I personally transcribed each interview. Times of silence that allow
the participant to formulate a response were important and significant pauses were noted
in the transcripts. The absence of numerous “um hums” and other examples of
reinforcement of particular participant responses, along with the absence of leading
questions, helped to assure that the interview did not lead the participant down the
interviewer’s path. The presence of clarifying and exploratory questions helped to affirm
that the interviewer was only seeking the participant’s experience, not anyone else’s (p.
25).
As noted above, I used member checking as a measure to enhance the validity of
my study. For some phenomenological researchers (Munhall, 2007; van Manen, 1990),
member checking is taken to one extreme, wherein the researcher schedules a series of
interviews which establish “collaborative hermeneutic conversations” (van Manen, 1990,
p. 99) between the researcher and the research participant. In these cases, according to
van Manen, “the interviewee becomes the co-investigator of the study” (p. 98). Munhall
(2007) also advocated for a series of interviews with each research participant,
establishing a back-and-forth rhythm between researcher and participant that would
check for accuracy and authenticity of transcription, interpretation, and meaning (pp.
185-187).
Seidman (2006) discussed difficulties that could arise with member checking. For
example, a researcher could give each research participant such latitude in reviewing and
revising transcripts that it amounts “almost to a veto on how the interviewer works with,
analyzes, and writes up the results of the interview project” (p. 98). Seidman agreed with
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van Manen (1990) and Munhall (2007) on the importance of sharing interview data with
participants and giving participants the opportunity to correct any inaccuracies and to
identify any statements with which they were not comfortable and should therefore be
removed from the transcript. However, Seidman noted, “except with regard to issues of
vulnerability or inaccuracy . . . I retain the right to write the final report as I see it” (p.
99). Seidman strongly advocated for a clear statement in the consent form about the
extent of the research participant’s rights regarding member-checking and removal of
interview excerpts. I included such a statement in the consent form (Appendix C). While
member-checking is an important validity measure, the time and cost constraints on this
research study precluded the multiplicity of exchanges between researcher and research
participant advocated by van Manen and Munhall.

Data Analysis
Introduction
In this section, I will describe the steps I took to analyze the interview data. I
relied heavily on the steps of data analysis recommended by Seidman (2006), which
included studying, reducing, and analyzing the interview data, as well as the discerning of
categories and themes from the data.
Studying, Reducing, and Analyzing the Interview Data
Upon completion of all the interviews, I began the process of studying, reducing,
and analyzing the interview data. The first thing I did was make two copies of each
transcript and place them in separate binders, storing them in a locked file cabinet.
These complete transcripts proved useful when I began dealing with excerpts from
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interviews in the data analysis process and needed to verify who said what during which
interview.
Next, I listened to and read the first interview transcript for each study participant
in one sitting. I took no notes, did no highlighting, and attempted no coding on this first
review. Then, I waited one day before returning to the transcripts in order to allow
myself some time for the interview data to settle within me. The next day, I read through
each first interview a second time, highlighting the passages I found to be particularly
interesting and inserting a descriptive comment in the margins of the transcript, using the
“Insert Comment” feature of Microsoft Word. I repeated this process for research
questions two (interview two), three (first part of interview three), and four (second part
of interview three).
Seidman (2006) referred to this process as “winnowing” (p. 117). Seidman stated
that no template exists for defining what distinguishes a passage that is interesting from
one that is not. Instead, he suggested that the researcher must trust her or his ability to
identify passages that catch her or his attention and that appear interesting. Seidman also
recommended that, early in the winnowing process, one should err on the side of
including a passage rather than excluding it. “If it catches your attention,” Seidman
commented, “mark it. Trust yourself as a reader” (p. 118). Following this process of
reading and marking transcripts, I organized the material into categories and themes.
The Creation of Categories and Themes
Seidman (2006) recommended that the researcher organize the interview data into
naturally-occurring categories and then into common themes (p. 125). I engaged in this
process systematically, allowing my research questions, which were attached to each of
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the three interviews, to organize my findings. I followed this process, one research
question at a time, beginning with winnowing and continuing with coding into categories
and themes.
In the process of organizing passages into categories and themes, it is imperative
that the researcher not simply rely on his or her intuition in making these choices. “It is
important,” Seidman (2006) counseled, “that researchers also try to form and articulate
their criteria for the winnowing and sorting process” (p. 127). The criteria I used were:
1) excerpts that caught my attention because they sounded compelling; 2) excerpts that
caught my attention because of repetition (I had read the same concept or idea mentioned
more than once by a particular participant or by multiple participants); 3) excerpts that
caught my attention because they either reinforced or contradicted the literature on
Lasallian association for mission; 4) excerpts that caught my attention because they
contradicted what other participants have stated; and, 5) excerpts that contained great
emotional energy or enthusiasm. As this process of categorization continued, I remained
attentive to any temptation to force passages into categories that I had predetermined for
this phenomenon. The goal of all this time spent with the interviews was to allow the
participants’ words to speak for themselves; in this way, I was better assured that the
phenomenon was described in ways to reflect accurately how it had been experienced and
processed by the participant himself or herself.
Following the winnowing process, I read through the marked transcripts again,
adjusting the coding as necessary. Then, I cut and pasted the highlighted passages from
each interview into a new document, resulting in a document for each study participant
for interview one. I then made two paper copies of these new documents, putting one in
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a binder for my records. I took the second copy and cut each interview excerpt, along
with its corresponding code, into single strips. I then began laying the strips out on my
bed, creating separate piles for each category. Once I completed this sorting process, I
took a break of an hour. I then returned to the piles of categories and looked for
“connecting threads and patterns among the excerpts within those categories and for
connections between the various categories” (Seidman, 2006, p. 125). These patterns and
threads of connections are themes. Finally, I created a new document for research
question one that contained all the interview excerpts organized by theme and, within
each theme, by category.
I repeated this process for research questions two, three, and four. The entire
process of data analysis encompassed approximately 70 hours.
Organization of Findings
My research findings are organized by research question, with categories and
themes that emerged across the interviews of all four participants being cited and
discussed at some length. These findings are included in Chapter Four. A final chapter
discusses conclusions and implications of the research findings and recommendations for
future research and practice.
As part of the reporting of findings, I created a brief demographic profile of the
study participants as a group, including the types of institutions they represent, some of
their background in Lasallian education in particular and education in general, a summary
of their participation in Lasallian formation, and other data gathered from the
Demographic Data Sheets (Appendix E). The information was organized in a group
profile in order to protect the confidentiality of individual study participants.
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Limitations
Due to the small number of participants, it is difficult to generalize findings to a
larger population. However, through a series of in-depth interviews with each
participant, I was able to gather a good deal of rich, illustrative data.
A second potential limitation of this study, related to my role in the District of San
Francisco, was a threat of social desirability. I am the Director of Formation for Mission
in the District of San Francisco. Consequently, my professional role may have affected
how participants responded to my interview questions. It is possible that one or more
participants may have responded to questions in a limited fashion if they were concerned
about what I might do with the information I gathered. It is also possible that one or
more participants responded to questions by saying what they thought I wished to hear.
Through the contact visit, through carefully-worded interview questions, and through
sensitive data reporting, I did my best to preserve the confidentiality of study participants
and reassured each participant of my desire for open, frank, honest and complete
responses to interview questions.
A third limitation, also connected to my professional role, was the threat of
researcher bias. My own experience as a Lasallian and my work in mission formation
have given me a particular perspective on Lasallian association. Through a bracketing
technique that required me to articulate my perspective on association prior to the
beginning of the interview process (Appendix G), as well as through serious attention
paid to the framing of interview questions in an open, unbiased fashion, I endeavored to
address this limitation.
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Generalizability
Qualitative studies are marked more by their particularity rather than by their
generalizability (Creswell, 2009, pp. 192-193). In in-depth interview studies, the number
of study participants is small. Participants must not only have experienced the
phenomenon of interest, but must possess the ability to articulate the experience
(Polkinghorne, 1989, p. 47). Because participants are chosen specifically for these
reasons, random selection is not possible. Munhall (2007) reminded qualitative
researchers:
When you choose your participants, you do not need to follow the sampling rules
of quantitative research. Instead, you need to find individuals who are willing to
speak to you about the experience that you are interested in understanding.
Another qualification is that the participants want to tell “their stories.” (p. 181)
Seidman (2006) suggested two alternatives to the problem of generalizability in
an in-depth interview study. First, the researcher may identify commonalities among the
experiences of most or all of the study participants. In this case, I will discuss these in
appropriate detail. I was attentive to common descriptions of the experience of
association among the four educators and offered these to the reader for consideration.
Second, Seidman (2006) suggested that research participants’ stories, told in a
compelling and rich manner,
. . . open up for readers the possibility of connecting their own stories to those
presented in the study. In connecting, readers may not learn how to control or
predict the experience being studied or their own, but they will understand better
their complexities. They will appreciate more the intricate ways in which
individual lives interact with social and structural forces and, perhaps, be more
understanding and even humble in the face of those intricacies. (p. 52)
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Ethical Concerns
Data from my observations and interviews have been kept confidential.
Pseudonyms have been used for participants and works. Participants voluntarily signed a
consent form that informed them of their rights as study participants, notified them of
confidentiality and its limits, and assured them that they were free to withdraw from the
study within a specified period of time (Appendix C). Interviews were conducted in a
private setting. Transcripts, field notes, and reflective/analytical memos were entered
into a password-protected database that was backed up, with the back-up kept in a locked,
secure location. Printed material, including transcripts, field notes, document analysis,
and coding was kept in three-ring binders and stored in a locked file cabinet. Appropriate
forms were filed with the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human
Subjects (IRBPHS) at the University of San Francisco prior to the beginning of data
collection, and IRBPHS approval was granted on November 4, 2010 (Appendix F).
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
Overview of the Chapter
Restatement of the Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the experience of Lasallian
association on the part of four lay men and women in Lasallian works in the San
Francisco District (Figure 2) who possessed to a high degree the characteristics of
Lasallian association described by the 43rd General Chapter (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 2000, p. 4), but had not been formally recognized as Associates. The study
accomplished this exploration in three in-depth interviews, each of which concentrated on
one facet of the study participants’ associative experiences. The first interview focused
on the life journeys that brought them to experience association. The second interview
provided them with an opportunity to describe their experiences of Lasallian association.
The third interview explored the meanings that they ascribed to their association, both
now and in the future, for themselves and for the District of San Francisco.
Research Questions
The study was shaped around four research questions:
1. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” describe the journey that led them to their experience of
Lasallian association?
2. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” describe their experience of Lasallian association?
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3. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” describe the meaning of their experience of Lasallian
association for themselves personally, both now and for the future?
4. How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who could be characterized as
“associates in fact” articulate the future of Lasallian association in the San
Francisco District?
Organization of the Chapter
This chapter contains the results of the in-depth interview study and is organized
essentially by the research questions. I will first provide a group profile, consisting of a
description of the characteristics of the participants in the study. Following the group
profile, I will discuss the results of the study that pertain to each research question,
exploring the themes and categories that emerged from the in-depth interview data of all
study participants for each particular research question. Finally, I will provide a chapter
summary.

Group Profile of Participants
The four participants in this study (Alison, Ben, Cathy, and David*) were all lay
people ministering in Lasallian works in northern California. They were chosen by a
committee of three people (a lay man, a lay woman, and a Brother who had extensive
knowledge of Lasallians in the works throughout the San Francisco District and who
possessed a strong grasp of Lasallian association through their own formation, study, and
experience) who determined together that these four met the criteria for participation to
the highest degree. Together, these four had more than 60 years of experience in
*

Pseudonyms are used throughout for purposes of confidentiality.
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Lasallian ministries, ranging individually from nine years to 20 years of experience.
Three of the four had been students in Lasallian schools, either at the secondary or the
post-secondary level. As adults, each served in at least two different Lasallian works.
All have been or are teachers; all have administrative experience as first- or second-line
administrators; all have been involved with student life programs (campus ministry,
student activities). All four have served on District committees or councils or
coordinated District programs. Three of the four have served as trustees for Lasallian
schools. Three are married; two of these are raising families.
All four study participants are Catholic and are products of Catholic education,
each having spent at least 12 years as a student in a Catholic school. All four attended
Catholic elementary schools, three of them attended Catholic secondary schools, and all
four attended Catholic colleges or universities as an undergraduate and/or as a graduate
student. Three have spent time working with people in need in Catholic volunteer
programs. All four study participants are clearly products of and contributors to Catholic
education.
These study participants brought with them to this study extensive experience in
Lasallian formation. All have participated in local, District, and Regional (United StatesToronto Region; see Figure 1) formation programs. All are graduates of the Lasallian
Leadership Institute (LLI). The LLI is a three-year intensive Regional Lasallian
formation program that includes Lasallians from works of the San Francisco District and
the New Orleans-Santa Fe District. They study the life of John Baptist de La Salle, his
educational philosophy, and Lasallian spirituality. Throughout the LLI, participants are
given multiple opportunities to apply all that they have learned to their work in Lasallian
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ministries. All have participated in multiple Huether Lasallian Conferences, which are
annual Regional formation programs focused on varying themes related to the Lasallian
educational mission. All have served as delegates to at least two District Mission
Assemblies, which gather every four years to discuss and recommend future direction
and action related to the Lasallian educational mission. All four have completed mission
and governance formation for trustees. All four have served on mission assessment
teams for the District Catholic Lasallian Assessment Process (CLASP), which regularly
assesses the strength of the Catholic, Lasallian culture of each District middle school and
secondary school. All of this is to say that Alison, Ben, Cathy, and David have steeped
themselves in the Catholic, Lasallian tradition over many years and are recognized by
many for their knowledge of and commitment to the Lasallian educational mission.

Research Question # 1: Results
Research Question #1: How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who
could be characterized as “associates in fact” describe the journey that led them to their
experience of Lasallian association?
This first research question, explored in the first in-depth interview, invited study
participants to look back in their lives to reflect on important facets of the journey that led
them to their current experience of Lasallian association for mission. Analysis of the first
interview yielded five major themes, each with three or four particular categories (see
Table 1). In Table 1, please note that themes are listed in column one on the left. The
corresponding categories within each theme are included to the right of each theme in its
corresponding row. The discussion that follows is organized by theme & category. A
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theme will be introduced with a paragraph or two. The introduction will be followed by a
more detailed discussion of each theme’s categories, using the words of the study
participants as much as possible in order to give primacy to the voice of the study
participants in describing each category. This pattern will repeat itself for the second,
third, and fourth research questions later in this chapter.
Table 1
Themes and Categories for Research Question # 1

Theme

Category

Category

Category

Category

Engagement
with the
Lasallian
Mission

Growing
Commitment

Service/Social
Justice

StudentFocused

------

Formation

Involvement
with
Formation
Activities

Catholic
Schooling

The Formative
Role of
Challenging
Experiences

------

People

Significant
Relationships

Invitation

Family
Background

------

The Power of
Community

Community

Belonging

Relationships
with the
Broader
Lasallian
Family

------

Vocation

Called to the
Lasallian
Educational
Mission

Primary Life
Commitment

Giving Back

One
Commitment
Leads to
Another
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While each category discussion contains excerpts from study participants’
interviews, it may not contain an excerpt from every study participant’s interview.
Mention of a particular category by all four study participants was not a criteria utilized
in the process of coding the interview data into categories and then grouping them into
themes. While these four study participants had much in common with one another, they
were also unique in some important ways. It is my hope, as one reads through these
themes and categories and listens to the voices of these four study participants, that one
will come to know each study participant in his or her uniqueness and also come to know
the group in their commonality.
I began the first interview by reminding participants that they were identified by a
committee as people who met the study criteria to an exceptional degree – that they were
identified as outstanding “associates in fact.” Why, I asked each, do you think you were
identified as such? Their responses offered an initial insight into how they understood
Lasallian association. Alison offered a response that she would echo throughout all three
interviews: integration. She surmised that she was selected because of the way in which
she had integrated her work in the Lasallian world with the rest of her life. She described
it in these words: “I feel like being a Lasallian is – it’s a part of who I am, it’s just not my
professional job” (1.1, 56-57†).
Ben’s response, too, introduced a characteristic of association that he would
return to in subsequent interviews: being a “strong advocate for mission. . . . Hopefully
people have recognized that . . . in the different initiatives I have proposed over my time
. . . that they all come from a place of mission” (2.1, 37, 41-44). For Ben, he suspected

†

Interview quotations will be cited using a common format: Participant #.Interview #, lines in interview
transcript.
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that people had noticed his overt advocacy for the Lasallian mission in a variety of
situations and recognized this as a sign of his Lasallian association.
Cathy immediately turned to an element of association that, her interviews would
show, was deeply important to her Lasallian association: community. Her involvement
with District projects and her very positive experiences in community with Brothers and
Partners allowed her to develop “a very strong connection to my vocation and the
Brothers’ vocation. I do see them as parallels, but I do understand they are different
commitments” (3.1, 58-60). For Cathy, community is the “lens” (3.1, 45) through which
she views her Lasallian association.
David presumed that his involvement with a number of District-sponsored
activities, gatherings, and programs allowed people to witness “the vigor with which I
have embraced the Lasallian mission and have seen me in a variety of roles” (4.1, 47-48).
He went on to expand on what he meant by “vigor”:
I would hope that my authenticity and the ways in which I strive to live my life
have left an impression on individuals. It’s not why I do it, it’s how I try to live
my faith, and it’s who I believe God calls me to be, but I have been blessed with a
tremendous amount of resources and mentors along the way. I think one of the
obligations I have is to give back in gratitude for those individuals. . . . (4.1, 7478)
While each of these individuals could only guess at why they had been marked for
participation in this study, each very quickly focused on a leitmotif in their understanding
and experience of association. They would return to these leitmotifs in a variety of ways
as they formulated and articulated the story of their coming to, experiencing, and
imagining the future of their Lasallian association.
The interview then turned to the major area of exploration: the steps of each
person’s life journey that led them to be associated for the Lasallian mission. I
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encouraged them to go as far back in their history as they wished in their efforts to unfold
the story of their coming to Lasallian association. Each in his or her own way was very
eloquent in the telling of his or her story, and several themes emerged (Table 1). These
themes with their corresponding categories will be explored, one at a time, below.
Theme: Engagement with the Lasallian Mission
This theme speaks to a person’s growing connection to the Lasallian educational
mission. Over time, the study participants found themselves attracted to and engaged
with the Lasallian mission on deeper and deeper levels. This manifested itself both in the
degree of their commitment and in the elements of mission that particularly attracted
them. As these four study participants recounted their story of coming to be associated,
they spoke of increasingly identifying with the Lasallian mission and feeling more and
more responsible for the success of the educational mission. They also identified clearly
and seriously with the Lasallian commitment to the educational service of the poor and to
the focus on the dignity, needs, and well-being of each student, a focus deeply ingrained
in Lasallian culture.
Category: Growing Commitment
Each study participant commented on the ways in which he or she gradually
became more and more engaged in his or her work in a Lasallian ministry. Ben, who first
experienced Lasallian education as a high school student, began working at a Lasallian
school because he felt a strong desire to work with young people and he had enjoyed such
a positive experience as a student that he thought it would be worth it to apply for an
opening in a Lasallian school. As he settled into his job, he began to notice areas of his
responsibility that needed improvement and attention, and he began to develop initiatives
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around these areas. This devotion to programmatic improvement led ultimately to a
desire to lead for mission, and Ben ultimately sought out and was given greater
leadership responsibilities in a District work. He highlighted this transition to leadership
in a District work as a “significant moment” (2.1, 941) in his journey toward Lasallian
association.
For Alison, it all began with needing to find a job. She did not land the first job
she applied for, but she was offered another job at the same school when an opening
came up some time later. She was offered this job on the basis of work experience on her
resume that caught the eye of the person doing the hiring, who had similar work
experience. Alison described it as “the windy path of, you know, of happenstance” (1.1,
251). Once she took the job, she found herself volunteering for a variety of positions
because of a desire to get more involved with the students. Assisting a colleague with a
program led to her assuming leadership of the program within a relatively short period of
time. Within a few more years, she found herself compelled to take on more leadership
responsibilities in the school on a temporary basis out of a sense of responsibility to the
welfare of the students and the school. Along the way, she found herself more and more
attracted to the Lasallian mission:
I definitely remember feeling like – this is a great thing to be a part of! You
know, this guy’s got a legitimate history, and, um, you know, a wonderful story in
terms of a step at a time, and . . . how his life evolved into what it became. . . .
(1.1, 673-676)
Cathy, too, spoke of gradually becoming more involved with the Lasallian
mission, moving from life as a student at a Lasallian school, to taking on leadership as a
student, to devoting the years of her adult life to working for many years on both a
volunteer and a professional basis in a number of different Lasallian works. In big and
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small ways, she found herself involved in tasks or activities that she had never
anticipated, which she described as “that very Lasallian ‘one commitment led to
another’” (3.1, 339) process. She described herself currently as “proud to be a part of
this, and I think people know that” (3.1, 48-49).
David’s growing commitment was influenced by encounters with significant
Lasallians who piqued his interest in the Lasallian mission. His powerful experience with
a group of Lasallians on an immersion experience was his introduction to Lasallian
education, and that experience led him to seek employment in a Lasallian work. Some
years later, through his participation in District activities, he met an individual whose
ministry at another Lasallian work caught his attention. Ongoing conversations with this
Lasallian colleague ultimately led to new responsibilities for David at another Lasallian
work, a work quite different from his previous experience, but a work to which he felt
called. These personal encounters drew him more and more deeply into the Lasallian
mission.
Category: Service/Social Justice
The Brothers’ Rule states that “the purpose of this Institute is to provide a human
and Christian education to the young, especially the poor, according to the ministry
which the Church has entrusted to it” (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2002, article 3).
For Alison, Ben, Cathy and David, the Lasallian commitment to the educational service
of the poor held a deep attraction for them on their journey toward association. Both
Cathy and Alison worked as volunteers serving a very low-income population early in
their adult lives, and this experience opened up a new world to them – a world they had
not experienced in their relatively comfortable upbringing. Cathy found the learning
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curve very steep, even going so far as to describe her volunteer experience as “Lasallian
boot camp” (3.1, 210) in that it was there, working with the poor and living in community
with the Brothers, that she began to experience the Lasallian mission in a deeply personal
way.
For David, his commitment to working with the poor began to develop long
before he became involved with Lasallian education, and, as was mentioned above, he
learned about the Lasallian Family through his encounter with a group of students and
adults from a Lasallian school who participated in a social justice program with which he
was involved. Intrigued by what they were about, he said yes to the opportunity to work
at a Lasallian school some time later. Gradually, he learned of the deep commitment of
Lasallian education to the poor, and this resonated with his personal commitment. With
the passing of the years, he has continued to be especially drawn to students and families
in need, and he considered this as an important element of his growing Lasallian
association:
I think De La Salle’s vision to provide a quality education to the sons of the
working poor of his time was rooted in the same belief that kids are kids and they
deserve the chance to be kids and it doesn’t matter who their parents are or where
they live or what their background is. I feel invigorated by the privilege of doing
our part here to continue that rich legacy and tradition. (4.1, 353-358)
Ben’s commitment to social justice took shape early in his professional
experience at a Lasallian school. In his role in campus ministry, he initiated the creation
of justice-related student programs that reflected his personal commitment to social
justice and the role it played in the formation of adolescents in a Catholic school setting.
At the same time that he was creating these programs, Ben was participating in Lasallian
formation programs that affirmed for him that the Lasallian educational heritage includes
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a serious commitment to social justice and justice education. Ben found the resonance of
the Lasallian heritage with his own commitment to justice to be a powerful support as he
built a rationale for the development of these programs at his school.
Category: Student-Focused
Placing students and their needs at the center of the educational enterprise caught
the attention of each study participant early in their time in Lasallian education. Cathy
articulated it as “teaching students, not subjects” (3.1, 412-413). “Your primary
responsibility,” she announced in her interview, “is to teach the student, and to meet them
where they’re at, and then challenge them” (3.1, 448-450). In describing her role of
working with particularly challenged students, she became quite eloquent on this topic:
Walking with students and meeting them where they’re at and making them feel
there’s an end goal here and I’m here to walk with you – that is part of what I
learned there, and I think it’s part of teaching freshmen, it’s part of teaching in a
Lasallian school, that big brother/big sister kind of thing. (3.1, 497-500)
Ben was one who wanted early on to work with young people, and he found
education, particularly Lasallian education because of his experience as a student, to be
the best venue within which to fulfill his desire. As noted earlier, in his early years
working in a Lasallian school, he became involved more deeply with justice-related
student programs that exposed students to a world of poverty that many of them had
never experienced before. Over time, he came to appreciate that his desire to work with
youth resonating powerfully with the Lasallian commitment to students, especially
students in need: “All of a sudden, I’m provided with context that I’ve never had before
. . . . That’s one of the things that the Brothers and the mission give us is context for the
decisions that we make” (2.1, 384-387).
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For David, students “keep it real. They keep me on my toes. They most clearly
embody God at work, God alive” (4.1, 324-325). He pointed out in his interview that
keeping students at the center, “first and foremost” (4.1, 177-178), was one of the first
characteristics of Lasallian education that he remembered in his early days, and it
“became quickly engrained in my understanding of who I was called to be and what our
work entailed” (4.1, 179-180).
Alison found herself attracted to education because she genuinely enjoyed
teenagers. Consequently, she found it easy to spend time with them, both inside and
outside the classroom. But there was more to it than that, for her. As a student herself,
Alison encountered a few teachers who took a serious interest in her and helped her grow
as a person. She so appreciated these people that she wanted to pay it forward: “. . . it
was part of wanting to do for kids what had been done for me – in terms of building
confidence and working together and integrating a faith component into all that” (1.1,
585-587).
All four study participants thus reflected on a journey toward association that was
marked by a similar pattern. First came opportunity: a job opened up, they applied for it
and were hired. Next, they found themselves attracted to principal elements of Lasallian
culture: a commitment to social justice and the primary focus on students. Responding to
this attraction, they increasingly engaged themselves in activities and took on job
responsibilities that drew them more deeply into relationship with Lasallian education.
Critical to helping them understand what it was they were diving into were activities and
programs of Lasallian formation.
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Theme: Formation
In this theme, participants spoke of the role of formation programs and formative
experiences in drawing them more deeply into a personal commitment to the Lasallian
mission. They identified specific programs of Lasallian formation, as well as various
activities that had proven formative – that had enhanced participants’ understanding of
and commitment to Lasallian mission.

All spoke of the importance of their experience

as students in Catholic schools. Finally, participants commented on the formative
importance of certain challenging experiences – struggles that became rich learning
experiences on their journey toward association.
Category: Involvement with Formation Activities
All four participants highlighted the role that Lasallian mission formation played
in their associative journey. David, who was not educated by the Brothers,
acknowledged that working more directly with Brothers would have been helpful, “but I
don’t feel that I’m at a loss because I haven’t. And I think that’s a really key distinction,
because of how much focus the Brothers have placed upon formation” (4.1, 547-550).
He recognized that his participation in multiple formation programs, including the
Lasallian Leadership Institute, gave him a better understanding of Lasallian education,
deepened his respect for the Lasallian mission, and helped him discern his place within
the mission.
Early in her second interview, Alison made special mention of the formative
value of her involvement with three District Mission Assemblies, and opportunities that
followed from those Assemblies:
I did begin to get the significance of that event [the first District Mission
Assembly in 2002] occurring and the Brothers and Partners coming together to –
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you know, real discussion and planning for the mission. And, the significance of
that was certainly not lost on me. I understood that. And, following up, the
Mission Council’s beginnings and what was to come continued to be a significant
stepping stone in association (1.2, 69-73).
Alison acknowledged the importance of her involvement with the Mission Assemblies in
deepening her understanding of and commitment to the Lasallian mission. Though the
Mission Assemblies and various District committees are not considered formal formation
activities, Alison recognized that her experiences of participating in such work served an
important role in her formation as an emerging Lasallian “associate in fact.”
As noted above, all four study participants were graduates of the Lasallian
Leadership Institute (LLI). One experiences the LLI in a cohort, meaning that one
journeys with the same group of 50-65 participants, representing approximately 15
different Lasallian works, for the entire three years of the program. As a consequence,
deep relationships are formed among the members of each LLI cohort. While graduating
from the LLI was not a requirement for participation in the study, all four people spoke
directly about the role that the LLI played in drawing them more deeply into Lasallian
association. For Ben, LLI provided him “with context like I’ve never had before” (2.1,
385), a context that sharpened his vision of Lasallian education, and a context that
influenced important decisions he and others have made in their work in Lasallian
education.
Cathy, too, expressed quite eloquently the impact of the LLI on her development
toward Lasallian association. For her, it was equal parts learning about the history and
traditions and spirituality of the Lasallian Family and reflecting on her own life and
values and history and making the connection between the two. In particular, the summer
session that focused on Lasallian spirituality helped provide clarity for her:
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It was an understanding of De La Salle and his story, but then looking at our own
story and how that’s reflected in our work and how that’s very much what it
means to be a Lasallian educator. That summer was huge. So, that
understanding, and that in-depth look at De La Salle and his life was huge for me.
(3.1, 383-387)
Alison also highlighted her participation in the LLI as a very valuable formative
experience in her journey toward association. She described her LLI experience as “lifechanging, in a way, in terms of my commitment to being part of the Lasallian mission”
(1.1, 719-720). Participating in the LLI allowed Alison to interact with leaders from
other Lasallian works in a way that broadened her own vision:
. . . it was great to see and to get to know people who were really doing it in other
places and were . . . seemingly much more capable and confident and . . . were
having conversations about ways to do things that I really respected and opened
my eyes to ways that things could be done differently than were happening at my
own school. . . . I felt that it invited me into the much wider Lasallian Family.
(1.1, 733-739)
Later in her interview, she noted that
. . . it’s somewhere in that LLI experience that it probably made – where I was
able to really talk about it, integrate it, understand it, confidently be able to use the
language and feel like I could be a real representative of this Lasallian mission.
(1.1, 772-775)
Category: Catholic Schooling
All four study participants attended Catholic elementary school, three of four
attended Catholic high school, all four attended Catholic colleges or universities as either
an undergraduate (three of four) or a graduate student (four of four). As they began to
weave the story of their journey toward association, all mentioned their parents’
commitment to sending their children to Catholic schools. It was in these schools that
Cathy, Ben, David, and Alison encountered adults who proved influential in their later
decisions to become educators. They had teachers who recognized an interest in social
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justice, who sparked involvement in student government, who encouraged involvement in
volunteer service, who nurtured emerging faith, who got to know them as persons, and
who were present for them in their struggles to mature. Ben noticed a progression in his
life related to Catholic education. Having attended Catholic elementary school for eight
years, he simply assumed he would attend a Catholic secondary school. It never occurred
to him not to continue his education in a Catholic secondary school. It was in high school
that he met the Brothers for the first time, and it was his relationships with fellow
students and with others involved with Lasallian education that resulted, years later, in
his decision to seek a job at a Lasallian school.
Alison reflected that her Catholic school experience was so positive that it became
a comfort zone as she contemplated education as a career:
Maybe in all truthfulness, it was because it was where I was most comfortable? It
had been my experience as a student? I also think through my experience in
social justice and Catholic volunteering, being able to talk about faith, and service
and justice issues is something that was really important to me at that time in my
life and wanting to be able to talk about those things with students. . . . So I think
I saw myself doing that in a Catholic high school rather than in a public high
school. (1.1, 382-387, 390-392)
Cathy attended a Catholic elementary school, and it was there that she first felt a
desire to teach. She was influenced greatly by the nuns who taught her: “I didn’t know
what I wanted to teach, but I knew I wanted to teach because they had this amazing
ability to connect and change people’s lives for the better. Early on, I guess, I understood
that” (3.1, 76-79).
David’s mother was a Catholic school teacher. He credited his parents for
creating a “kind of culture in my family of wanting to serve and wanting to help others”
(4.1, 130-131). It was this desire to serve that led him to a time of volunteer service that
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introduced him to the Lasallian Family and eventually a job in a Lasallian school.
Working in a Lasallian school exposed him to opportunities for formation in Lasallian
mission and introduced him to many other Lasallians, deepening his own sense of
belonging to the Lasallian Family. One commitment led to another.
Category: The Formative Role of Challenging Experiences
While the stories told by these study participants were filled with many inspiring
and heartwarming experiences, many agreed that some of their most formative
experiences, some of the experiences that helped strengthen their commitment to
Lasallian education, were experiences of pain and struggle. While Alison did not directly
credit challenging experiences with forming her as a Lasallian, she recounted a number of
times from her years of experience in Lasallian education when she took on added
responsibilities in difficult times because she felt it was the right and responsible thing to
do. As her story unfolded, I could observe that these added responsibilities in difficult
circumstances deepened her commitment to the Lasallian mission.
For Cathy, as for many educators, the first two years of teaching were particularly
difficult and challenging. Lofty goals of making a difference in the lives of young
children were quickly lost in the daily reality of students whose needs were so different
from what she had previously experienced. She credited the community of Brothers and
Partners with whom she lived with providing the support and guidance that helped her
make it through those early years:
. . . the struggles that I went through in my [first] two years . . . [were] really that
initial part of my Lasallian journey. And I would never have survived without the
community support and the prayer life that we had there and all the discussions
that were constantly going on – formal and informal, during prayer, during meals,
and then the support from the school staff itself – it was like “teacher boot camp”
but then also kind of like “Lasallian boot camp,” too – defining yourself as an
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educator, and knowing that you have to have that community support and that
faith element in your work. (3.1, 203-211)
Others offered a similar perspective on situations that, at the time, were filled with
frustrations and pain. Ben recounted experiences in which he was challenged to
determine effective ways to convince others in the school community of the importance
of mission-related initiatives he was championing. For him, these “challenges ended up
being wonderful lessons in terms of learning how to deal with people” (2.1, 571-572).
For David, the death of a family member was an experience that, “in the end, was
filled with many graces” as he experienced the support and love of a school community
that rallied to his aid. “It was hard, and it was sad,” he reflected, “and I certainly wish
my dad were still alive, but I feel so blessed to have had the love and support of a
community that quickly became like a family” (4.1, 218-221). A crisis occurred, a
community rallied in support, and a commitment was deepened.
These study participants spoke directly to the role that various formation
activities, programs, and experiences played in helping them to understand more fully the
Lasallian culture and mission. The more they understood, the more they found
themselves intrigued by and attracted to Lasallian education. The more they found
themselves attracted, the more they wished to learn about Lasallian education. Programs,
activities, and experiences, however, do not happen in a vacuum; rather, they are
populated and facilitated by people. We turn, then, to a discussion of the people who
influenced our study participants in important ways on their journey toward Lasallian
association.
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Theme: People
These study participants spoke eloquently about people who influenced them
significantly along their journey toward association. They told stories of people who
inspired them, people who mentored them, people who served as role models for them,
and people with whom they had collaborated along the way. All four spoke of particular
individuals who invited them, in important ways, to get involved in social justice work, to
teach, to participate in Lasallian formation, and to become leaders. In several cases, had
it not been for the personal invitation, they would not have gone in a direction that, in
hindsight, proved very important in their journey. Finally, they recognized the influence
of their own families of origin in shaping them into people who would, at some point in
the future, associate themselves for the Lasallian mission.
Category: Significant Relationships
As David wove together the story of his journey toward Lasallian association, he
quickly began to identify a number of “incredible mentors and influences on my
Lasallian journey” (4.1, 508), beginning with Lasallians he met before he ever
entertained the thought of working in a Lasallian ministry. He experienced a connection
with them that he found to be very positive and intriguing. It was his relationship with
them that provided the impetus to seek a job in a Lasallian school. “I feel like I was,” he
noted, “Lasallian before I even knew I was Lasallian” (4.1, 446). Meeting these people
led to relationships with other Lasallians that affirmed for David that he had found a
home:
Many of the individuals I have already mentioned – my relationships and my
friendships with them, and my professional partnership with them over time –
continued to convince me more and more of how right it was that I was here and
that I was lucky enough to be a part of it. (4.1, 399-402)
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As time passed and he took on greater leadership responsibilities, David began to “. . . see
it as my responsibility to be proactive in how I am attempting to mentor others” (4.1, 8182). As he had been mentored by others early in his Lasallian ministry, he later felt
responsible for doing the same for others who were just beginning their work in Lasallian
education.
In speaking about influential relationships in her journey, Cathy explained that
she actively sought and continued to seek the wisdom of more experienced people. She
called them “mentors” (3.1, 702), and she had many:
They are in different places and know me in different lenses, but they know who I
am and what my hopes are and they will walk through that with me. Some of
them are Brothers, some of them are Lay Partners, some of them are family, some
of them are friends – well, all of them are friends. (3.1, 702-706)
Ben’s influences included several Brothers who impressed him by their example
as his teachers: “. . . these were special guys. The hospitality, the outreach, the extra
tutoring sessions . . . all of that” (2.1, 80-82). Many years later, he continued to treasure
his relationships with Brothers who provided him with valued encouragement in his
Lasallian educational ministry. David’s insightful observations on the example of
Brothers reinforce Ben’s experience and bear repeating in their entirety:
. . . the humility piece is just so impressive that again I think having such a
singular focus as education, but also having such a real commitment to
community and how that’s lived out within Christian Brothers communities – like
the fact that they all eat dinner together, they all pray together, and that those are
just as important as their teaching responsibilities or whatever their other
responsibilities may be. I think that’s a real hallmark that then permeates itself
through their school communities. The ways in which they exemplify what it
means to be Lasallian. That means being on the sidelines of the games, and
attending the parent dinner and going to opening night at the play and going to the
concert and going to the First Communion parties – the things that go beyond
what is expected of a typical classroom teacher, but that’s just who we are, it’s
just what it means to be Lasallian. The Brothers have modeled that and have then
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invited their Lay Partners to share in that. There’s a real richness to it. And that’s
the kind of stuff on a day-in and day-out basis that invites us deeper and deeper
into the mission. (4.1, 600-614)
Alison was notably eloquent on this topic of relationships. She had important
female role models during her time as a student, women who encouraged her by their
example and by their words. These women became helpful models of women who took
an active role in the church, helping Alison to grow more confident in her own emerging
role as an adult woman in the church and as a woman seeking to bring her faith to bear in
every aspect of her life. Most important for Alison were the relationships she built with
mentors and colleagues. “The relationships,” she declared at one point, “are a big part of
the fabric, I think, of our stories” (1.1, 829-830). She shared a number of stories of
Brothers and Partners who walked with her at particularly challenging places on her
journey, highlighting the critical importance of their guidance, their companionship, and
their wisdom. Near the end of the interview, she summed up this topic beautifully:
I see association as a commitment to mission and work, but I also really see it as a
commitment to people. It’s a commitment to the work of the Brothers, the
mission of the Brothers – and to the Brothers themselves who – with whom I have
a personal relationship, and to the other Lasallian “associates in fact” who are,
you know, equally or probably more committed. It’s definitely about the people.
I mean, the mission is, it’s about people. And it – yeah, it’s about the students,
and the kids, but I think it has a lot to do with the adults, too. You know, we are
role models for each other and for the kids, and being that person is a part of the
association. (1.1, 1026-1035)
Category: Invitation
Throughout the three in-depth interviews, Alison, Ben, Cathy, and David returned
often to the subject of invitation. They told story after story of times when someone
invited them to take on more responsibility, to venture into new territory, and to
contribute in creative ways to Lasallian education. As David reflected on his journey
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toward association, he remembered many people who had invited him to participate in
activities that touched him deeply, and he was moved to gratitude: “I owe a tremendous
amount to those individuals because of how transformative those experiences have been”
(4.1, 388-389). Initially, the invitations to participate in formative activities came from
outside himself, from mentors and colleagues. As time went on and he began to
appreciate the value of the experiences, the invitation came from within himself. As he
explained, “. . . it created a desire within me, a real hunger in me, energy around wanting
to know more, wanting to learn more, wanting to be exposed to more” (4.1, 426-428).
More recently, David completed the loop by becoming the one who extended the
invitations to others, who encouraged others to become more deeply involved in and
committed to Lasallian education.
Some invitations, such as the invitation to participate in the Lasallian Leadership
Institute as noted above, were momentous in their own right. Others were smaller, less
earth-shaking, but no less important as steps along the way, turning points in the life
journey that are only recognized in retrospect. Alison spoke of a time early in her
teaching career when she was assisting a colleague with a student leadership program and
he turned to her one day and invited her to replace him as director the following year.
Ben spoke of a trusted, more experienced colleague who stood by him as he struggled to
build a program. The colleague became a confidant, one to whom Ben would turn often
for feedback and advice. The feedback and advice often became an invitation and
encouragement to persevere and sometimes even to do more.
Ben and Cathy both told stories of times when colleagues had become aware of a
future opportunity, immediately thought of them, and took the time to contact them
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directly to urge them to put in an application with statements like, “I think you need to
apply for this” and “yeah, you need to go for it” (2.1, 399-400, 402), or “This is totally
you. Have you seen this? This is perfect!” (3.1, 548). Absent this direct encouragement,
neither of them may have had the confidence to step up to the challenge of something
new. “People see something in you,” (1.1, 462), Alison remarked, and an invitation was
made. These people said yes because they trusted the judgment and the integrity of those
who invited them. Many years later, they viewed the invitations as critical moments in
their journeys, reinforcing the powerful role that relationships play in the Lasallian
Family.
Category: Family Background
Not lost on these four people was the deep influence of their families on their
journey toward association. In ways unique to each person, they expressed their gratitude
for parents who raised them in a strong Catholic home, who sacrificed so that they could
experience a Catholic education, who nurtured in them such values as a commitment to
social justice, taking an active role in their church, seeing life with the eyes of faith. For
some, their parents and older brothers and sisters led by example: they were teachers in
Catholic schools themselves, they attended a Lasallian school and made a point to visit
the Brothers who taught them regularly, or they served with Brothers in retreat ministry.
Likely without noticing it at the time, but recognizing and valuing it in retrospect, Ben,
Alison, David and Cathy were grateful for the many ways that their families nurtured
them on their journeys.
In most cases, the family is the first community one experiences in one’s life.
The community of educators that is the Lasallian Family is another important community
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for those who serve in Lasallian works. All four study participants shined a spotlight on
the power of community in their associative journey. It is to this theme, the power of
community, that we now turn our attention.
Theme: The Power of Community
This theme addresses various roles played by communities of various sorts during
the journey toward association. Participants spoke of the role that communities played in
supporting and encouraging them when they were new to Lasallian education.
Participants also spoke at length about the important part that communities played in
helping them to feel welcome and to grow in the confidence that they truly belonged in
this ministry. Finally, participants all spoke to their relationships with communities
beyond their own school community, with Lasallians at District, Regional, and even
international levels. All participants experienced gatherings and formation programs that
helped them to establish relationships with Lasallians across the District and across the
Region. Some participants introduced a topic that also showed up in later interviews: the
fact that Brothers lived in intentional, residential communities, while lay Partners by and
large did not. The challenge of building and nurturing communities that provided the
support and benefits that Brothers’ communities provided, but that also responded to the
unique life situations of Lasallians who were not Brothers, was on the minds of these
study participants.
Category: Community
For these study participants, community manifested itself in many different ways
as part of the fabric of Lasallian ministries. Alison highlighted the role that the Lasallian
Leadership Institute (LLI) played in helping her to feel a part of “the much wider
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Lasallian Family” (1.1, 738-739). She chose to participate in the LLI as an expression of
her commitment to Lasallian education, which at the time was mostly limited to the
school within which she served, with some experience with District gatherings that
introduced her to other Lasallians. The LLI, however, allowed her to build deeper
relationships with Lasallian educators from many different works, helping her to
understand the many creative ways the Lasallian mission is accomplished in various
places throughout the District and Region.
Cathy experienced community first as a student in a Lasallian school when, she
observed, “I just kept finding myself in . . . little community pockets” (3.1, 153). Later,
as both a volunteer and a professional in a Lasallian ministry, she continued to experience
strong, vibrant community life. In her words, “It’s a wonderful mission, but it’s the
community feel for it and the open arms and ‘hey, we’re in this together,’ that really
keeps you here, I think” (3.1, 159-161). Later in her first interview, Cathy credited a
faith community with helping her work through challenges in her educational ministry:
“Faith! Well, you support yourself with people who are wiser than you are, and who are
going through the same thing that you are, and you walk in the journey together. That’s
community!” (3.1, 683-685)
Ben experienced community from very early in his ministry in a Lasallian school.
In his first year at the school, he was invited to participate in a District-wide gathering of
Campus Ministers, what he referred to as “built-in community” (2.1, 140). This
experience was followed in the next few years by the Lasallian Leadership Institute and
District-wide gatherings of teachers, staff, and administrators for formation, strategic
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planning, and community building. Through these and many other experiences, Ben
recognized the central role of community in Lasallian ministries.
In the first few weeks of his first administrative experience in a Lasallian school,
David experienced the power of community when, in conversation with a colleague, he
referred to the group of educators he oversaw as “my staff” and was quickly corrected by
his colleague, who strongly suggested that “our team” was much more appropriate. As
David reflected,
The power of language is underrated sometimes, but I took from that conversation
the importance of community and the importance of how I presented myself and
how I spoke in a leadership role and the effect that could have on modeling for
others. (4.1, 191-194)
It was not long after this that David experienced a significant loss and his new school
family rallied around him to support him in his grief. Community is indeed deeply
ingrained in a variety of ways in the culture of Lasallian education, and David pointed out
that it has been so since the founding of the Brothers of the Christian Schools:
I give De La Salle so much credit and the earliest Brothers for keeping the focus
so clear on community and on education and not so much about who has authority
over what and really keeping it on the kids at all times. (4.1, 579-581)
Later in this same interview, David raised the challenge of continuing to build
strong, effective, supportive communities in Lasallian ministries even with few or no
Brothers on site. While he acknowledged that lay communities cannot be exactly the
same as Brothers’ communities, he expressed a deep commitment to seeking ways to
experience community that are both professional and spiritual, that are strong and
supportive, and that likely will not be residential in nature. This challenge emerged in
later interviews as study participants articulated the future of Lasallian association for
themselves personally and for the District.
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Category: Belonging
A particular aspect of community life – that of belonging, of feeling welcome –
was highlighted by a number of study participants. Cathy was looking for a place to
“plug in” (3.1, 138) when she first enrolled in a Lasallian school, and she found it right
away in a variety of activities that she felt welcomed to join. This did not surprise her,
for when she visited the school prior to enrolling and walked into the school chapel, she
felt “at home” (3.1, 85) and knew she had found the community she was seeking. Alison
articulated a similar experience, noting that she “instantly felt welcomed” when she
began working at a Lasallian school (1.1, 270).
David spoke of his experience of belonging in terms of having “a place at the
table” (4.1, 304) that was different from the experience of friends who were working with
other church-related groups. He felt that he had something to contribute to Lasallian
education and that others recognized his contribution, even though he did not grow up in
the Lasallian Family. A product of Catholic education, David had never experienced
Lasallian education as a student, and yet he felt completely included and respected:
Most of the folks I speak with . . . went through Lasallian education themselves
and were part of a system that had a majority of Brothers as teachers and had a
number of Brothers who played such a big role in their own formation as a
student. I have a different experience and a different perspective. The nice thing
is, I don’t feel as if I am any less Lasallian because of that. I feel equally
respected, I feel equally valued. (4.1, 520-526)
Category: Relationships with the Broader Lasallian Family
As was mentioned in the Group Profile of Participants early in this chapter, all
four study participants had participated in District and Regional formation programs, and
several had served on boards or committees comprised of individuals representing
Lasallian ministries throughout the San Francisco District or throughout the United
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States-Toronto Region. As a consequence, each reflected on her or his experience of
belonging to a Lasallian community that stretched far beyond the confines of her or his
local Lasallian work. Each saw this experience of District and Regional belonging to be
an important part of her or his journey toward association. For David, such experience
gave him
. . . hundreds of years of experience and wisdom to tap into. We’ve learned some
things along the way about what works and what doesn’t, and if we haven’t
figured it out . . . all I have to do is pick up the phone and call someone in
Pasadena or Tucson, Arizona or Yakima, Washington. (4.1, 359-362)
Cathy appreciated the diversity of her LLI group, allowing her to get to know
Lasallian educators “from schools you had never heard of” (3.1, 390-391) and building
community “with Brothers and Partners and people from all over the West Coast and then
also from schools outside of our District” (3.1, 393-395). Ben recognized and applauded
the same reality in his LLI group, and he noted his experience of Lasallian education as
“a network of schools, a sense of interdependence” (2.1, 483) that he experienced
personally through relationships developed over his many years of service to the
Lasallian mission.
Alison, too, appreciated the experience of a Lasallian Family beyond her local
community. She described herself as “a big believer that you learn more about yourself
and the world through other people and things that you can borrow and bring back to
your school” (1.1, 751-753). Near the end of her first interview, she shared a unique
experience of the global Lasallian Family when she spoke of the time she traveled with
her husband to the Generalate in Rome while on vacation. She appreciated the
opportunity to reflect on her own experience as a Lasallian educator from a much broader
vantage point:
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It was one more connection to the larger worldwide experience, and to see the
conference center, and this is where we do the simultaneous translation, and kind
of get the sense that they do bring people together here. You know, our little LLI
is this little cosmo thing in the U.S., but you know we do this on an international
level, too. It was great making a connection to the bigger Lasallian Family. (1.1,
804-809)
These study participants recalled stories of engaging with the Lasallian
educational mission in deeper and deeper ways, of learning more of the Lasallian mission
and applying it to their own lives through formation, of encountering influential people
who both supported them and challenged them on their journeys, and of experiencing
community that was at times local and at other times much larger. All of these stories
played important parts in these study participants’ journeys toward Lasallian association.
Their stories would not be complete, however, without the theme to which we now turn
our attention: Vocation.
Theme: Vocation
Cathy, Alison, David and Ben all spoke of their vocational journeys – who and
what was God calling them to be? For all four of them, that journey ultimately led them
to a vocation as a Lasallian educator. They described their work increasingly as a
response to a call from God to serve, and they found the Lasallian charism to match well
with their personal gifts, talents, and inclinations. All four spoke in this interview, as
well as in the second and third interviews, to what was clearly a defining element of their
experience of Lasallian association: the role of their Lasallian vocation vis-à-vis their
primary life commitment. This primary commitment was marriage in three cases, single
life in the fourth case. All four also addressed the commitments involved in raising
families, both now and in the future. All four study participants raised the challenges of
responding to the call of Lasallian education in a way that both respected and enhanced
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their primary vocation as spouse, as parent, and as single person. Some spoke of a desire
to give back in gratitude for what had been given them, or of paying it forward to the next
generation of youth. Finally, many spoke directly to ways that their own journey
mirrored De La Salle’s journey of “one commitment leading to another,” to gradually
getting more and more involved in the Lasallian educational mission.
Category: Called to the Lasallian Educational Mission
Frederick Buechner (2004) defined vocation as “the place where your deep
gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet” (p. 405). In their efforts to describe how
they came to Lasallian education, several study participants echoed Buechner’s
definition. In his third interview, David referenced Buechner’s words as he articulated
his hopes and dreams for his future in Lasallian association, and his comments may be
found in the discussion of the findings for research question three.
For Alison, it was seeking to identify “what . . . you want to do with your life,
how you make a contribution to the world” (1.1, 149-150). In time, working in a school
emerged as a real possibility – possibly, as noted earlier, because “it was kind of in my
comfort zone . . . and I just always sort of felt like it would be Catholic education – in
some form or another” (1.1, 205, 206-207). One commitment led to another, and she
found herself so deeply committed to Lasallian education that she began to identify her
ministry as not just a professional job, but an important part of her identity: “I feel like
being a Lasallian is – it’s a part of who I am” (1.1, 56).
Cathy also reported that she felt for years that being an educator was “part of who
I am” (3.1, 155). When she spent some time teaching in a public school setting, she
reported being very happy in some ways at the school, but at the same time she “knew
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that something was missing. I had great students, and a great administrator, and it was a
strong school, but I couldn’t bring my faith into my work, and so I was looking for how I
could do that” (3.1, 172-175). After some time of searching and then of experiencing
Lasallian education, she declared that she had found her home:
But when I lived and worked and prayed and focused on that vocation to
education, that was where it all really cemented itself and worked itself out. And
then it was never a question – it was, I will never not‡ be in this family. This is
me. (3.1, 91-94)
Ben, too, articulated both the “deep gladness” and the “deep hunger” of
Buechner’s (2004) notion of vocation. He described himself as “drawn to do this” (2.1,
216), and he acknowledged that the experience of Lasallian education “was feeding
something inside of me, and I don’t know if I can articulate what it was feeding, exactly,
but there was obviously something that it was satisfying” (2.1, 220-222). Much later in
his first interview, Ben expressed his deep belief that “the world needs schools like this. I
really believe that. And I really believe that this community needs this school. . . . [T]his
school is saving a lot of kids who would otherwise fall through the cracks somewhere
else” (2.1, 818-820, 821-822).
Later in her first interview, Cathy recounted a conversation with a Brother that
reflected how deeply committed she felt to Lasallian education. It is a powerful
testimony of her Lasallian vocation. She was once asked by a Brother, “Do you have any
regrets? . . . I know that you have given up a lot for this vocation, as a female, and I just
wonder if you ever regret that” (3.1, 637-638, 641-643). She responded:
It just kind of took me a moment to digest the question, and then I said, “Oh my
gosh, no.” This whole process is, I think if you’re willing, self-revealing
throughout. But it’s helped me understand who I am and what I value. It
‡
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definitely shapes how I do things. It’s always changing and growing, and I don’t
know how I could ever regret that. (3.1, 643-648)
Category: Primary Life Commitment
Living with the dynamic tension between the responsibilities of their Lasallian
vocation and of their primary life commitment as a single person, as spouse, and, in two
cases, parent, was a consistent theme throughout the in-depth interviews. As Cathy,
Alison, David, and Ben reflected on their journey toward association, they were in
agreement that responding to the demands of both commitments required regular
discernment. David recognized how much he enjoyed having “a voice at the table” (4.1,
668), but he also recognized that “. . . there are times in my marriage where the needs of
my wife or our family are greater than the needs of the school and being okay with that
and learning to live with that may be a lifelong process. . .” (4.1, 673-675).
Cathy spoke for women Lasallians as a group when she discussed the competing
demands of Lasallian ministry and family life. Both were important to her, and she did
not wish to see them as mutually exclusive, as an either-or proposition. Still, the
challenge remained:
I’m committed to this and I’m going hard, I’m gung ho in my twenties and thirties
and then when I want to have a family, how do I do that? How do I do both well?
As Lay Partners, and especially as women, that’s a challenge for us. I don’t know
how to address it, and I don’t have a solution, but I just know we need to look at
it. (3.1, 628-633)
Ben acknowledged that he could not do the work in which he was engaged in the
Lasallian Family without the support and encouragement of his spouse. More than that,
he saw her as part of the Lasallian community as well: “She has, over the years, seen the
value, has come to appreciate, not only the fine work that we do, but the sense of
community, the wonderful friendships that have been forged over the years. . .” (2.1, 585-
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588). The values that he espoused and found so attractive in his Lasallian ministry had
been integrated into his marriage and his family, impacting decisions that the family
needed to make in terms of priorities and lifestyle.
For Alison, responding to the realities of her primary life commitment meant
some very creative and bold decisions about her vocation as a Lasallian. Recognizing the
critical importance that both commitments had for her life, and at the same time
recognizing the primacy of her marriage and family, she chose to step away from fulltime work in a Lasallian ministry for a period of time. At the same time, she sought other
ways to be involved with school and District projects that respected the unique pull of her
family at this particular time in her life.
Category: Giving Back
All four study participants expressed deep appreciation for what was given to
them through Catholic schooling, in general, and in the Lasallian Family, in particular.
For two, this appreciation crystallized in a sincere desire to give back, to do for others
what has been done for them. David recognized the power of being invited to deeper
participation in Lasallian education
. . . to the point where now I want to do as much as I can to help others become
experienced and exposed to – and now I see it as my obligation, I don’t have a
choice, it’s just how it is. What I need to do is to give back to the mission and to
continue to grow it. (4.1, 437-440)
Alison loved her high school experience so much that, when she was discerning
her life’s direction in her early twenties, her time in high school kept presenting itself to
her, at which point she concluded that “it would be really great to provide for young
people what was provided for me” (1.1, 190-191). In particular, she wished to help
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teenagers to grow in self-confidence, in their ability to work in collaboration with others,
and in their facility with integrating their faith into their lives.
Category: One Commitment Leads to Another
When John Baptist de La Salle, the Founder of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools and the father of Lasallian education, reflected on his own life’s journey, he
recognized that God had drawn him slowly but surely into what eventually became a life
devoted to the education of poor youth. He experienced God working gently and almost
imperceptibly with him, and it was only in retrospect that he truly appreciated God’s
guidance in his regard (Blain, 2000/1733, pp. 77, 80). The four participants in this study
of Lasallian association told similar stories as they recounted their own journey toward
association. Ben described his journey toward Lasallian association as “a gradual,
organic growth process. I don’t think there have been, like, this huge, ‘Oh my God, I’m
Lasallian now.’ I think some of that is the fact that I grew up in the system itself” (2.1,
896-898). Long before he chose to involve himself professionally in a Lasallian work, he
had embarked on his journey toward Lasallian association for mission.
David spoke directly to how closely his own journey reflected De La Salle’s
journey:
I always think of De La Salle’s quote about not knowing where he was going, but
as one decision led to another, he gained greater clarity and sometimes confusion
and sometimes fear about where he was going. When I think about my journey as
an educator, as a husband, my journey and my faith, it’s always with a little bit of
trepidation that I’ve moved forward, trying to have an openness to where God was
calling me, and I would never have thought – neither my wife nor I foresaw that
we would ever end up becoming married, but as our relationship evolved, as we
fell in love, it became clear that that was indeed where God had planted us, and
that was where we were supposed to be, and her partnership and her support has
also really enriched my faith and enriched my experience of what it means to be
Lasallian (4.1, 273-284).
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An important moment for Cathy at the LLI occurred when participants were
reflecting on John Baptist de La Salle’s experience of God leading him step by step, one
commitment leading to another, moving him in a direction he had never thought he
would go:
. . . when we did the follow-up at LLI and did that “one commitment led to
another” and looked at De La Salle, I thought, “Oh, I have some of that too. Isn’t
that interesting?” And we sat around at table discussion, and all of us could
resonate with that piece of the story. “I didn’t even know about this school,” or “I
didn’t know who the Brothers were,” or “Somebody invited me, and I said yes,
and that led to this, and now here I am in a formation program.” All of us had a
similar – we all had different stories, but we all resonated with that piece of De La
Salle’s story, which is interesting. (3.1, 363-371)
As noted earlier, Alison referred to some of the quirky twists and turns in her own
journey toward Lasallian association as “the windy path of happenstance” (1.1, 251) – in
particular, the circumstances under which she was first hired to work in a Lasallian
school. She needed a job, she saw an opening at a Lasallian school and applied for it, and
she was turned down – only to be called back days later to interview for an opening that
she felt unprepared for and for which she had not applied. She was hired for that job –
and that was the beginning of a journey that led, many years later, to a place where she
could proudly proclaim that she was indeed associated for the Lasallian mission. Such is
the “windy path” of association for mission.
Research Question #1: Summary
The first in-depth interview invited study participants to look back over their life
journeys to highlight people, events, discoveries, and insights that influenced their
journey toward Lasallian association. In their reviews of their life journeys, they
recognized a movement toward greater and deeper engagement in the Lasallian mission.
They noted certain core beliefs and commitments of Lasallian culture that they found to
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be particularly compelling. They reflected on formative experiences that boosted their
commitment by giving them the language and understanding to choose consciously to
remain involved with Lasallian education. They discussed particular people who
influenced them in important ways on their journeys. They all acknowledged the
irreplaceable role that community played in accomplishing the demanding call to provide
a human and Christian education to the young, especially the poor. Finally, they all
agreed that they came to see, over time, that their involvement with education in
Lasallian works gradually morphed into a response to a call from God to serve.
By allowing them the opportunity to weave their stories of coming to association
in the Lasallian Family, this first interview prepared study participants to mindfully
reflect on the experience itself of Lasallian association. How would they describe their
experience of “association in fact”? That was the subject of the second research question
and was explored during the second in-depth interview, which took place several days
after the first interview.

Research Question # 2: Results
Research Question # 2: How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who
could be characterized as “associates in fact” describe their experience of Lasallian
association?
This second research question, explored in the second in-depth interview, invited
study participants to describe as specifically and as concretely as possible their
experience of Lasallian association. The focus in this exploration was not the articulation
of the meaning of association, but a description of the experience itself. Analysis of the
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second interview yielded four major themes, each with three to four particular categories
(see Table 2). As with Table 1, please note that themes are listed in column one on the
left. The corresponding categories within each theme are included to the right of each
theme in its corresponding row. The discussion that follows is organized by theme and
category. A theme will be introduced with a paragraph or two, followed by a more
detailed discussion of each theme’s categories, using the words of the study participants
as much as possible in order to give primacy to the voice of the study participants in
describing each category.
Table 2
Themes and Categories for Research Question # 2

Theme

Category

Category

Category

Category

Mission

Service of the
Poor

Commitment to Formation
Students

------

Spiritual and
Religious

Vocation

Prayer

Journey of
Faith

------

Commitment

Commitment

Responsibility

Invitation

Primary Life
Commitment

Community

Relationships

Local
Community

Inclusivity

Broader
Lasallian
Family

When first asked to describe her experience of Lasallian association, Cathy
responded with a laugh: “In a way, I feel it’s sort of like nailing jello to the wall” (3.2,
58). Describing an experience in which one is immersed on a daily basis can be difficult,
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and requires one to step back a bit from the experience to engage in the descriptive task.
Given the challenge, these study participants were quite articulate in their descriptions.
Theme: Mission
Here, participants spoke to the reality that is expressed in a number of
contemporary writings on Lasallian association: association is for mission (Botana,
2008a, 2008b; Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2007, 2010; Echeverria, 2003; Johnston,
2004; Salm, 2004). The purpose of associating oneself with others in the Lasallian world
is to accomplish the mission of human and Christian education. In particular, participants
identified the primary Lasallian commitment to the educational service of the poor.
Secondly, they identified themselves as associated to address the needs of real people, the
students entrusted to their care. They identified Lasallian mission as intentionally
committed to attending to the real needs of real people, of “putting students first” (1.2,
308), of making hard choices “in the interests of those we are serving” (2.2, 137), “so that
what we do is not teach science or math, we teach students” (4.2, 156-157). Third, they
spoke of the role of formation in strengthening their understanding of and commitment to
the Lasallian mission, thus strengthening their association for mission. Participating in a
variety of formative programs and experiences deepened their conscious decision to be
associated for this mission. Many of the themes and categories identified by study
participants in describing their journey toward association in interview one were also
highlighted in this second interview as they described their experience of association.
Category: Service of the Poor
David identified a commitment to the educational service of the poor as a
hallmark of association. He recognized that such a commitment manifested itself in
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different ways in different Lasallian works, “based on the populations we serve, based on
the history of the institution, based on our geography, wherever a school is located” (4.2,
166-167. Whatever its concrete manifestation, this commitment was central to David’s
association:
I think educators who are drawn to our schools and who stay at our schools, who
become drawn into this concept of association for mission, also really buy into the
importance of an awareness of the needs of those who are living on the margins,
an obligation to give back to that, and a real kind of shared desire to do something
about it, whatever that might look like. (4.2, 173-178)
Cathy described this aspect of her experience of Lasallian association as “having
tough conversations when we need to get back to truly serving the poor and serving those
in need” (3.2, 84-85). For her, association for mission meant being actively committed to
providing an education for young people who would not have such an opportunity. She
pointed to the founding of the Christian Schools, as they were called in 17th century
France, and she described De La Salle and the early Brothers as “rebellious,” and she
meant it in a way of responding to a need that was not being addressed at the time:
I don’t think that De La Salle intended to be rebellious, but I think what he did
ended up being rebellious for the time. Taking poor children and educating them
was very unique and rebellious at the time, because those would have been
discarded members of society at that time. But then, I think that the most
rebellious was the intentional community part of that, where he brought in
Brothers and trained them to be teachers and gave up his fortune. (3.2, 923-928)
Here, Cathy also hinted at a future theme that will be discussed shortly: the community
dimension of Lasallian association. The commitment is a collective one, as Lasallians
pledge to guarantee an education that is capable of transforming lives for those who lack
access and opportunity.
Neither Alison nor Ben addressed this category of service of the poor directly as
they described their experience of association, but they discussed it quite at length in their
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third interviews, as they articulated what association meant for them personally. Their
insights may be found later in the results for research question three.
Category: Commitment to Students
When speaking of her experience of association, Alison began telling stories
about two colleagues who influenced her greatly in her growth as a Lasallian educator.
When asked to clarify their impact on her experience of association, she spoke about their
commitment to students:
Well, I haven’t really thought about it before, but as I sit and think about it, one is
a Brother and one is not, but their commitment to the work – there wasn’t any
difference in my mind – they came to it from different personal situations, but
being Lasallian was certainly in the forefront of who they were – who they are.
Constantly putting students first and the mission first and addressing situations
from that perspective, primarily from that perspective, was something that they
both exhibited. (1.2, 304-310)
These two colleagues modeled for her something that became, for her, an important
element of her experience of association for mission: a commitment to putting her gifts
and talents at the service of students in need.
Integration of her Lasallian vocation with her primary vocation to her family was
an important part of Alison’s experience of association, and so she spoke of her ongoing
challenge to be responsive both to the needs of young people in Lasallian education and
to the needs of her family:
. . . the challenge is to do the best thing for my family and at the same time use
my talents in a Lasallian capacity and respond to the needs that are most out there
in the Lasallian world that I might be able to meet. You know, I am certainly not
the answer to any Lasallian situation. (pause) But when there are positions that are
open or available, it makes me feel like I need to at least consider them, think
about them, and are there ways – do my talents fit the needs? And can that role
work within my family? (1.2, 334-340)
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As he described his experience of association, David identified the important
place of relationships with students. As Cathy did, he returned to the founding of the
Christian Schools and the teachers’ decision to call themselves “Brothers” to
communicate their commitment to be brothers to one another in accomplishing their
educational ministry, but also to communicate their commitment to be older brothers to
the young people God had entrusted to their care. David saw that 17th century
commitment alive in the 21st century in his Lasallian ministry:
. . . when I see the teachers who give out their cell phone numbers so students can
call them at night or on the weekends if they need help, who show up early in the
morning and leave late at night, who just go above and beyond at all times what
the base expectations might be around the role of the teacher. That’s what it is to
be Lasallian, that’s what it is to be dedicated to students – recognizing the overall
commitment and the wraparound support that it takes to help make our students
be successful, that openness, that embracement. There’s never a moment around
this place that I hear, “Oh, that’s not in my job description.” If there’s a need, if
there’s something that needs to be done, there are always willing and able adults,
who are willing to do whatever it takes. (4.2, 280-290)
As Ben described his experience of association, he put it in the context of
decisions that were made at his place of ministry. In a tough economy, he noted,
resources were limited and difficult decisions had to be made. To be consistent with the
Lasallian tradition and the commitments it makes to youth, especially youth in need,
decisions had to be made “in the interests of those we are serving” (2.1, 137) first and
foremost. If one cannot do everything, then the needs of the students must come first.
These needs, Ben noted, included devoting resources to financial assistance for students,
for strong, innovative educational programs, and opportunities for service to the
community.
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Category: Formation
Cathy, Ben, David and Alison returned to the topic of Lasallian formation as they
described their experience of association. For each of them, participating in activities and
programs of formation in Lasallian mission was an integral part of their associative
experience. Ben commented that his participation in formation activities put him in
contact with numerous Lasallians from other ministries and with a “broader mission”
(2.2, 725), helping him to see that he was part of something much bigger, much more
involved, than his own local setting. Absent these experiences, all he would know is his
own local situation, and, for him, that would be incomplete. Being associated meant
experiencing one’s part in something bigger than oneself and one’s own institution. As
Ben noted in his first interview, each Lasallian work is part of “a network of schools,”
and operates with “a sense of interdependence” (2.1, 483) that he found appealing.
Formation “helps people feel associated – the more opportunities for growth and
learning, the more they’re going to feel that association” (2.2, 714-716).
Cathy commented that she had participated in numerous formation activities in
her many years of ministering in the Lasallian Family. These experiences provided her
with the opportunity to meet people from many different ministries, to learn more about
Lasallian education, and to reflect on her place in this ministry. They also provided her
with inspiration that helped her stay committed to the Lasallian mission. She referred to
formation as “B-12 shots” (3.2, 169-170). For her, the learning never stops – nor should
it:
I’ve been through so many types of formation in my mind . . . and I feel like
there’s always something that I learn every time. It’s always new and fresh. I
learn from people who are brand new to this family; I learn from people who have
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been Brothers for 75 years. It’s big lessons, it’s life lessons, it’s Lasallian lessons,
it’s teaching lessons – all of that is part of association to me. (3.2, 61-62, 63-67)
Cathy also mentioned that she struggled with people in schools who resisted the
invitation to participate in Lasallian formation opportunities, because the formation had
the potential to help everyone better understand the unique commitments of Lasallian
education and the underlying values and beliefs of the educational mission. She
acknowledged the realities of some people’s lives that would make it difficult for them to
participate in extended formation programs, but she expressed hope that they would
consider participating at some future time. The more people in an institutional setting
with a clear understanding of Lasallian mission, the more united the community could be
in addressing student needs – and that would strengthen the experience of association for
everyone.
For David, one of the most important formative experiences that strengthened his
experience of association was the Lasallian Leadership Institute. He spoke at length
about the rich experience of community, about the irreplaceable opportunity to learn from
great scholars in the Lasallian world and in the Catholic Church today, and about how
both his mind and his heart were moved by the experience:
LLI, in particular, really helped to root me here, and in the community that was
here, and to be comfortable with that and to accept that community as my own,
and as my home, with an understanding of never really knowing where it may
lead me or where I’m going, but being okay with that. (4.2, 115-119)
Experiences of formation, combined with daily experiences of association with
colleagues, with lay people and with Brothers, and with students, left David with an
enduring sense of gratitude. Which comes first – the context that formation provides, the
associative experiences daily, or the gratitude for being a part of it all? It was all
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integrated for David; in his own words, “they all just perpetuate one another now” (4.2,
633-634).
Throughout her interviews, Alison highlighted the importance of a variety of
formative experiences in her developing experience and understanding of her Lasallian
association for mission. I find it interesting in this interview, as she worked to describe
her concrete experience of association, that Alison did not speak of formation programs
but, rather, of formative people. Her association, she noted, “evolves and deepens with
every different professional role that I have experienced, with every different Lasallian
gathering. . . . And the highlights, in lots of ways, are people, are other Lasallians, are
other associates” (1.2, 209-210, 212-213). In particular, she highlighted her interactions
with two school leaders, one Brother and one lay man, as especially influential in shaping
her understanding of what it meant to be “a school leader with the Lasallian mission in
the forefront” (1.2, 238-239).

These two people embodied the Lasallian mission.

Alison recognized that “. . . being Lasallian was certainly in the forefront of who they
were, of who they are” (1.2, 307-308). Alison, along with the other study participants,
returned to this theme of identity as they described their experience of association in
spiritual and religious terms, especially as a vocation. We turn to this theme presently.
Theme: Spiritual and Religious
Once again, participants focused on association as a response to a vocational call,
as a way of saying “yes” to God’s call to serve, to make a difference in the world. They
spoke of their commitment to Lasallian mission as something deeper than just fulfilling
the requirements of a job. They described their commitment in various ways. Prayer was
also highlighted as an important element of their experience of association. Participants
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used the iconic expression, “Let us remember that we are in the holy presence of God” as
a way of describing their daily experience of Lasallian mission as situated in a prayerful
context – each day begins with remembering that we are in God’s presence, and we are
reminded of that reality throughout the day. Participants spoke of their journey of faith as
integral to their experience of association, a journey that has unfolded little by little, step
by step, as De La Salle’s experience of one commitment leading to another in his life.
Thus, their experience of association is also seen as an unfolding reality, as a journey.
Category: Vocation
Cathy’s experience of association was intimately tied to her experience of
vocation. For her, the two were inseparable. She described vocation as “a living thing,
the vocation journey . . . a living yes” (3.2, 502-503). Being associated for the Lasallian
mission was her particular “yes”:
. . . the invitation comes from God, but the way you choose to say yes to it is how
you do it, and that’s the association part. I can’t imagine not teaching in a
Catholic school, but not teaching in a Catholic, Lasallian school, because it’s
different, it’s a different way of doing it. There’s a different focus, there’s a
different reason, there’s a different how to do it. So, that association piece is
connected to the yes and the vocation, it’s the how and the why and the what.
And it’s the constant talking and praying and discerning and challenging
ourselves on all those things and doing that together. (3.2, 509-517)
Cathy concluded her conversation about vocation by stating categorically, “I feel called
to be here, to be part of this – this Lasallian Family, this mission, this educational
ministry. That’s who I am” (3.2, 528-529).
For Ben, vocation was “something that gets me excited to get out of bed in the
morning, and something that needs to be done for the good of the world, the greater good
of the world” (2.2, 495-496). In the first interview, he recounted a few different callings
to which he responded early in life. In interview two, he noted that his current experience
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as a Lasallian had “solidified many aspects of vocation that I may not have realized in
any other profession” (2.2, 264-265).
Alison had much to say about how vocation helped her to describe her experience
of association. When she was in high school and college and was considering various
paths to pursue as an adult, the desire to make a difference in the lives of others, to make
a contribution through the utilization of her gifts and talents, was very important to her.
She acknowledged many different noble works that the world needed to be done, but the
question was, what need could she best address? In time, education became the field of
commitment for her, and it was at that time that she found her way to a Lasallian school,
and that proved critical to her vocation: “In my journey to Lasallian education it became
quickly evident that that was the place where I was going to find, where I had found, a
home” (1.2, 481-483).
Having found a home in the Lasallian educational mission, Alison was challenged
to respond to that mission while at the same time responding to the commitments of
spouse and mother:
. . . that call remains strong – and responding to the call as a person with a family
who has that commitment – the professional call, the call to make a contribution
to the world, remains strong, even next to being a good parent and family person.
Figuring out how to integrate those things are a part of what you do to make
meaning out of every day. (1.2, 483-487)
Alison also noted that she experienced her Lasallian association in relationship
with others who have responded to the same call. While she did not claim to participate
in numerous conversations with colleagues specifically about their vocational call, she
did mention that she found inspiration and strength and support in the day-to-day
conversations about students, about schools, and about the Lasallian mission. As she
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concluded, “And so, for me, that’s where I get my energy – from those relationships.
And that’s what draws me back to the school and the building and to people throughout
the District” (1.2, 494-496).
David spoke of his association for mission in vocational terms throughout his
three interviews. It was very important for him to place every facet of his life within the
context of God’s call. Prayerful reflection on God’s call in his life, undertaken both
privately and in the context of conversations with trusted mentors and guides, “empowers
me in my work as a Lasallian educator to be really grounded in that commitment to
where I feel God is calling me and where God is challenging me about my faith on an
ongoing basis” (4.2, 656-659).
Category: Prayer
These study participants indicated that prayer was an important component of
their experience of association. Ben and Cathy both spoke of prayer’s importance in their
daily experience of association. Beginning the day with the iconic expression, “Let us
remember that we are in the holy presence of God” and hearing that prayer uttered
several times throughout the day, invited students and adults alike to share pieces of their
own lives with one another in a prayerful context. Ben commented that “. . . it starts off
with morning prayer . . . and invoking the Founder first thing in the morning” (2.2, 105106, 110). As Cathy commented, “You pray in a classroom when you start, and students
are talking about what’s going on in their lives, and their intentions are there, and
sometimes they lead the prayers. That’s a powerful way to live out association on a daily
experience” (3.2, 304-307).
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David also recognized the value and place of daily prayer, but he spoke
specifically as well to those times of retreat, times away from his ministry, during which
he could reflect on his experience and discern where God is leading him. These, too,
were important elements of his experience of association. They
have helped to ground me in my overall faith commitment such that I value and
am so proud of my vocation as a Lasallian educator, but I also place that within a
greater context in my overall attempt to serve God. (4.2, 668-670)
Category: Journey of Faith
In their stories of coming to association in the first interview, participants
reflected on how their lives resonated with Saint John Baptist de La Salle’s experience of
one commitment leading to another. In the second interview, some returned to this
connection to describe their current experience of association. David went so far as to
state that the experience of one commitment leading to another is “the story of my
Lasallian journey” (4.2, 639).
Ben felt that he could not adequately describe his current experience of
association without recognizing that it is built on a series of experiences that go all the
way back to his high school days, when he attended a Lasallian school. The length of
time that he had been part of the Lasallian Family provided him a perspective that he
found very helpful in recent years. Not only that, but his experience as a student was so
affirming that he deeply desired to give back for all that was done for him. His ministry
in a Lasallian work allowed him to do just that.
In her first interview, Alison coined the expression “the windy path of
happenstance” (1.1, 251) when describing the fortuitous event of her obtaining her first
job in a Lasallian school. In her second interview, she recounted a much more recent
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story about how “things fall into place somehow too, if you interpret it that way” (1.2,
401-402). Having been invited to take on some after-school responsibilities, Alison was
attempting to figure out how to say yes to the request while also taking care of the afterschool needs of her children. She was not confident that she could resolve the time
conflict. A casual conversation with a friend about her dilemma led to a creative and
unexpected resolution, allowing Alison to say yes to the request. She reflected, “When
those kind of pieces fall into place, it makes it feel like maybe I can really do this” (1.2,
439-440). This tension of being pulled in two directions, toward needs at home and
toward needs at a Lasallian work, is a tension of which participants spoke directly
throughout the interviews, and it will surface once again in our next theme. It is a part of
the experience of association that is unique to lay Lasallians, and it was, therefore, no
surprise that these study participants included it in their descriptions of their experience
of Lasallian association.
Theme: Commitment
For all four participants, the experience of association clearly contained an
element of commitment. This commitment became very important, very personal, and
very serious for these four. The commitment was such that they were willing to try new
things, take on more responsibility, and accept the challenges of tension between primary
life commitments and the Lasallian commitment when it became clear that something
needed to be done. All four study participants reported feeling a strong sense of
responsibility to accomplish the educational mission, and many spoke directly of a sense
of “obligation” to fulfill the mission. As with the first interviews, participants spoke to
the powerful role that personal invitations played in their deepening and broadening
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commitment to the Lasallian mission. Invitations to take on a new role, invitations to
participate in a Regional or international program – and a growing need to be the one
inviting others into greater participation and commitment – all these played an important
role of these people’s experience of association. As in the first interview, participants
discussed their experience of association in the context of their primary life commitment.
They spoke of wanting to and needing to share their Lasallian experience with their
spouses and children, and also of being grateful for the many ways that their spouses and
children have embraced the mission, as well. Three of the four study participants are
married, and they each expressed deep appreciation for the support and engagement of
their spouses in their Lasallian commitments. As the fourth participant reflected on the
possibility of being married in the future, s/he expressed a conviction that her/his future
spouse will have to embrace this mission in order for the marriage to work. Further, they
spoke to the financial realities of their primary life commitments, realities that the
Brothers do not experience in the same way, thus distinguishing lay association from
Brothers’ association in this context. They discussed other challenges, other tensions
between the needs of their primary life commitment and the needs of their Lasallian
association, and these are dynamic tensions that are not ever going away but that demand
continual attention.
Category: Responsibility
Each of the four study participants noted that a personal commitment to mission
was an essential element of their experience of association. Alison was clear that the
personal commitment must be manifested by the willingness to roll up one’s sleeves and
work hard to fulfill the demands of the commitment. Further, the commitment involved
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“integrating the work and the mission and the Lasallian people into the rest of your life
whenever that’s possible” (1.2, 174-175). For her, this work had become so much a part
of her that it had a hold on her: “I don’t think that it is work that I can necessarily walk
away from” (1.2, 322-323). It had a claim on her, but so did her family. So, she
continued to deal with the dynamic tension of the two claims. Cathy, who described her
early Lasallian life as that of a “workaholic” (3.1, 213), expanded on that in the second
interview in this way:
There’s so much work all the time, you could work every day, 24 hours a day,
every day, and there would still be work to do. And the balancing of things and
life, especially if you’re committed to what you’re doing, I think it’s always a
challenge (3.2, 677-680).
Between the two of them, these Lasallian women identified integration and balance as
critical components of the lay commitment that is Lasallian association.
Alison’s involvement with works outside of her own, through service on boards
and committees, strengthened her experience of association as something that included
more than her local reality. Her involvement on these boards and committees
. . . has made me feel more responsible as an associate – yeah, just that, of being
more responsible for the mission at the school and throughout the District and
wanting to be a little more vigilant about not just sort of letting things go. (1.2,
580-582)
Over time, Alison’s sense of personal responsibility to maintain the Lasallian mission had
clearly grown. At one point in her second interview, she used the word “ownership” to
express her experience of association, a strong word that she did not use lightly:
. . . we all do need to not shy away from taking the ownership and the leadership,
because if those of us who are committed and educated and formed in the mission
aren’t going to step up and do that, then nobody else is either. We can’t ask other
people to do things we aren’t willing to do ourselves. (1.2, 552-556)
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Ben described the theme of commitment in terms of “obligation.” “Association,”
he reported in the second interview, “for me, goes hand in hand with responsibility and
obligation” (2.2, 77-78). Working at a Lasallian ministry without Brothers, he felt a
special obligation to keep the Lasallian mission strong. He was grateful for all that the
Brothers have given to establish and maintain the mission in the past, and he pledged “to
do everything in our power not to lose that” (2.2, 571-572). He recognized that this
responsibility had the potential to make his institution stronger, as the absence of the
Brothers “forces us to be on top of our identity even more so” (2.2, 573-574). Ben
expanded the reach of this sense of obligation to the Brothers that is part of his
experience of association: “. . . part of association, for me, is a real responsibility – not to
myself, but to all that the Brothers have done to create this mission here – not just at this
school but around the world” (2.2, 81-83).
When asked to describe his experience of association, one example David used
involved his willingness to take on the jobs and tasks around the school that were most
unpleasant, but needed to be done. He noted, “If I don’t do it, someone else is going to
have to do it” (4.2, 372-373). Oftentimes, he accomplished these tasks late at night or
early in the morning, as he was often the last one to leave at night and the first one to
arrive in the morning. If he could take care of these things, others could focus their
energy on the students. He viewed it as one way of being a “big brother” to those
entrusted to his care (4.2, 427). He did not consider his efforts to be anything heroic or
out of the ordinary; instead, they were simply part of his commitment as one associated
for the Lasallian mission.
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Category: Invitation
In the first interview, study participants told stories of important invitations they
received at various times in their lives as Lasallians, and they reflected on how these
invitations helped move them along the path toward association. In describing their
experience of association, this notion of invitation also was discussed, but from a
different perspective: at this point in their journeys, they felt an obligation to be the ones
who extended the invitations to others. The ones who were mentored were now taking on
the responsibility of mentoring others. Speaking of her gratitude for being invited into
the Lasallian Family, Cathy expressed a desire and even an obligation to “pay that
forward” (3.2, 600) by consciously putting herself in a position to invite others into
deeper commitment to the Lasallian Family so that they “know that there’s a place for
them at the table” (3.2, 602). David expressed a similar sentiment in the first interview:
. . . I really see that as a key part of my role, not just within our institution here . . .
but within the broader District-wide community, so that when I am at these events
and workshops, I am trying to reach out to others who I normally would not be in
conversation with or normally would not know, as a way to share my story and as
a way to hopefully strengthen their commitment to what we’re called to do and,
from a selfish perspective, because I have gained so much from those experiences
and conversations as well. (4.1, 85-91)
Category: Primary Life Commitment
None of the study participants viewed their experience of Lasallian association as
something that was divorced from the rest of their lives, putting it on like a coat when
they left home in the morning and taking it off and hanging it in the closet when they
return home at the end of the day. Instead, it was quite clear from their interviews that it
was important that significant others in their lives share in their experience of association.
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Ben expressed gratitude to his family for the many ways they were supportive of
his work and of the Lasallian mission. He was so convinced of the deep value of
Lasallian education that he wanted his children to be educated in Lasallian schools:
I want my kids to experience it. I know that sounds a little selfish, but I would
never send them to another school in this area. In addition to it being a Catholic,
faith-based school, which they have been in during their elementary years, I know
how rich the mission is, I know how important it is, as a recipient of it, as a
deliverer of it, and as a father I want all of my kids to experience that firsthand.
(2.2, 595-600)
Throughout the interviews, David conveyed a profound commitment to Lasallian
mission, an authentic experience of association for mission. He also spoke eloquently
about other commitments in his life, and how these other commitments helped to keep
him balanced:
The different parish involvement that my wife and I have had over the years. The
ways in which we try to support our friends and our families and the ways we try
to live out our faith through our marriage. I feel like all those additional elements
are very healthy and help me to keep in check my commitment to Lasallian
mission, but then my broader, overall commitment to our church and to my
marriage and to my family. (4.2, 676-681)
David considered his Lasallian association to be one manifestation of his overall
faith commitment as a Catholic. A second, and even more important, commitment he
addressed in the interview was his marriage. He expressed gratitude for the many ways
in which his wife had been “welcomed and embraced” (4.2, 741) by his colleagues and
included in a variety of Lasallian experiences and by the genuine interest that David’s
colleagues had taken in her. He considered himself and his wife committed together for
the Lasallian mission. He also was grateful for the many ways his wife helped him
understand his Lasallian association. As one who appreciated the Lasallian tradition and
yet who viewed it from a bit of a distance, she was able to help David “identify the graces
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and the blessings and the supports that I receive or that the District offers or that the
school provides” (4.2, 756-758). David clearly articulated that his experience of
association was enhanced by his spouse and all that she brought to their relationship and
to his ministry as a Lasallian educator.
Cathy addressed a tension felt by single people trying to live Lasallian
association:
You know, I am not married, and I don’t have children or a spouse, so I think
sometimes there’s an expectation on our single teachers that they would be more
available for things, like moderating and chaperoning and coaching. And they
may be, they may well be more available for that, but I don’t think we should
assume that they are. And I don’t think everybody has the understanding of,
okay, this person has been here for 15 years and are now stepping back, or five
years, or whatever, and they’re starting a family. I think people feel guilty when
they do that as Partners. And I don’t think that’s fair to them because I think
they’re trying to live more than one vocation, and you can’t serve everything
100%. And I think we need to be aware of that. (3.2, 810-820)
Cathy’s comments highlight an important reality in Lasallian association for lay people:
they may begin ministering at a Lasallian work as a single person and may be able to
devote a great deal of time and energy to the ministry at that time. Later, however, many
single Lasallians marry and raise families and thus become less available at their place of
work. Lasallian association consequently may begin to look a bit different due to the
changing circumstances of primary life commitments.
Ben identified another challenge unique to lay “associates in fact,” the challenge
of not being as mobile as Brothers. In other words, at some time in a lay associate’s life,
she or he may be able to move from one Lasallian work to another – even to move to
another city or state – in order to fill a need. At other times in the same person’s life,
there is not that mobility:
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. . . if my talents were needed somewhere, perhaps, someday, do I have the ability
to just pick up and go? Right now, I don’t. I’m kind of anchored. Not at this
school, but to this area, because of where my wife and kids presently are in their
lives. (2.2, 705-708)
Alison addressed the financial realities of life as a lay associate. She was careful
to acknowledge that Brothers had financial realities as well, but they were structured
differently than a lay person’s. A lay person with a family to raise needs “an incomegenerating experience that is essential to [their] survival” (1.2, 609-610), and she
recognized this as a different experience than that of most Brothers:
. . . this challenge in our practical, real world experience, that, for lay people, the
experience of really, truly needing to pay the bills is just not the experience of the
Brothers. I mean, of course they do have financial concerns, but your average
Brother does not experience those concerns. (1.2, 603-606)
And for lots of folks, being able to have that income-generating
experience and the Lasallian work is a terrific combination. And I put myself in
that category. It’s great. In some ways, I couldn’t think of having a better
income-generating experience, for lack of a better phrase. But there are others in
the building whose focus is that income-generating experience because, for
whatever reason, that’s primary in their life. And I think that’s maybe this
personal/professional struggle. . . . And I think that the Brothers, to some extent,
are freer to just have the experience, to devote themselves to the work because
they have made choices about what their financial needs are going to be and they
know they are going to be met. It’s just a different experience. . . . (617-623, 627630)
. . . the experiences of a lay person with the responsibilities – even with
not a family – a single person who wants to establish themselves, who wants to
have some retirement savings in their life – their experience is different than a
Brother’s experience who doesn’t have any of those financial worries. (655-658)
There will be more to say about one’s primary life commitment, as well as how it
affects one’s experience of association in the final interview results. Suffice it to say that
one’s primary life commitment of a Lasallian, whether one is a Brother, a religious sister,
a priest, or a lay person (married or single), has a considerable influence on one’s
association for mission.
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Theme: Community
Study participants predictably described their experience of association in
communitarian ways. They perceived themselves associated with many people in
important relationships focused on accomplishing the Lasallian educational mission.
Their comments began broadly around “relationships” and the importance of
relationships in Lasallian culture and their own personal experience. They described
powerful local relationships in a ministry community as a deep sense of family, of being
brothers and sisters to each other and big brothers and big sisters to their students. They
spoke of partnerships, of mentors, of leaning on each other, and of being together as one
body in the Lasallian Family. Two of the four also spoke specifically of the role of
hospitality and fun in building a sense of community, both locally and more broadly.
They articulated their experience of the Brothers as models of hospitality and welcome,
and they considered themselves to be recipients and trustees of that example, charged
with doing the same for others.
Inclusivity was a strong theme. Participants spoke of the mutual respect that
Brothers and lay Partners have for one another. This was also expressed in the
experience that participants chronicled of being included in conversations related to
important decisions about mission and governance in the Lasallian Family at many
levels. This brings me to the final category in this theme: Broader Lasallian Family. All
four study participants spoke about their association in contexts that expanded beyond a
particular school or local group. Each had important, deep experiences with Lasallians
across the San Francisco District and in the United States-Toronto Region. It is clear that
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these relationships were an important, perhaps even a defining, element of their
experience of association for mission.
Category: Relationships
In speaking of the importance of relationships in his experience of association,
David reflected on his first day as a Lasallian educator as an indication of the centrality of
relationships in Lasallian association. He spent the day with other teachers and staff on a
retreat. While he did not recognize it as such at the time, he shared with me in his second
interview that it
. . . was the first time that I felt what it meant to be part of this association for
mission. It was a shared calling that we were all committed to; it was an openness
to being together, to supporting one another. It was a recognition of the need for
God’s guidance and God’s help and God’s assistance in our work together and in
our journey together. And just that day alone really helped to set such a positive
tone for me as a new member of that community and as someone completely new
to the Lasallian mission. (4.2, 45-51)
Ben spoke of Saint Joseph’s Camp on the Russian River, a place where a number
of District and some Regional Lasallian formation activities take place. The camp had
become a “sacred symbol” to him precisely because of the “wonderful memories of
people and of spending time in that lodge that have contributed to my experience of being
associated” (2.2, 782, 783-785). While some people may consider such experiences to be
luxuries, Ben considered them to be essential elements of strengthening association for
mission, “investments” (2.2, 787) in association. Having had so many wonderful
experiences of mission and recognizing the responsibilities that come with his Lasallian
association, Ben also articulated the importance of hiring for mission, “. . . of finding
people that really subscribe to this in order to build up the types of relationships that are
needed to propel the mission forward” (2.2, 480-482).
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When asked to tell a story about her daily experience of association, Cathy
repeated a story she told in the first interview of when she was encouraged by so many
colleagues to apply for a job opening that she had dismissed as interesting, but not for
her. As she recounted the story once again, she noted that it was an example of how well
and how deeply people knew her and what was important to her. These relationships
were established and enhanced through District gatherings, through common formation
experiences, and through numerous opportunities to converse about lives, about vocation,
about one’s commitment to Lasallian mission. She attributed the fact that she applied
and was hired for the job to the encouragement of her colleagues, with whom she had
such close relationships. This is a powerful example of Lasallian association in action.
Category: Local Community
David’s first response when asked to describe his experience of association was
that “it’s rooted in community, which, for me, goes back to the significance of
relationships” (4.2, 130-131). For him, the Holy Trinity shaped his own faith and helped
him to appreciate the centrality of relationships in his Catholic faith. On a practical level,
he pointed out, it was his relationships with students, parents, faculty, staff,
administrators, and other significant adults involved with the local community that
marked his experience of association.
Cathy took time to comment on the fact that, in her experience, building,
nurturing, and sustaining community was very intentional in Lasallian ministries. She
even recognized it in how a faculty and staff approach student needs in a school together:
. . . I think we do approach students in a community way. Not that every teacher
is going to understand every student’s reality, but somebody at our schools is
connecting with that student. That’s an important thing for us, that every student
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has a connection, that we are reaching and are touching the heart of every student.
(3.2, 551-554)
Mixed in with the experience of community on the local level and on the District
level is a commitment to hospitality. Ben commented that it was so important to host
celebrations for the faculty and staff periodically, and to include their families as well.
He spoke of the importance of creating “a sense of family” (2.2, 845) on campus. He
thanked the Brothers for their example of hospitality:
. . . it’s also part of building up the community, of the experience, you know? The
Brothers have been known for hospitality and welcoming. I think that’s
something that’s been handed down. . . . I know people have greatly appreciated
it. Having fun can also be a way of making people feel valued. (2.2, 756-761)
David remembered occasions when he joined the Brothers’ community at his
school for morning prayer or for dinner, and how much he felt welcomed by them. He
also noted how important it was to share meals and celebrations with teachers and staff,
and with students and parents. Alison echoed David’s comments about relationships with
Brothers, identifying certain Brothers and lay Partners as close family friends. She went
so far as to comment that her children even refer to a particular Brother as “uncle” (1.2,
185). She reported working diligently to include her husband and children in Lasallianrelated activities and events as much as possible. “I think,” she concluded,” “when
people become associated for this mission, you integrate the people and the work into as
much of the rest of your life as you can. Because it’s life-giving” (1.2, 241-243). Indeed,
association is experienced and nurtured in the context of the local community.
Category: Inclusivity
The type of community that these study participants articulated as so critical to
their experience of association is an inclusive community, and they gave several
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examples of inclusion in their interviews. David particularly appreciated the ways in
which teachers, staff, students, and families of many different faith traditions felt
welcomed and valued as members of the community at Lasallian ministries. He viewed
this multi-religious reality as a very enriching influence on the entire school community,
and people felt free to speak about their faith traditions with one another:
. . . it’s a very broad background that our folks represent, and with that comes a
real richness and a real openness for us to be sharing our stories of faith, to be
sharing our experiences of faith, and it really adds value to the community.
There’s a deep respect for the Catholic identity of the school and there’s a real
commitment to living out the principles of Catholicism and Catholic social
teaching. . . . I would say that our teachers and staff look to different aspects of
their own faith traditions as a way to help model those. (4.2, 494-499, 500-502)
Cathy highlighted her relationships with the Brothers as an important part of her
experience of association. She has worked closely with Brothers in a variety of
capacities and on a number of projects over the years. It has been important for her to
feel the mutual respect between Brothers and Partners that came with building
community in authentic ways with one another:
I think having new Brothers – I’ve had numerous conversations with young
Brothers, to talk about, “I understand the difference in your vocation and my
vocation, but I want to make sure that you value both.” I’ve had some hard
conversations about that, but some really honest conversations, too, and I do feel
like my vocation as a Partner is very much honored by the younger Brothers.
People need to hear that and have those conversations because I would not want
them to feel like they’re on a limb by themselves and the mission’s just kind of
running away. But I also don’t want them to feel it’s a “them” and then there’s an
“us.” I want it to be a “we.” And I think they do too. (3.2, 730-738)
Cathy also used the phrase “a place at the table” several times to describe her
experience of association. She broke open the metaphor, explaining that “when you
invite someone over for dinner, you’ll set a place for them. You’re inviting, you’re
welcoming, you’re preparing for that person. I feel that is how it’s been” (3.2, 429-431).
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Her experience as a woman who has been included in important, authentic, and serious
ways in the Lasallian Family created a deep impression on her. The invitation was not
utilitarian (you have something I need, so I will get to know you). Rather, she described
it as “come in, let us get to know who you are, break bread, understand who we are, and
decide whether you want to continue to be part of this” (443-445). She also noted that
the invitations continued to be extended, and “the table just gets bigger” (447).
While she did not use the phrase “a place at the table,” Alison expressed the same
sentiment as she described her experience of association in terms of how a Brother in a
leadership position included her in decision-making and shared leadership with her. She
felt very much a partner to the Brother, and she realized that “nobody’s thinking any less
of me because I’m not a Brother” (1.2, 318). This realization gave Alison “a lot of
confidence – and a lot of responsibility. . . . I don’t think that it is work that I can
necessarily walk away from” (1.2, 319-320, 322-323).
Category: Broader Lasallian Family
Common to these four study participants’ experience of Lasallian association is
the reality of important relationships with Lasallians beyond their local community. Ben
noted that he had ministered in three different Lasallian works, resulting in a deepened
experience of association. Like Brothers who have served in multiple ministries, people
who have worked in more than one Lasallian ministry experience the broader sense of
Lasallian mission. Ben also spoke of a number of Lasallians he knew well who had
served in more than one ministry, and he attributed the strength of their association partly
to that fact. For them, “it’s obviously more than just a job, or a health care plan, or a
retirement savings plan, it’s really a developed vocation and calling that they are
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answering” (2.2, 92-93). The students in Lasallian schools who participated in District
programs such as Lasallian Student Leaders and Lasallian Youth, Ben reminded me, also
experienced this broader community. Ben noted that the 9th graders at his school are
introduced to the global Lasallian Family through presentations at Freshman Welcome
Night.
Cathy described association as “being engaged and involved in a common
mission with people who have a like mind and a like faith” (3.2, 59-60). She pointed out
the many ways in which Lasallians gather to network, to nurture one another, to build
relationships, to share faith. “We’re always doing something to bring people together,”
she commented later in her interview, “to make sure that we are continuously keeping
that pulse and taking that – what’s the word I’m looking for? – just making sure we are
connected to each other and what is going on” (257-259).
For Alison, it was important for her experience of association that she involved
herself not just with a local Lasallian community, but also with broader projects. Though
this required sacrifices on her part and on the part of her family, especially with time
spent away from home, it was very important to her. She commented that her experience
of Lasallian association grew with every such experience:
I think it evolves and develops with every different professional role that I have
experienced, with every different significant Lasallian gathering. . . . And the
highlights in lots of ways are people, are other Lasallians, are other associates.
You know, folks doing the work, whether we call them associates or not. (1.2,
209-210, 212-214)
David offered a unique perspective on this category of the broader Lasallian
Family. He highlighted certain experiences such as the Lasallian Leadership Institute and
District Mission Assemblies as times wherein he experienced an association that
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stretched beyond the local community to the District and Regional communities. He then
went on to delve into the past to point out that the broader Lasallian Family included
those who had gone before him, as he grew to appreciate the rich tradition and history of
Lasallian education. Not only that, but he recognized and appreciated that the Lasallian
tradition is rooted in a broader Catholic tradition:
Just how rich our story is as Lasallians and how cutting edge the Christian
Brothers’ approach toward education has always been and how as a worldwide
network of schools and educators we can continue to influence and effect change
and really work to serve the poor, is a real exciting piece of it [association] for
me, because I’m able to recognize what I’m doing is part of a much broader
context and much broader picture. Within that history and tradition, there’s a real
reverence for the Catholic Church and the role that our church has played
throughout history in meeting the needs of the young, particularly through
education. (4.2, 144-152)
Research Question #2: Summary
Although describing one’s experience of association is, as Cathy quipped, “sort of
like nailing jello to the wall” (3.2, 58), these four Lasallians shared many and varied
stories that highlighted the many facets that describe Lasallian association as they
experienced it. They have established roots deep in a mission that is committed to the
human and Christian education of the young, especially the poor; they have responded
and are responding to God’s call to serve by saying yes to commit oneself seriously to the
Lasallian educational mission; they share responsibility for the future of the Lasallian
mission through their efforts to form and include new Lasallians; and, they do all this
within ever-widening circles of community, the many and varied types of “we” who are
always and everywhere in the holy presence of God.
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Research Question # 3, Part One: Results
Research Question # 3: How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who
could be characterized as “associates in fact” describe the meaning of their experience of
Lasallian association, both now and for the future?
This research question was addressed during the first part of the third in-depth
interview. This first part of the third interview explored two topics, one at a time. The
first topic, the meaning of association for each participant now, was discussed in response
to this question: Given what you have said about your life before you came to be
associated for the Lasallian educational mission and what you have said about your
current experience of association, how do you understand association in your life? What
sense does it make to you? The themes and categories that emerged from the
participants’ responses to this question may be found in Table 3 below. The discussion
of each theme and its corresponding categories may be found immediately following
Table 3. Again, please note the organization of the table: Each theme is listed in bold in
the column on the left, and each category that corresponds to each theme is listed in the
same row as its corresponding theme.
The second topic, the meaning of association for each participant in the future,
was discussed in response to a second question: What are your goals and dreams
regarding your own association in the Lasallian Family in the future? The themes and
categories that emerged from the participants’ responses to this question are listed in
Table 4, which may be found following the discussion of the themes and categories
related to Table 3.
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Table 3
Themes and Categories for Research Question # 3, Part One: Personal Meaning of
Association Now

Category

Theme

Category

Category

Living a Purposeful
Life

Meaningful Work

Commitment

Integration

Being Part of a
Community

Relationships

The Broader Lasallian
Family

Unity in Diversity

------

Association is for
Mission
Faith Dimensions

Vocation

------

------

Catholic Faith
Community

------

Theme: Living a Purposeful Life
In this theme, participants described association as their way of making a
difference in the world, of making a contribution, of giving back, of bettering people’s
lives. They discussed, as well, the importance of conscious decision in association, of
freely choosing to live their lives in this manner. Finally, participants described their
association as being integrated with other aspects of their lives. It was not just a job they
did, it was part of who they were and was consistent with other areas of their lives.
Category: Meaningful Work
For the study participants, Lasallian association meant engaging in work of
personal significance to them, and central to that personal significance was being of
service to youth. Alison reiterated that her experience of association was the way she
could do for others what was done for her in her teenage years. Being able to participate
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in providing an education for youth has added meaning to her life. She had much to say
on this topic:
. . . as a professional choice it feels like it was a little bit of the answer to my
journey in terms of trying to find both a career and a ministry where I felt like I
could contribute and give something back, not only to the greater world, but to
this idea of Catholic education. (1.3, 41-44)
Being born and raised a Catholic, having Catholic education as an
important part of my life, understanding from a fairly early age that I wanted to do
work that involved people, that involved contributing in a hands-on sort of way to
bettering people’s lives and, therefore, hopefully making our little worlds better.
(1.3, 83-87)
Ben commented that his association involved engaging in work that inspired him
every day. As with Alison, Ben found that participating in an educational enterprise that
improved the lives of young people provided purpose for him personally:
I definitely view it as a ministry within the Church, but personally I view it as a
force that inspires me every day. The work that inspires me every day as a
contributor to the greater good of our world. (pause) I am fortunate that I can
make a living, that I can tend to my personal and familial needs that are required
of me through the fact that I get paid to do this, but that’s certainly not why I do
this at all. So, but I think that’s why I do it – I find it extremely personally
rewarding, inspiring – it provides purpose for my life, it gives my life purpose.
(2.3, 248-255)
Cathy’s reflections complemented Ben’s nicely. For Cathy, her association
. . . adds a depth to my work. I can’t remember which interview it was, but I said
that I could teach anywhere. . . . I could teach in a Catholic school, even. I think
the fact that we do it together and by association . . . changed my perspective as
an educator, it changed my faith as a Catholic and as an educator. . . . I grew up in
Catholic education, but I have a whole different appreciation and value for it
because of my experience as a Lasallian educator. It impacts all of that – that
association piece impacts all of it. It just makes sense. (3.3, 63-65, 67-71)
As David reflected on the meaning of Lasallian association for him, he also noted
that Lasallian association involved much more than any single person or group:
The Lasallian mission extends beyond individual Christian Brothers. It extends
beyond individual lay Partners, Lasallians who are associated for mission. It is, at
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its core, about our students and about a rich history that I have spoken so much
about. All those things are greater than any one of us, and the sum of what we do
is greater than any of the individual parts. (4.3, 105-109)
Category: Commitment
As these study participants reflected on their journey of Lasallian association,
they described a growing sense of personal responsibility related to their ministry, and
this was part of what association meant for them: not just punching a time clock and
earning a paycheck (though they spoke of the necessity of that as lay people), not just
doing the minimum required of them in their jobs; rather, being increasingly committed
to doing everything they could to accomplish the Lasallian educational mission. David
spoke about the deep respect he had for the Brothers and how lucky he felt to be involved
with the Lasallian mission. Part of that involvement currently – part of what it meant to
David to be associated for the Lasallian mission – involved a “responsibility to foster and
promote and spread that calling toward association for mission” (4.3, 118-119).
Alison mentioned that she was sometimes asked if she would consider working
for another congregation or at Catholic school that was not connected to the Brothers, and
she answered she would not. She explained that, because of her many years of service
and engagement with the Lasallian Family, a relationship had been built, a bond had been
established, and a desire to give back for all she had been given was kindled. She had
become associated for mission.
Ben returned to a topic he emphasized in his first two interviews as he discussed
the deep commitment he had made to lead for mission in his current ministry. He spoke
in gratitude for the many relationships with others who he believed were associated with
him for the Lasallian mission:
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. . . to know that there are people – not everybody – but a fair number of people
on this campus and throughout the District and the Region and internationally
who share that same idea [of commitment to Lasallian mission], that makes it a
lot more inspiring on a daily basis to fulfill the commitment that I have made to
be here. (2.3, 39-42)
He continued to expound on how his association for mission commits him in profound
ways. He admitted that
the primary reason I was drawn here was my sense of mission, that word we
discussed last time, “obligation.” And I think that’s probably the best way to
describe association. If association is being in relationship with others, then, for
me, association for me is probably me living out that commitment, the
commitment that’s involved with those relationships. Relationships involve a
commitment at some level, and I think this is how my commitment in this
relationship, this association, is lived out, in the fact that I chose to come here,
chose to take this on. . . . It’s about total fulfillment. Total life fulfillment. Like
I said last time, when you reach that point where “I can’t imagine doing anything
else.” (2.3, 56-63, 65-67)
Cathy also expressed gratitude for all that she had received through her Lasallian
ministry over the years. She was especially mindful of those who had come before her
and had made it possible for her to be so committed to Lasallian education:
. . . I stand on the shoulders of the Brothers and all of the educators that I’m in this
with, now and from the past. It means that I have a responsibility and a right to
understand that history and to help it stay present in the now and serving and
thriving and all those kinds of things. (3.3, 116-119)
For Cathy, David, Alison and Ben, their participation in the Lasallian mission
unfolded over many years. Their early experiences as students or as young educators in a
Lasallian school sparked an interest, a curiosity, an attraction. Over time, they took
advantage of opportunities to learn more, to satisfy their curiosity, through participation
in formation programs. Their increased understanding of the Lasallian mission paralleled
their conscious engagement with the mission. Their involvement, over time, took on the
shape of a serious and intentional commitment to remain involved with Lasallian
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education for very personal and spiritual reasons, and even to take on responsibilities to
lead for mission. Taken all together, this helps to describe what Lasallian association
meant for them.
Category: Integration
Part of what association meant for these study participants was that their Lasallian
ministry was woven into the very fabric of their lives. It was not compartmentalized, set
apart from everything else. Instead, it was integrated, and one’s entire life was enriched
as a result. Cathy described herself as a better person because of her Lasallian
association. She reported feeling at home in the Lasallian Family on many levels:
I think I’m part of something miraculous, I really do. I love what we do. I
believe in it. . . . It fits me, it fits my heart, it fits my soul, it nurtures my faith, it
challenges me. I think it makes me a better person, and I think that’s what home
does. (3.3, 169-170, 171-173)
David articulated this idea in this way:
The first piece that comes to mind is my understanding of the significance of
relationships. As I have spoken about, I think that’s really at the foundation of
Lasallian association for mission – relationships with our students, with our
colleagues, with our parents, and across the board in our school communities.
Learning that, professionally and spiritually, has enabled me in other aspects of
my life to understand in a deeper way how important relationships with my family
are, how significant the relationship is that I have with my wife, relationships with
my friends. (4.3, 165-172)
An appreciation for the central importance of relationships in his educational ministry as
a Lasallian thus created a deeper appreciation for and attention to the other relationships
in his life. He noted that his Lasallian association also affected decisions he made away
from school:
. . . the decisions that my wife and I make about how we spend our money, what
possessions we purchase, what charities we support – all those things are really
intertwined with how I try to live out this Lasallian ideal of service to the poor.
That awareness was present to me before I was introduced to Lasallian education,
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but because of how firmly I’m entrenched in it in my professional life at this
point, I think it would be really hard to separate that from the other aspects of my
life. I think I would be disingenuous if I were to be making other choices with my
money or with how I’m spending my time. (4.3, 195-203)
Throughout his interviews, David returned to his involvement with issues of
social justice as something of great importance to him. Social justice served as a
motivational force throughout his life, and he integrated it into his life in various ways, as
a student, as a teacher, as a leader. Education of young people, especially young people
in great need, was an important element of David’s vocational journey. Working for
justice was woven throughout his life – it had to be, as far as he was concerned:
The other piece of it, to me, is service to the poor, and how, in the other aspects of
my life, my lived experience of what it means to be Lasallian and how rooted that
has been and continues to be in a commitment to serve the poor, that commitment
needs to be across all aspects of my life or I don’t feel that I’m being authentic in
what I’m trying to do here. (4.3, 191-195)
For Ben, integrating his Lasallian association with the rest of his life was an
obvious reality. He described it this way:
I physically leave the property, but I don’t leave this ministry at all. It’s 24/7. It’s
integrated into my family life, it’s integrated into my way of thinking and how I
approach tasks, it’s who I choose and choose not to interact with, it guides my
decisions all the time. Whether I’m in the actual function of the job or not. I
talked a little bit about that last time, and how I approach parenting, for example.
And how I approach world views or other issues that might come up in my life
that technically are outside of this job, but I think all of our experiences
throughout life shape us. This is where I spend the majority of my waking hours,
and so it is with almost everybody who works here. So, how can it not then affect
all the other parts of our lives? (2.3, 104-113)
As noted earlier, integration was at the core of Alison’s Lasallian association.
She experienced the integration and she described that experience quite well in her
second interview. It should come as no surprise that she returned to this theme in the
third interview, as she articulated what association meant to her:
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The Lasallian association part of that allows me to really integrate what would be
seen in the secular world as a professional job – the association piece allows me
to integrate it into my whole life. To have my family be a part of the schools and
the people who are involved in the schools, to have my family be friends with
Brothers and other Lasallian associates so that it becomes a part of everyday life,
of who I am. (1.3, 48-53)
Theme: Being Part of a Community
Participants identified community both as part of the experience of association, as
well as an important component of what association meant to them. The experience of
community in some ways drew them in initially, and helped them to find their place in a
Lasallian ministry. Over time, they came to realize that community was deeply rooted in
the meaning of association for mission. They understood that community was built
intentionally, not accidentally and therefore they actively participated in the building of
community in their Lasallian ministry. They spoke, as they did in earlier interviews, of a
feeling of belonging, of appreciating their connections with the Lasallian Family beyond
their local ministerial community, and of the power of relationships. In this interview,
they began to articulate the many different manifestations of community in the Lasallian
Family. While various Lasallian works shared the same broad mission and those who
ministered in these works lived the mission authentically, the individual works took on a
different appearance because of differing needs and challenges in a particular locale.
Category: Relationships
David expressed his feeling of “a unique sense of belonging” (4.3, 34) through his
Lasallian association, a sense of belonging that he had never experienced in other work or
school environments. When asked to explain what Lasallian association meant to him, he
had much to say. Included in his response are the following:
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It means to me that I am a valued member of this Lasallian educational
community, that my gifts and talents are appreciated, that I am affirmed for the
contributions that I make, that I am challenged to continually strive to do more, to
do better, to be self-aware of my own limitations, to be always open to where God
is calling me. (4.3, 39-43)
I don’t mean just at the table of making decisions when I talk about the
place that I have, but I really mean the community that is Lasallian education.
The place that I have, that my family has, that my friends have, that my coworkers have, is very inviting, is very welcoming, and is very affirming of the
ideas and the hard work and the initiatives that I have put forth to try to make our
mission stronger and better and more effective in what we’re trying to do. (4.3,
119-124)
Ben spoke directly to the powerful contribution that the Lasallian commitment to
relationships added to what association meant to him. For him, association could not
happen outside of very important relationships with others who shared a common
commitment to education of the young:
And the more I work with others who have a similar feeling or a similar
understanding – or even an emerging understanding of that – the more dedicated I
am to being associated for this mission. If I was a lone wolf here and it was a
private cause, I think it would be much more difficult. But the word itself,
“association,” implies relationships with others, and to know that there are people
– not everybody – but a fair number of people on this campus and throughout the
District and the Region and internationally who share that same idea, that makes it
a lot more inspiring on a daily basis to fulfill the commitment that I have made to
be here. (2.3, 34-42)
For Alison, association was “life-giving and affirming and faith-filled – a way to
experience faith together” (1.3, 140-141). She clarified that “together,” in terms of
Lasallian association, involves people beyond the local setting: “. . . co-workers,” she
commented, “make a big difference in a quality of life in our work environment – and
beyond” (1.3, 142-143). By “beyond,” she meant her involvement with District-wide
groups and boards that are composed of people from many different ministries and walks
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of life. She spoke eloquently of the important faith dimension to relationships
experienced in association:
I think we do that for one another, in terms of feeding somebody’s soul, if you
will. That’s a little strong, but not really, in some ways, because it can be hard
work and it can be exhausting and it can be – you know, there’s never enough
money, and – the big problems are pretty big in some ways! So, being able to
grapple with big problems and think through challenges with people who are
competent and excited about the mission and faith-filled, is really life-giving to
me. If those folks weren’t there doing it alongside me, I’m not sure I would be as
inclined to keep doing it. (1.3, 146-154)
As Cathy unpacked the meaning of Lasallian association for her, she described a
commitment that was long-term and that necessarily involved others committed to
accomplishing the Lasallian mission together:
. . . association in my life today means – it’s the how I do what I do. . . . It means
that I can look to my left and look to my right and know that there are people in
this for life, like I hope to be, that are serious about what that commitment means.
Not for any piece of paper. Some are Christian Brothers, most are not. They’re
doing it because they feel called to do it and they want to do it together and they
believe in the mission. There’s lots of different ways to do it, but together is not –
you have to do it together and in association. You can’t separate that. I don’t
know anybody in Lasallian education who feels like they want to do it on their
own. I don’t see how that would work. So, it means the how of why I do what I
do. (3.3, 115-116, 119-128)
Category: The Broader Lasallian Family
As Alison articulated above, there exists an element of Lasallian association that
goes beyond one’s local situation. It involves engaging and relating with Lasallians
throughout a District, perhaps even throughout a Region, and, in some cases, throughout
the world. Ben highlighted a number of groups in the Lasallian Family that are
comprised of people from many individual Lasallian works: “the Lasallian Volunteers,
the Lasallian Collegians, Lasallian Youth, Lasallian Fellows, the Young Lasallians
movement – those all, I am convinced, only make us a stronger Institute” (2.3, 197-199).
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David focused his attention on a particular group within the broader Lasallian
Family: women. He emphasized the important role that women play in the Lasallian
Family, specifically in the District of San Francisco, and he noted that his association was
enriched by their relationships with him. He further commented that the perspectives and
insights offered by women in leadership positions contributed greatly to Lasallian
education, and he applauded the Brothers for their “empowerment of women for
leadership in the 21st century in the United States” (4.3, 143-144).
Cathy commented that her understanding of Lasallian mission and her experience
and understanding of association really crystalized with her involvement with more than
one Lasallian work and with Lasallians from across the District of San Francisco. These
experiences helped her gain a richer perspective on the broader Lasallian Family, even
internationally. “That’s,” she noted enthusiastically, “where I said ‘I got it’” (3.3, 89-90).
Category: Unity in Diversity
Alison explained that experiences with Lasallians beyond her local community
“get us out of our little nutshell and out of the daily mill” (1.3, 169-170). These
experiences affected her understanding of association particularly by helping her
understand the many and varied authentic ways that Lasallians throughout the world
respond to the common mission of human and Christian education, especially to those
most in need:
. . . it introduced me to people and places and work that opened my eyes to both a
commonality and an awareness that the mission works all over the world and
through all kinds of people – and that it works in different ways. There are
common parts and there are differences amongst us. The mission is absolutely the
same, but the delivery, if you will, is different or can be different depending on
culture and geographical region and urban vs. rural. So those experiences of
meeting other people and experiencing other schools is a great – it’s sort of a
casting of the net, in some ways, of opening the eyes just much wider – and again,
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a reminder that the association is worldwide, and there’s like-minded people all
over the place. Like-minded, but also committed to this very specific Lasallian
mission. (1.3, 173-183)
When asked to offer a bit more about how she understood the Lasallian mission in its
commonality worldwide, Alison offered this:
What I mean by that is this idea of providing a human and Christian education to
the young, especially the poor. So we have that mission statement – and it’s kind
of a simple thing, in some ways. It might be able to be applied to Catholic
education in general, in some ways. Certainly, if you went to a diocesan school
and said, “Are you doing this?” most people would say, “Yeah, we’re doing that.”
But somehow there is a common feel or experience or intangible experience that I
have felt at different Lasallian schools. And I haven’t traveled as extensively as
some, certainly. It’s the way we talk to each other, the way we treat one another,
the manners and the welcome feeling – which all sound like simple things, when
you say them out loud, but the experience of them is really wonderful and it’s not
necessarily universal to all schools and probably not all Catholic schools. (1.3,
192-203)
Cathy echoed Alison’s reflections on a mission that is characterized by unity in
diversity, and she even referred to the diversity of ministries as a “gift”:
I think that’s another thing that association gives to us as a gift – there’s not one
way. It’s kind of like a trial-and-error process. That’s the beauty of being
together and doing it together, because it’s living and it gets better and better the
more people who tie themselves on to this and find a home in it. (3.3, 180-184)
Ben provided a perspective on this “unity in diversity” category that reaches
beyond the Lasallian Family. He felt strongly that various religious congregations should
be collaborating with one another more frequently, since “all of us are ministries within
the Church” (2.3, 469). He considered it a lost opportunity when congregations focused
on what distinguished them from other congregations rather than what united them.
Energies that could be pooled and maximized for the service of youth instead get
dissipated by competition and “provincialism” (2.3, 451). “Ultimately,” he proclaimed,
“we’re all kind of going after the same thing. We refer to it in our Lasallian heritage as
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the salvation of souls, and some other charisms call it something else. But isn’t it all the
same thing?” (2.3, 469-472). He found it irritating that congregations didn’t work
together more often, because “the one thing that unites all these causes, at least in this
country, is Jesus and the Gospels and the story of Christ and the message of Christ” (2.3,
480-481). Thus, unity in diversity applies not only within the Lasallian Family, but
between the Lasallian Family and many other congregational families in the Catholic
Church.
The experience of Lasallian association thus allowed people to appreciate the
many and varied ways that the mission is accomplished throughout the world. Building
relationships with educators from other Lasallian works broadened one’s world, helped
one appreciate the creativity and the innovation that allowed Lasallians to approach the
particular challenges and needs in their own communities, while also feeling united with
nearly one million members of the international Lasallian Family. While diversity was
applauded by these study participants, they were clear about what united us all: the
Lasallian commitment to the human and Christian education of the young, especially the
poor. We turn our attention now to that theme.
Theme: Association Is for Mission
A commitment to the educational service of the poor was deeply felt and
eloquently expressed by all four study participants. Two participants were particularly
effusive in their comments during this interview about the key role that an active concern
for young people in need played in their association for mission. It is for those youth, in
particular, that they associated themselves in the Lasallian Family. Characteristic of the
“unity in diversity” category discussed immediately above, Alison and Ben were united
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in their commitment to the educational service of students in need, while their particular
emphasis differed in terms of which need they were trying to address.
As she described the Lasallian mission as she understood it, Alison quoted
directly from the Brothers’ Rule a statement that has found its way into several places in
this dissertation: “providing a human and Christian education to the young, especially the
poor” (1.3, 193; Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2002, article 3). She noted that this
mission “is kind of a simple thing, in some ways. It might be able to be applied to
Catholic education in general. . .” (1.3, 194-195). For her, what distinguished this
commitment to the education of youth in poverty was
. . . the way we talk to each other, the way we treat one another, the manners and
the welcome feeling . . . . [T]he experience of constantly asking ourselves what is
the best thing for our students and having that as a starting place every time in
every conversation is critical and is a hallmark of Lasallian education and
association. (1.3, 199-201, 207-209)
Thus, a concern for every student was a hallmark of Lasallian education in
Alison’s estimation. As she spoke, however, Alison began to focus on a particular
subgroup of the student population as she described the Lasallian commitment to students
who struggled, the “especially the poor” piece of the mission statement. Here, she waxed
eloquent:
I think we’re concerned about every kid in the building. I think that’s a constant
conversation. So, every kid’s academic ability, and every kid’s social and athletic
ability – that we are not focused on the best and the brightest at all. I mean,
they’re there, and they thrive, but they are not the main emphasis. It’s not where
teachers and administrators spend their time, necessarily, talking about those kids.
I think we’re more concerned about the other end, in lots of ways, I think we
spend more time and energy thinking and being concerned about kids who
struggle, and being sure we’re doing the right thing for those kids and providing
the best human and Christian education for kids who might be having the harder
time. And I think that’s an experience all over the country and the world. I listen
to other administrators who have schools in other places – it seems like it’s a
pretty common concern. And I love that! I love that about Lasallian education,
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because those are the kids who really need us. Those best-and-brightest kids, they
need us too, but only to remind them of how blessed they are, and that part of
their blessing is giving back to their community and some of those lessons. But
those best-and-brightest, they’re going to be fine, they’re going to be successful,
they’re going to get into college and be successful there, they’re going to –
successful in however our world defines that, but I think it’s great that Lasallian
education certainly welcomes and provides for the best-and-the-brightest, but also
welcomes and provides for kids who are struggling and who need more attention,
so they can become the best-and-the-brightest. (1.3, 219-239)
She continued to elaborate on the commitment of Lasallian educators to notice the
students who, while perhaps not expressing their need in words, communicated it in nonverbal ways: in the fact that they had not changed their clothes in two days, that they
appeared uncharacteristically disengaged from what was going on in class, or that they
had not done their homework again. The fact that it required focus and energy and time
to notice these students was not the issue for Alison; instead, the issue was “they need us,
they need more time and energy” (1.3, 253) and “that’s the challenge, that’s the call, to
minister to those tough kids” (1.3, 254). She equated these contemporary struggling
students with the very students that John Baptist de La Salle and the first Brothers
committed themselves to serving. “They come in different packages and different
technological advances strapped onto us,” Alison summarized, “but the basic human
needs haven’t changed a lot in 300 or 400 years” (1.3, 256-257).
As Alison continued, she articulated the connection between her deep concern for
students in need and her experience of Lasallian association for mission. She stated
unequivocally:
My association is meaningful because I’m hopefully making a contribution to all
kinds of kids and all kinds of people and to this idea that everyone needs
education, everyone needs salvation. And working for that makes some sense in
my life. And sometimes it’s easy and real fun and you get to do it with great
people, and sometimes it’s harder and it’s not so fun and the people are more
challenging (laughs), but that’s the way life works. It’s those harder times that
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we’re really responding to the call – the call that God is asking us to work for the
Kingdom on earth. It is also in those times when you have success that you feel
the greatest reward – the kid who is either failing your class or, for whatever
reason, is a challenge to you, and when you can get through to that kid, or you can
see that kid be successful in an after-school activity, or participate in something
that he or she might not have ever participated in before, before having an
experience with you or with the school or that mission – I think that’s what the
greatest success feels like. (1.3, 270-283)
Ben, too, spoke at length about his belief in the Lasallian mission of providing a
human and Christian education to the young, especially the poor. He also quoted the
Brothers’ Rule, and he applied the Rule to another group of students whose needs deserve
particular attention, the students in the middle:
The students that I’m overly concerned about are the ones in the middle of that
bell curve, because I think they are the ones who tend to get overlooked the most.
And, I think all of our schools right now are dealing with this. And I think it’s the
right issue to be dealing with, because it gets us back to our mission. Yes, we are
going to take care of the best and the brightest, and yes we’re going to take care of
the kids who need the most help where it’s obvious. And here, that’s enunciated
in our financial assistance program and in our outreach to kids who have real
learning differences. But there’s a whole bunch of kids – the majority – who are
in the middle of that – of those two spectrums. And I think we do a pretty good
job with them, of making them feel a part of an important community where they
are known and loved. It does bring meaning to their lives, I think, and I hope we
are creating a different high school experience for them than they would
otherwise have somewhere else. 2.3, 315-328)
I get concerned about that middle group, because I do think they can very
easily be overlooked. And being associated for this mission calls me as the leader
to make sure we don’t overlook particular segments of our population. That
would be easy to do if it weren’t for this context that the Brothers have given us.
(2.3, 385-389)
Theme: Faith Dimensions
David, Cathy, Ben and Alison all attached a spiritual meaning to their Lasallian
association. The theme of vocation is a theme that has run like a thread throughout the
in-depth interview process. A growing sense of call was evident as participants
recounted their life history that led them to the experience of association; also, it
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manifested itself as participants described the experience of association; and they came
back to vocation again as they discussed the meaning they ascribed to their Lasallian
association. One participant, Ben, went so far as to indicate that his Lasallian association
enhanced his experience of Catholic community. This is an important comment, since
Lasallian education is indeed situated underneath the broader umbrella of Catholic
education and the Catholic Church.
Category: Vocation
Ben noted that his Lasallian association “completes the picture in my own
understanding of why I am here” (2.3, 50). He was confident that he could be happy and
successful working in a variety of educational works, but he described the difference with
his Lasallian ministry by confidently proclaiming, “I was drawn here” (2.3, 52). For him,
working in the Lasallian mission meant “total fulfillment. Total life fulfillment. Like I
said last time, when you reach that point where ‘I can’t imagine doing anything else’”
(2.3, 66-67). He was particularly direct as he tied the meaning of Lasallian association to
his vocation:
How do I understand it in my life? It’s probably more synonymous with the idea
of vocation than I originally imagined the word “association” to be, in that being
associated for this mission is the thing that gets me up in the morning. And it’s
the driving force for what gives me purpose throughout my day, even if I’m not
thinking about it in those terms at every moment, but I guess more on a
philosophical level, that’s what it is. (2.3, 29-34)
Without using the word “vocation” directly, Alison spoke of her response to a
deep desire to contribute to making the world a better place, and how she found the best
fit in the Lasallian world:
Being born and raised a Catholic, having Catholic education as an important part
of my life, understanding from a fairly early age that I wanted to do work that
involved people, that involved contributing in a hands-on sort of way to bettering
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people’s lives and, therefore, hopefully making our little worlds better – whether
it’s your neighborhood, your city, your church, – so, making a concrete
contribution in that way was an important part of my idea of what I wanted to do,
and Lasallian education provided a venue to do that. (1.3, 83-89)
Alison echoed Buechner’s (2004) already-quoted notion of vocation as matching
one’s own gifts and talents with the world’s need. For her, identifying one’s gifts and
using them to benefit others is what life is about. In a school community setting, the
combination of gifts among the entire community lent power to the benefits that could be
produced. Speaking very practically, as was her wont throughout her interviews, Alison
also noted that “We all have different things to offer, and thank goodness that we do,
because if everybody had the same gift, it would be pretty boring” (1.3, 113-115). She
spoke for all Lasallian “associates in fact” as she summarized what motivated her in her
ministry as a Lasallian educator:
I think most of us who people consider “associates in fact” recognize this as good,
life-giving, salvation-filled work, and we’re just trying to do that work and trying
to make sense of our life in hopefully the most humble way that we can. (1.3,
436-439)
Vocation was a central theme throughout Cathy’s interviews. Her comfortable
use of multiple images to explain herself, including images of home and fit and “aha
moments,” indicated that this was something to which she had given a good deal of
thought. She readily admitted that the recognition of her vocation within the Lasallian
Family was one that took time to develop:
It sits at home. It’s like walking into that chapel and knowing I wanted to go
there [a Lasallian college], was an “aha moment.” Deciding to become a
Lasallian Volunteer when I was visiting the school in the middle of that assembly,
that was an “aha moment.” Understanding how to do this in association – it
wasn’t one “aha moment” like those, it was this gradual process of how we do it
and why we do it, and you’re invited to be part of this. This is why this is
important, and this is why we’re different, and this is how we do it. Come to the
family. What do you think? And we’re going to support each other through it.
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We’re going to pray together, we’re going to struggle and laugh and learn and all
of that. I think that’s what it means, and that’s why I say “ongoing” is a good
word for it, because it’s never – you never rest, it’s just part of the – it’s the core
of the whole thing! (3.3, 72-84)
When asked to explain her use of the phrase “it sits at home,” Cathy became
emotional. “I think I’m part of something miraculous, I really do,” she proclaimed. “I
love what I do. I believe in it” (3.3, 169-170). She went on:
. . . it fits. And I know a lot of people who would say that. It fits me, it fits my
heart, it fits my soul, it nurtures my faith, it challenges me. I think it makes me a
better person, and I think that’s what home does. You feel comfortable but you
also can have all those other things as a part of that. It’s the place you go to
nurture and rest and revive and renew. I think it’s exhausting sometimes, too, this
work, but it’s so necessary, it’s so essential to who I am and I know a lot of
people who are constantly searching and going in a job here, and in a job there,
and trying to do this, and trying to do that. This is my home. (3.3, 171-178)
Almost from the start of his third in-depth interview, David turned directly to the
theme of vocation, stating that “Lasallian association has been a vehicle through which
I’ve grown to understand more clearly what my vocation is in life” (4.3, 45-46). He
returned to the theme of integration that he had introduced in earlier interviews when he
clarified that he was speaking not just of his vocation “as an educator, but in my vocation
as a servant of God, as a husband, as a family member” (4.3, 47-48).
Characteristic of all four study participants, David’s discussion of his vocation
was filled with emotion and wonderful imagery that communicated how important and
deeply personal this topic was to him. Lasallian association allowed him to live out his
faith in a way that was most authentic for him, in a community of love and respect that
challenged him to bring his best and work his hardest to serve young people in need. As
he described it, it was a place that had been waiting patiently for his arrival:
It feels like I have a place at the table, and that place has been reserved and has
had my name on it since long before I ever even knew who the Christian Brothers
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were. I feel that I have found what I didn’t even know I was seeking, and that is
just a real sense of being in the right place at the right time and having the utmost
confidence that this is where God is calling me to be and that God has worked
through a variety of some pretty amazing individuals to find this place and to
understand how it has been reserved for me and to understand the responsibility
that comes along with having this place. (4.3, 50-57)
Category: Catholic Faith Community
Ben drew a direct line between his vocation as a Lasallian “associate in fact” and
his place in the Catholic faith community. Early in his interview, he returned to the oftquoted article 3 of the Brothers’ Rule:
I really talk about it as a ministry of my faith community, which, for me, is
Roman Catholic. Sometimes when we talk about the mission of the Institute, we
tend to stop where it says “to provide a human and Christian education for the
young, especially the poor” – and we tend to put a period there. But, as you
know, there’s another part of that mission, which talks about this being a ministry
entrusted to us by the Church. And, it probably needs to be used more, because
that brings us into a whole different level of association. . . . Again, getting back
to the total, integrated throughout my life, when I attend Mass on Sunday or when
I find myself attending something liturgical or even service-centered somewhere
else outside of my work, I bring that with me. I bring my work, my ministry with
me to that prayer experience. (2.3, 133-139, 143-146)
For Ben, “being associated with the Brothers has deeply formed my faith. Not
just my personal relationship with God, but also within the context of what it means to be
part of a faith community” (2.3, 148-150). As he and other study participants noted
during this rich experience of in-depth interviews, a characteristic of their Lasallian
association was the fact that it was part of the bigger picture of their lives, and it both was
enriched by and enriched every other part of their lives that it touched. Ben closed his
dialogue on this topic by noting that Lasallian association could also serve to connect us
with all those other Catholic religious congregations committed to education: “the one
thing that unites all those causes . . . is Jesus – and the Gospels and the story of Christ and
the message of Christ” (2.3, 480-481).
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Research Question # 3, Part Two: Results
Research Question # 3: How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who
could be characterized as “associates in fact” describe the meaning of their experience of
Lasallian association, both now and for the future?
As noted above, research question #3 is actually two questions in one.
Participants were invited to reflect on the meaning of Lasallian association for themselves
personally, both now and for the future. We have just reviewed how Cathy, Alison,
David, and Ben articulated the meaning of Lasallian association for themselves currently.
We now turn our attention to the meaning of Lasallian association for them as they
looked to the future. I introduced this topic with the following question: What are your
goals and dreams regarding your own association in the Lasallian Family in the future?
The four themes that emerged from the participants’ responses to this question
may be found in Table 4 below. Note that study participants’ reflections on the meaning
of Lasallian association for them in the future sorted into four fairly specific themes, none
of which broke out into even more specific categories. Each theme stands on its own and
will be discussed as before, using primarily the words of Cathy, Ben, David, and Alison
to unpack their meaning.
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Table 4
Themes and Categories for Research Question # 3, Part Two: Personal Meaning of
Association in the Future

Theme
Matching Gifts to Needs
Primary Life Commitment
Brothers
Trust the Work of the Holy Spirit

Theme: Matching Gifts to Needs
As the study participants looked to the future of their association for mission, they
clearly articulated two things: they wished to be of service to the Lasallian Family, and
they wished to make a contribution that utilized their own gifts and talents. David
explained that his current job was one he considered to be a “dream job” (4.3, 221), one
that both exhausted him and deeply fulfilled him “because I feel I am maximizing the
impact of what I can bring to what we try to do with our students” (4.3, 222-223). As he
looked forward, he referenced Buechner’s (2004) understanding of vocation being the
meeting place between one’s passion and the world’s hunger:
I don’t care what my title is and I don’t care where I am or what I am doing, I just
hope that it’s the best fit for what I can contribute in that moment and what the
need is. . . . that’s what I hope – that my future in Lasallian education is a match
between what the need is and what I’m able to do and offer in that moment, and
hopefully what I’m able to build on in the variety of roles and experiences that
I’ve had, and how that can positively influence a school community, a social
service agency, a university, a District. (4.3, 237-239, 249-253)
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As they looked to the future of their Lasallian association, these participants each
spoke to some degree about the duration of their commitment to association for mission.
David expressed his desire to “continue to make a significant contribution in partnering
with the Brothers in helping to guide and learn and figure out what Lasallian association
means in 2020, 2030, and 2040” (4.3, 261-263). Alison also spoke in the long-term,
indicating that she wished to “stay involved with the Lasallian mission and the work . . .
for as much of the rest of my life as I could, in a way that makes meaningful use of my
talents” (1.3, 491-493). Cathy stated that “I can look to my left and look to my right and
know that there are people in this for life, like I hope to be, that are serious about what
that commitment means” (3.3, 119-121).
While he did not articulate a particular length of time with regard to his
associative commitment, Ben spoke directly to his future leadership in the Lasallian
Family. “If I was to paint the perfect picture,” he offered in response to the question of
his future as a Lasallian associated for mission, it would be “to be in a position, if called
upon to do something special and needed, that I could say yes to that. I think that would
be the ultimate expression of association” (2.3, 508-510). He continued:
I think the ultimate – the ultimate expression of association would be, if given the
opportunity, to be asked, “Will you serve, will you do this?” If there were no
other external factors at play that were going to prevent me from saying yes, the
ability to say yes would be the ultimate form of association. (2.3, 517-520)
Cathy, too, expressed a strong desire to continue to contribute to the unfolding of
the Lasallian mission, especially in empowering young educators in the early stages of
their associative journey:
I would hope to continue to be part of whatever that voice is in the future – and to
support other people in that, too, as they find their voice. It’s pretty inspiring to
be connected with a lot of the young Lasallians today, the students that I work
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with, and the young Volunteers, and a lot of the young faculty members. I would
like to continue to be part of that journey with them. (3.3, 224-228)
For Cathy, contributing to the growth of female leadership in the Lasallian Family is a
future hope. “I’d love to be a part of that,” she said. She continued:
I don’t know what that means. I don’t have a role or a position dreamed up for
myself. I just think we are better as a family because we have perspective from
religious and from lay men and from lay women. (3.3, 215-218)
Theme: Primary Life Commitment
While expressing a clear commitment to the future of Lasallian association, these
study participants couched their commitments within the context of their primary life
commitments to spouses and families in the future. As noted above, Ben intended to
send his children to Lasallian schools. For Alison, too, providing a Lasallian education
for her own children was a stated priority: “I think we provide life-changing experiences
for young men and women and I think that’s just awesome and I really want that for my
kids” (1.3, 500-501). Cathy, as she looked to her future and her place in the Lasallian
Family, expressed a similar wish:
And I most likely would bet that my children, if I’m blessed to have them, will go
to Lasallian schools. Like I said, I can’t see myself outside of a Lasallian school,
so I would imagine we will be close by a Lasallian school and I think it’s going to
be part of our reality. (3.3, 242-245)
Cathy expressed a second reality in terms of her primary life commitment and
how that might affect the way she expressed her Lasallian association in the future: the
possibility that the responsibilities and demands of raising a young family may change
the look of her commitment to Lasallian education. However, Cathy did not see herself
walking away from the Lasallian Family; instead, she noted that the look of the
commitment might change:
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. . . at some point in the future, if I have a family, I might have to make that
decision. Can I be as committed or committed in a different way, and how’s that
going to look? I don’t know. I haven’t had to face that decision, but I know other
people who have, and I know other people who are asking that question, how do
you remain a committed Lasallian if you can’t remain physically in a school?
How do you do that? That’s a challenge. I think that will be hard for me. But, I
haven’t had to face it, so I don’t really know how to respond to that. I imagine
that I will still be connected in some way to this work. I just don’t envision
myself not being connected. (3.3, 150-158)
When Ben discussed his perfect scenario of Lasallian association in the future –
being called upon to take on some special project somewhere and saying yes to the
invitation – he nuanced that in light of his primary life commitment:
Now – there are other factors in my life that may not allow that to happen, but
perhaps those are out of my control. My parents could get sick, and I need to be
near them; God forbid my children or my wife got sick, or whatever. Or perhaps
my wife has a strong vocation and she needs to answer something for herself, and
I’ve got to allow that to happen as well. So, there are other external factors. (2.3,
512-517)
Alison returned, once again, to the practical reality of the need of lay Partners to
earn an income that allowed them to support themselves and their families. In a perfect
world, Alison would be able both to earn an income adequate to support her growing
family while at the same time working in the field of Lasallian education, a field to which
she had contributed much already in her life, and a field to which she hoped to continue
to contribute for some time. For her, having
. . . an income-generating position is also important, from both a practical
standpoint and an association standpoint. What I mean about the practical
standpoint is simply providing financially for my family. From the association
standpoint, because I think I still have twenty work years ahead of me that need to
be filled with some kind of meaningful work, and Lasallian association provides
that for me. That’s what I think of in terms of my dream. (1.3, 501-507)
David, who was so eloquent when describing his vocation as a Lasallian
“associate in fact,” also commented on the need to view his Lasallian association within
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the context of his life as a husband and a person of faith. As examples, he referred to
potential future children and changing needs of families of origin:
Depending on the time in my life, the nature of future roles for me when I am no
longer at this school will look different and will need to look different. If my wife
and I have children, my primary responsibility as a husband and father will take
precedent over any other type of role. Another issue that I consider is geography
– if there were a time in our marriage where being closer to our family would be a
higher priority or need. (4.3, 228-233)
All four study participants spoke of their hopes – expectations, even – of future
serious involvement with the Lasallian mission. Their involvement will necessarily be
affected by their primary life commitments. While no one can accurately predict the
future, it is important to note that these four expect to continue their Lasallian association
well into the future, being creative and innovative when responding to changing life
circumstances.
Theme: Brothers
When Cathy spoke of her hoped-for future as a Lasallian “associate in fact,” she
made it clear that she fully expected that future to include Brothers: “I think I would like
to see me continuously working along with Brothers. For me and my association, that’s
important” (3.3, 209-210). David, too, envisioned a future with Brothers. He, too,
recognized that the changes to come for Brothers may be difficult, and he pledged his
support:
It will likely be a very emotional time, especially for Brothers across the country,
and helping to support them in any way, shape or form and figuring out what role
I can play in that will be really important. And, hopefully, it includes a spike in
commitment to the vocation of being a Brother, but if it doesn’t, I think there are
still plenty of opportunities for us to figure out what it means to be Lasallian and,
hopefully, I can be a part of that. (4.3, 277-282)
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In particular, David reflected on the needs of Brothers in the future as he
pondered elements of his future association. David expressed his desire to empathize
with younger Brothers, as they considered future Lasallian association for mission and
their unique place within it. At the other end of the spectrum were the aging Brothers.
This group, as far as David was concerned, deserved special attention:
. . . I think of some of the aging Brothers, and the decisions that they are making
now about what their long-term care will look like, about what the future of their
particular District or Region would look like – this is all mostly rooted in my
experience in the United States – I can imagine it’s also with mixed emotion that
that future projection is being considered. I would hope that it is with great pride,
and I am sure that it is, and that it will continue to be with great trust in the
strength of the mission. But not being in that position, I truly don’t know, but
given what I can imagine, I want to be sensitive to and be available in any way
that I can that would help to be supportive throughout that time. (4.3, 294-302)
Theme: Trust the Work of the Holy Spirit
At some point in time during the in-depth interview process, each study
participant acknowledged the demographic reality of increasing numbers of Lasallian
Partners (primarily lay men and women) and declining numbers of Brothers. David’s
commentary on this reality echoed statements found in numerous Brothers’ and Church
documents written over the past several decades (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 1986,
1993, 2002; Johnston, 1987; Pope John Paul II, 1996). As David looked to the future, he
foresaw the likelihood of fewer Brothers’ communities attached to Lasallian schools,
fewer teachers taught by Brothers themselves; in general, he pointed to a likely future of
Lasallian works less directly influenced by Brothers of the Christian Schools. “How
many generations into the future are we talking,” he asked, “where the possibility may be
that the leaders and the entire make-up of these school communities have not had
significant interactions and experiences with Christian Brothers themselves?” (4.3, 324-
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327). He emphasized that the question was not a new one, that the Lasallian Family had
been seeking to address this potential reality with more and more sophisticated programs
of Lasallian formation that helped growing numbers of Lasallian educators to learn about,
embrace, and integrate the Lasallian heritage into their vocation as educators and into
their lives. David saw the potential future reality as neither good nor bad, but different.
It could be viewed as a change that would provide “an opportunity for us to strengthen
our impact and strengthen our mission” (4.3, 336-337). It could be a change not unlike
other changes that have occurred in the Church over the centuries, and this gave David
hope:
I think of the work of the Holy Spirit over centuries of our rich Christian heritage
and Catholic history. There have been so many ups and downs, so many
surprises, so many changes in our church, that, for most of us it’s hard to look
beyond just the last 30 or 40 years. But there have been births and rebirths at so
many different points along the way as a Christian people, and as a faith
community, that I think the Holy Spirit is helping us to prepare for what could be
a changing reality and with that evolution I have nothing but confidence that our
faith and our commitment to the ideals of Lasallian education will make us
stronger and will compel us into a better place to meet the ever-changing needs of
our students. Who . . . even knows what schools are going to look like in 40 years
or what the needs of students and families will be by that point? But I do,
honestly, believe that we will be just as Lasallian and we will be just as strong in
our schools and how we try to meet those needs and we will be just as creative
and innovative as we’ve been for centuries. It could be a new way of being
creative and innovative, but that’s part and parcel for how we’ve been across the
globe for so long and hopefully how we will continue to be for many years ahead.
(4.3, 339-356)
Research Question #3: Summary
The third research question in this study explored the meaning that the study
participants attributed to their association, both through their experience and as they
looked to the future. They put a spotlight on several important areas of meaning,
including doing work that has purpose and is making a difference in the world; being
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involved with ministry that values and nurtures community; ministering with a group of
people who are deeply committed to a mission that seeks to provide transformative
education to the young, especially those most in need; and, making decisions of service in
response to a call. As they looked to their future association for mission, they expressed
a strong commitment to remaining part of the Lasallian heritage, and doing so in response
to the changing realities of their primary life commitments. They did not articulate a
particular life plan that included specific jobs or stepping stones along the way to some
lofty position; rather, they humbly expressed a desire to be of whatever service they
could best perform given their gifts and talents and availability. They articulated a future
association that included the Brothers in important ways. Finally, they looked to the
future with hope, trusting that the Spirit who had journeyed with them throughout their
lives would continue to journey with them and other Lasallians as they live their way into
a future association that in some ways may continue to look like the present and in some
ways may look very different.

Research Question # 4: Results
Research Question # 4: How do lay educators in the San Francisco District who
could be characterized as “associates in fact” articulate the future of Lasallian association
in the San Francisco District?
In the final minutes of their third in-depth interviews, study participants were
invited to take a step back from their personal stories to consider Lasallian association in
the District of San Francisco in the future. Rather than narrowly considering their
personal future, these four were invited to consider the District’s future vis-à-vis
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Lasallian association. Their comments sorted into two major themes: the need to shape
and form future Lasallians, and a number of challenges, as yet unaddressed in the
District. Each of these two themes included several categories, and they are listed in
Table 5. For purposes of space, Table 5 is oriented a bit differently than Tables 1-4.
Note that each theme heads a column of categories. A discussion of each theme and its
corresponding categories follows Table 5. Following these discussions, a summary
section draws this chapter to a close.
Table 5
Themes and Categories for Research Question # 4: The Meaning of Association for the
District of San Francisco’s Future

Theme:
Shaping Future Lasallians

Theme:
Challenges

Category 1:

Formation

The Future of Community
Life

Category 2:

Invitation and Affirmation

Resources

Category 3:

Lasallian Culture

Groups Needing Attention

Category 4:

------

Levels of Sharing

Category 5:

------

New and Different Schools

Category 6:

------

Formal Association vs.
“Association In Fact”
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Theme: Shaping Future Lasallians
Study participants spoke clearly about the need for mission formation as an
important tool for strengthening Lasallian association in the District. They saw formation
as having been and continuing to be very influential in their own experience of
association, and they viewed it as integral to the future of the District. They returned
once again to the major theme of invitation in the future of association in the District.
Instead of a passive “all are welcome” attitude, they called for personal, active invitation
to people to become associated for mission. They also spoke of the importance of
people’s ability to articulate Lasallian culture – what it means to be Lasallian.
Category: Formation
Cathy put it bluntly: “I am associated because I have been formed and am
forming. I can’t disconnect those two things” (3.3, 438-439). She pointed to the fact that
the vast majority of people who work in Lasallian ministries do not live in community
with one another as Brothers do. In the 17th century in France, as the first teachers
worked with De La Salle to open schools dedicated to the education of poor and working
class youth, they quickly came to realize that the work was far too difficult to take on
individually. They had to support one another in their ministry, and, consequently, the
structure of community life began to emerge. Cathy, who reiterated that she viewed
formation opportunities as “B-12 shots,” shared her view that formation had to be a nonnegotiable in the future if the District is to remain strong:
. . . you need those B-12 shots, and you need to sit with somebody and pray with
them and talk about it and unpack stuff. You have to do it. I think, especially we
have so many more people in this Lasallian mission who don’t live together in
community, we have to provide opportunities to do that for our association to be
strong. We just have to. I think it was organic when it was just Brothers and they
all lived in community together. Those conversations happened around table and
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through prayer and informally. Now we have to make time and space for that to
happen for our association to continue to stay strong. And that needs to happen
everywhere – it needs to happen at schools, it needs to happen at the District
level, at the Regional level, and at the Institute level. We have to understand
what’s going on and have those conversations and make those a priority. That
sharing is important. So, I can’t disconnect formation and association. (3.3, 446458)
Alison, also, highlighted the need for formation in strengthening association in the
District in the future. She explained that activities and programs of formation gave
Partners the language and understanding necessary to clearly enunciate the Lasallian
mission and their place in the mission. She envisioned a future with
. . . a lot of continuing formation and education and opportunities available and
built into school schedules for adults to experience association, to have an
experience with associates outside of their school, and in the District, and even
beyond the District to the Region, if possible. (1.3, 645-648)
Ben mentioned the important role of formation in strengthening the commitment
of educators to something beyond their particular school – to the Lasallian mission. He
envisioned a future wherein more people might move between Lasallian schools,
recognizing that their commitment was to the Lasallian mission of human and Christian
education, rather than to School X or School Y. In this case, losing good teachers to
another school could be seen in a different light. Rather than losing them, they are being
shared with a fellow Lasallian school. “When I lose people here,” he explained, “when I
lose really committed Lasallian educators, I expect to lose them to other Lasallian
schools” (2.3, 581-582).
David reflected on economic challenges in the District in recent years, challenges
that have called for difficult decisions to reduce the number of formation programs
available to those working in District schools. While he understood and accepted the
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harsh economic realities, he also advocated for increased formation in the future, given
its critical importance in strengthening the experience of Lasallian association:
. . . in light of what are naturally some limitations that we can predict and keeping
in mind that we can’t predict all that lies ahead, how can we put a stake in the
ground and really maintain our commitment to the importance of formation and
the importance of looking toward future leadership at the board level, within our
schools, and within our other ministries? I think it may require us to be even
more collaborative across schools than we have been and perhaps focus more on
regional activities and collaboration than District-wide. I have no idea, but I think
because we have been so good at it for so long, we do have a real group of
individuals that could be tapped into perhaps even greater leadership on the local
level, and that could be one of the ways in which we’re able to address this issue
of sustainability, specifically as it relates to formation for mission. (4.3, 423-434)
Alison recognized the mission commitment of people who serve on boards of
trustees, people who have mostly involved themselves with the Lasallian mission on a
voluntary basis rather than as a paid member of the professional school community. The
fact that these trustees have not earned a paycheck in a Lasallian school did not, as far as
Alison was concerned, lessen their commitment. In fact, she noted that “I think many of
them would consider themselves associates” (1.3, 375). Formation for these trustees in
the future will continue to be an important commitment on the part of the District, as far
as David is concerned. While applauding the District’s past commitment to trustee
formation, he “would also single that out as continuing to be very critical toward our
long-term growth and the long-term advancement of our mission” (4.3, 604-606).
Category: Invitation and Affirmation
Alison affirmed the District’s work of inviting lay people to “take ownership and
leadership and thus association” (1.3, 532-533). She pointed to the strength of mission
identity in District schools currently, and she expressed confidence in the people, many
of whom are lay, currently in leadership positions throughout the District. However, she
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warned that the future of Lasallian education in the District will depend partly on the
personal nature of inviting people into deeper involvement with the Lasallian mission:
I don’t have any doubt that there are capable and committed lay people who will
continue the work of the Brothers and the mission. I think there are many of us
who are already doing it; there are younger people in the trenches who are capable
and interested in continuing into leadership positions. But I do think we do need
to continue to be deliberate about inviting people in, affirming talents, continuing
things like Discerning Leaders and LLI and the formation programs that really
give people insight into the larger Lasallian Family and association. I think
invitation and personal contact is (pause) extremely important. I think it’s what
it’s all about. Because, like I said earlier, for those of us who are trying to do the
right thing, and want to do a good job, don’t want to be arrogant or assume too
much, I think those folks need – I think their gifts and talents need to be
recognized and celebrated and invited to the table – invited to a higher level of
involvement and commitment. . . . And it’s a simple thing but I think we forget
the power of personal contact and individual relationships. It really makes a
difference. (1.3, 554-568, 569-571)
Invitations provide powerful opportunities for people to get more involved in the
Lasallian mission. Invitations sometimes come as a surprise, as well – an unexpected
affirmation of potential that one might not have noticed in oneself. Extending an
invitation, however, is only half of the equation. Someone must accept the invitation as
well. Cathy movingly explored her Lasallian journey in response to invitations as a way
of reinforcing something that needs to continue for a strong future in the District:
The song from Wicked just popped into my head, “For Good,” – I don’t know if
you know that one, it’s a duet, and it talks about – it’s a story of a friendship,
really, it talks about some people come into your life and there’s always a reason
that people come into your life. And people come into this association for a
reason and it changes you – it can change you – for the better. For good. But you
have to leave room for the Holy Spirit for that to happen. It’s not automatic. I
think there’s an invitation out there, but you have to respond to it as well. It’s a
two-way street, and you get what you put into it. That’s a good song – if I had to
pick a song to summarize it, it would be “For Good.” Everything we’re
experiencing along the way is part of the journey, it’s important, but it can change
you for good if you allow it to. (3.3, 545-555)
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Cathy also pointed to a group of Lasallians that, in her estimation, will require a
more focused and intentional invitation to involvement in the future: those people who
have recently graduated from our schools. She noted that, like in the larger Church, it is
not uncommon for young people to “kind of go off the radar” (3.3, 283) after graduation,
as they get involved in other activities. “I would love for us to have something more for
them,” Cathy proclaimed. “I do think they would respond if we offered” (3.3, 287-289).
Category: Lasallian Culture
As they looked to the future of the District of San Francisco, some of these study
participants spoke in terms of acculturation. When asked to describe what association
would look like in the District in the future if it were happening well, Alison promptly
uttered: “I think it looks like many lay associates who can articulate the mission, who
can articulate their place in the mission, their work, their contribution to the mission”
(1.3, 643-645).
Nearly two months later, David uttered almost exactly the same words as Alison
as he looked to the future of association in the District of San Francisco. He described a
hoped-for future which included schools with strong Lasallian cultures, schools wherein
. . . teachers, students, board members, the school community can proudly and
authentically say “I am Lasallian” or “We are Lasallian” and have an ability to
articulate what that means to them and what that means to the school. (4.3, 525527)
David continued with a rich statement of the San Francisco District’s future that captured
a number of elements of school culture, including core beliefs and values, symbols, and
founding stories. His statement is lengthy, but is well worth including in its entirety:
It means that, as individuals and as school-wide communities, there’s an
embracement of this concept of Lasallian that’s reflected in the school culture and
the school’s communication materials, in their buildings, in the time that is spent
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training faculty and staff. There’s reminding ourselves of God’s holy presence at
the beginning of all school activities and meetings and classes, that there’s an
institutional commitment to serving the poor, however that might look at each
individual school. That there is open, ongoing communication, support,
collaboration, and dialogue from the District and from the leadership of the
District, that is in service to and support of and is leading individual schools
across the District. That there is collaboration across schools. That the
commitment to professionalism and to innovation and to cutting-edge education is
continually lived out in the excellent teaching that is at the hallmark of our
mission. The care for the individual student, that there are exceptions that are
made and understood that need to be made case by case with all students, all
families, that we treat each student as an individual and each family as
individuals. That there’s dignity and respect across the school community, that
there’s a real reverence for, as I’ve been saying, the life and legacy of John
Baptist de La Salle. There is an awareness around and respect for the unique
contributions that the Christian Brothers have made throughout our Catholic
history, throughout our world and throughout education. That there’s a real
commitment to community, that we’re all still taking care of one another and
whatever the particular need might be, that we’re responsive and open and that
we’re understanding our obligation to one another. (4.3, 529-551)
Finally, Ben highlighted another benefit of a strong Lasallian culture. As he
looked to the future, he envisioned more graduates of Lasallian schools “coming back to
work – not necessarily in their alma mater, but somewhere in the network of Lasallian
schools” (2.3, 617-618). Implied in such a reality is, even on the student level, a
recognition of being part of a larger family than just their graduating class or school
community. These graduates would feel part of the larger Lasallian Family. Not only
would he envision more graduates coming back into Lasallian schools to work, Ben also
envisioned more lay Partners committing themselves long-term, even making a life-long
commitment to Lasallian education.
Theme: Challenges
Study participants highlighted a number of future challenges that must be
addressed if association is to remain strong in the San Francisco District. The challenges
are many, and study participants typically did not have solutions to the challenges they
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raised. Be that as it may, these challenges represented an important piece of the horizon
as they looked ahead.
Category: The Future of Community Life
A critical challenge – “huge” (3.3, 322), in her words – that Cathy discussed quite
at length was the future of community life. From the beginning of the Lasallian story, the
educational work was accomplished together, by educators who were united in a
community that shared prayer, meals, work, and a roof over their heads. With fewer
Brothers’ communities in the Lasallian Family, “I think we’re going to have to look at
how we define community, and not just community, but vital community” (3.3, 323-324).
Her advice is for Lasallians associated for mission in the District to take the lead to
engage in proactive discussion sooner rather than later:
. . . I would love for us to be able to really focus in and really support a transition
to a variety of community life. Really, we’re going to have to, and if we don’t,
we’re going to be reactionary. And I would rather us be proactive. Our history is
proactive; I think De La Salle was always a pioneer in how he did things. There
was a reason he brought Brothers together; there’s a reason we live in community
now. I think we need to make sure we’re supporting that community life, because
it’s very fragile. That makes a difference in how we do what we do, it makes a
difference for the Brothers, it makes a difference for us Partners – it just matters.
We’re going to need to look at that. I would say – soon. (3.3, 332-341)
Cathy continued, distinguishing between residential communities and nonresidential communities. In her estimation, both are needed. Vital residential
communities (people living together under the same roof) of many varieties are
necessary: Brothers-only communities, communities of Brothers and Partners, Partnersonly communities. Her experience of living in community with Brothers and Partners
early in her Lasallian journey was transformative for Cathy, and she spoke at length
about why she felt that was such an important experience for her – and should continue to
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be an experience available for those who so desire in the future. Non-residential
communities already exist. Cathy referred to them as “school communities,” and they are
important as well. These types of non-residential communities are growing in the
Lasallian Family. Cathy offered this insight relative to these school communities:
. . . I want to say “school community” as well. I was speaking specifically about
the residential communities, but I think our schools are also communities, and,
again, as the numbers of Brothers has gone away, we have more and more
schools without a Brother present on the staff, and some, if they do have a
Brother, it’s not a full-time Brother, so it’s less and less exposure to Brothers. In
the past, we could lean on Brothers if we needed them to be that visible symbol,
and we have to be the visible symbol now, as Partners, and especially people who
have gone through extensive formation. It’s going to be different, I mean. It’s
definitely possible, but it’s going to be different, and we are going to have to
struggle through that and struggle together and help each other through that and
understand that, for the Brothers, that community conversation is different, where
we’re talking about lived community. It’s a different conversation when we’re
talking about a school community. (3.3, 380-393)
Category: Resources
For some study participants, the financial resources required to sustain schools,
formation programs and communities took center stage as future challenges to the
strength of Lasallian association in the District of San Francisco. Ben noted that “how
resources are utilized needs to be examined very carefully. And yes, we need to take care
of the Brothers, but we also have to invest in the future at the same time. How do we do
that?” (2.3, 593-596). While acknowledging the limited nature of financial resources,
both locally and District-wide, Ben sounded a warning about cutting too deeply into
programs that have proven to be effective in building and nurturing Lasallian association
in recent years:
If you were to shut the faucet off on what we do in terms of forming lay people,
or even if you were to minimize it to a bare-bones level, there will be a future cost
associated with that. And I think that cost will involve schools that are not as
committed or mission-centered as what we have now. I mean, our board of
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trustees, for example - they know that they govern a Lasallian school. It’s not just
another Catholic school. And that’s been worth it. (2.3, 599-605)
David focused some of his comments about future allocation of resources on the
students and families served by Lasallian schools. Accessibility of our schools – all of
our schools – to families of limited financial means has been both a hallmark and a
challenge of the District and of Lasallian education for many years, and will continue to
be so in the future. Sustaining this commitment, according to David, will require both
creativity and determination:
. . . if we’re committed to providing an education for families who are seeking it
regardless of income, if we don’t want to completely eliminate the middle class
from our schools, we need to concentrate on how to make our Lasallian education
accessible to families regardless of income. And it’s not just via Cristo Rey . . . or
San Miguel schools, it’s in our other schools who are serving a wide variety of
socioeconomic backgrounds. Is that a reality that we are able to continue to
sustain? I think it’s a key part of our mission, so it’s going to mean being creative
about how we fund it and how we do it. (4.3, 502-510)
In other parts of his interview, David suggested that we be “even more collaborative
across schools than we have been” (4.3, 428-429) and that the District become “more
strategic in our District-wide fundraising efforts” (4.3, 458-459) as ways of utilizing
limited financial resources most effectively to strengthen Lasallian association for
mission in the future.
Category: Groups Needing Attention
Cathy “would love for us to do something specifically for Lasallian women, as a
District and as a Region” (3.3, 291-292). She commented on the different questions and
challenges that women face in their thirties than men. She highlighted one in particular:
. . . if you are blessed with a family, how do you remain in the Lasallian Family if
you have to go outside of the classroom or outside of a school? How do you keep
that connection, how do you foster that, how do you nurture that, and still feel like
you’re committed and part of it if you’re not every day a part of it? (3.3, 295-299)
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Rather than leaving the question unanswered, she suggested that “it helps if you talk
about it and dialogue with people who are in it in the same place” (3.3, 299-300).
Cathy mentioned another group requiring attention in the future. She stated that
“I would love for us to focus and foster our older Brothers’ vocation” (3.3, 303). In her
relationships with aging Brothers, she has noticed how some feel “dis-associated” (3.3,
305) from the mission at this time in their lives. After a lifetime of sharing community in
schools with Brothers, Partners, students and families, and after a lifetime of active
service in the schools, the transition to retirement and relative inactivity can be difficult.
“I think we could do a better job walking with them as they are transitioning,” Cathy
opined, “and making sure we know their story. There are some awesome things to
celebrate” (3.3, 309-311).
David also mentioned aging Brothers in his interview. Keeping aging Brothers
“connected with our students” (4.3, 645-646) could be a “rich formational opportunity”
for students, faculty and staff, and the Brothers themselves. “How are we tapping into
their wisdom and expertise to be able to share that in a different way but in an ongoing
way with our school communities?” David asked. “It happens in some ways now, but
perhaps it’s an opportunity to strategically vision out what that looks like” (4.3, 651-654).
Category: Levels of Sharing
Some study participants highlighted an ongoing challenge, that of negotiating at
what levels and in what areas Brothers and Partners work together to make missionrelated decisions that affect the future of the District. Participants were careful to raise
the question as something that required clarification rather than expressing a demand. “I
don’t ever want to give the impression that I am trying to impose myself on being a part
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of a decision or a part of a conversation that is not appropriate for me to be a part of,”
(4.1, 690-692), David shared near the end of his first interview. At the same time, he
noted, “ . . sometimes I feel the line is blurry between what are the decisions and the
issues of the Christian Brothers vs. what are the issues or decisions of the Lasallian
education or Lasallian mission” (4.1, 688-690). Clarifying roles would help David be
more effectively supportive of moving the Lasallian mission forward in the District while
also “being respectful of what the Brothers are determining their needs to be. . . . I . . .
have a great respect for and the utmost trust in the Brothers as they are facing some of
these things, now and into the future” (4.1, 699-700, 701-702).
Category: New and Different Schools
David also envisioned a future District with more schools opened to serve
especially low-income families. He acknowledged the tremendous resources required to
open and sustain such schools, and at the same time recognized throughout the series of
three interviews that the educational service of the economically poor is a serious element
of Lasallian mission and a responsibility of those associated for that mission. He
applauded certain recent initiatives of District leaders to serve as consultants to other
groups seeking to open or reorganize schools that serve primarily a low-income
population. He also pointed to the potential for a new type of post-secondary school with
these words:
I would love us to grow and expand the number of Miguel Schools, and the
number of Cristo Rey schools that we sponsor. Nobody’s done it yet, but I would
love to be a part of figuring out what that type of unique educational model looks
like in Catholic higher education, and I wonder if the Brothers might be able to
play a lead role in that, or we as Lasallians. (4.3, 581-585)
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Category: Formal Association vs. “Association In Fact”
As noted early in Chapter One, lay association is an important issue in the
Lasallian Family throughout the world today. Lay Partners wrestle with how best to
express their association for mission. Some lay Partners have chosen to form themselves
into communities that share prayer, meals, discussion, and, in some cases, living quarters
with one another. They make a public commitment to remain active in this community
for a specified period of time. This adds a certain formality to their association for the
Lasallian mission. Other lay Partners make a public commitment without joining a
residential community, but their public promise or vow to commit to the Lasallian
mission formalizes their commitment and they are recognized in their Districts as
“Associates.” For several years, the Brothers have applauded those who have made such
public commitments, but have also applauded those who are deeply committed to the
Lasallian mission without making any kind of public promise or vow. These are
Lasallians who are referred to as “associates in fact.” Alison shared her reflections on
“association in fact” and “formal Association” with me in her third interview:
This associate thing – the “in fact,” and – it’s kind of a funny title or label because
we don’t have a pin necessarily that we wear around that says I am an associate,
there’s not ten steps to check off to be an associate, there’s not some sort of
ceremony – there aren’t outward signs to indicate that one is an associate. (pause)
So, declaring yourself an associate or having others suggest that you are an
associate feels a little – how does it feel? It feels a little – I’m not going to say
this well, but I would never want to say that I am an associate and then have
others scratch their head and say “really?” Do you know what I mean? I would
never want the label or the title “associate” to have any arrogance associated with
it. I would never walk into a meeting and say, “Well, I am a Lasallian associate
so listen to what I have to say.” Or “This is what I think, and I am an associate,
so it should matter.” (pause) If anything, I feel quite the opposite. I’m just this
person who is trying to do the right thing, trying to do my job competently, trying
to make a contribution to the world and to this Lasallian mission. I hope people
think I have something to bring to the table, and if people think I do and they
think that I’m somehow this “associate in fact,” that’s great. But, I wouldn’t ever
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want it to be separating me from anybody else, I wouldn’t ever want it to be a
label that might intimidate somebody else. (1.3, 377-394)
As we neared the end of our final interview, Ben shared his own questions related
to the way he communicated his commitment to Lasallian education, his association for
mission, with others. For him, the issue of formal “Association” or “association in fact”
remained an open question:
I move back and forth on whether there’s some formal association, some
formalized mechanism for it. I lean more towards no, but I understand why some
people gravitate toward some type of formal association. And I say that only
because right now I can’t imagine life without the Lasallian mission a part of it. I
can understand why some people would want to make that formal. But what does
that mean outside of some type of ceremony? I don’t know. (2.3, 554-560)
Research Question #4: Summary
As study participants responded to the invitation to step away from their personal
experience to imagine the future of association in the District of San Francisco, they
highlighted the critical role that formation must play, in their estimation, in assuring
effective ministries that are imbued with Lasallian culture and are shaped by committed
Lasallians associated in one way or another for the mission. They honestly and
courageously articulated a number of unanswered questions or challenges that loom on
the horizon. In the spirit of a defining element of the Lasallian story from the beginning,
that element of one commitment leading to another, they viewed these challenges as
important and pressing, and at the same time as just the next step in a continuallyunfolding Lasallian story of human and Christian education of the young, especially the
poor.
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Ancillary Finding: Definitions of Association
Before I close this chapter related to the findings of my study, I wish to share a
final, unexpected outcome of the in-depth interview process. Without my asking the
study participants directly, each person provided a rather succinct definition of Lasallian
association. These statements were made early in the third interview, as participants
were asked to articulate what association meant to them. In the midst of their reflections,
each came to a point where she or he provided a definition of association. The definition
emerged from each study participant’s story of their associative journey, and thus
reflected each person’s unique experience of association. At the same time, the four
definitions shared a common focus: community.
Approximately 30 minutes into the third interview, Alison was describing what it
meant to her to be successful in Lasallian education. Success, she noted, meant making
a breakthrough with a student who was struggling in some way. For Alison, working
with those struggling students was at the heart of her commitment to Lasallian education.
She then broke into her description of Lasallian association:
And if you can do that with other people, that’s where our association is. That
desire – this common desire to work together to fulfill the mission, to build this
Kingdom of God. Association is working with other people – other Lasallians,
other Brothers, other people who have committed to doing the same thing – and
who are willing to make sacrifices to make that happen. (1.3, 287-289)
Ben wasted no time describing association in his third interview. Immediately
following the opening question, he made this statement:
I think that’s probably the best way to describe association – if association is
being in relationships with others, then for me, association for me is probably me
living out that commitment – the commitment that’s involved with those
relationships. Relationships involve a commitment of some level – and I think
this is how my commitment in this relationship, in this association, is lived out, in
the fact that I chose to come here, chose to take this on. (2.3, 56-62)
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Cathy described association as “how” Lasallians go about their educational
ministry (3.3, 66). The emphasis on relationships and the role those relationships played
in providing a transformative educational experience for youth was something that Cathy
found to be unique in Catholic education from a Lasallian perspective. “It changed my
perspective as an educator,” she commented. “It changed my faith as a Catholic and as an
educator” (3.3, 66-68). She continued:
Understanding how to do this in association – it wasn’t one “aha moment”. . . it
was this gradual process of how we do it and why we do it, and you’re invited to
be part of this. This is why this is important, and this is why we’re different, and
this is how we do it. Come to the family. What do you think? And we’re going
to support each other through it. We’re going to pray together, we’re going to
struggle and laugh and learn and all of that. I think that’s what it means, and
that’s why I say “ongoing” is a good word for it, because it’s never – you never
rest, it’s just part of the – it’s the core of the whole thing! (3.3, 76-84)
Finally, David responded immediately to the request to describe what association
meant to him with these words:
I understand it to mean, for me, and to provide for me, a sense of belonging. I
would say a unique sense of belonging, that is unlike any other sense that I have
experienced in other roles I have played in other educational institutions or within
other work environments or within other school environments as a student. It
means to me that I am a valued member of this Lasallian educational community,
that my gifts and talents are appreciated, that I am affirmed for the contributions
that I make, that I am challenged to continually strive to do more, to do better, to
be self-aware of my own limitations, to be always open to where God is calling
me.” (4.3, 33-43)
Thus, two-thirds of the way through the in-depth interview process, each study
participant’s reflections and observations crystallized in a defining statement of
association. Working with other committed people, being in relationship with others and
living out a commitment to education, supporting each other, struggling together, being a
valued member of the Lasallian educational community – these four study participants all
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spoke about association as a committed relationship with others for a common goal: the
human and Christian education of youth, especially poor youth. They all agreed that
association is about relationships and community focused on the task of providing a
transformative education for youth, especially poor youth.

Summary of Chapter Four
While the District of San Francisco has not created a formalized process for
recognizing certain members ministering in the various works of the District as
“Lasallian Associates,” it is clear from the thoughts, questions, hopes, dreams,
inspirations, and commitments of the four lay Partners who participated in this study that
“association in fact” is a vibrant reality in the District. Through nearly four-and-a-half
hours of interviews that took place over time periods of from two to four weeks, each
participant put together the story of her or his associative journey in Lasallian education.
Their stories speak of deep commitment, of great gratitude, of being at home in the
Lasallian tradition, of a healthy pride in their accomplishments, and of serious and vexing
questions about the future of it all. Without fail, each participant expressed her or his
gratitude for the opportunity to participate in the in-depth interview process. Alison
expressed her hope that “my little experience has something to offer” (1.3, 674-675). (I
assured her that it did.) Ben thanked me for the opportunity to reflect on his vocation as a
Lasallian. Cathy concluded: “I am blessed to be a part of the work” (3.3, 559), and David
expressed his gratitude for the gift of being able to unfold his story during our time
together.
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When taking all the interviews from the four study participants into account, a
few common themes stand out. All four study participants resonated with De La Salle’s
vocational experience of one commitment, one decision, leading to another. They
recognized that their association had developed, unfolded, over time, and they recognized
the increasing depth of their engagement in and commitment to the Lasallian educational
mission. All of their journeys were described using the language of vocation,
recognizing God’s hand in the trajectory of their lives. They each situated their vocation
to Lasallian education within the context of their primary life commitments as committed
single persons or as married persons. All four study participants identified significant
people who encouraged them along the way, especially those who invited them into
greater involvement and even greater leadership for the Lasallian mission. Programs and
activities of Lasallian formation played a central role in their associative journeys, not
only in bringing them to a place where they recognized their association for mission, but
also in deepening their experience of association; moreover, they recognized the need for
ongoing formation to reinforce their association in the future. Healthy, nurturing
communities played an important role for them in supporting their work of Lasallian
education. Most important of all, they each spoke of their commitment to young people,
especially young people in need. Eloquently, emotionally, even poetically at times, they
painted a picture of profound commitment to transforming the lives of young people
through their part in providing a human and Christian education in the Lasallian tradition.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of the Study
An important element contributing to the success of the Lasallian educational
mission for more than 300 years has been the strength of the Brothers’ “association,” a
commitment to work with one another to provide a transformative education to youth,
especially poor youth. This commitment to associate with one another for the
educational service of the poor is a distinctive component of Lasallian charism and
culture. This commitment is expressed by Brothers through their vow of association,
which all Brothers profess. It is their primary vow, the vow that provides direction and
meaning to their other vows. The vow of association both recognizes and strengthens the
relationship between Brothers at local, District, Regional, and international levels. It
roots them in a community life that is concretely expressed locally in a residential
community, as well as experienced more broadly in the communion the Brothers share
around the world. The vow of association focuses the energy of the Brothers in their
ministry of education of youth, especially poor youth. The vow also expresses the
Brothers’ consecration to God who has called them to their ministry.
The tremendous growth in the number of lay men and women working with the
Brothers in the latter half of the 20th century and the early years of the 21st century,
combined with a decline in the number of Brothers worldwide, has resulted in the placing
of greater responsibility for the future of the Lasallian mission in the hands of lay
Partners. Over many years’ time, a question has come into sharper focus: Recognizing
the central role played by association in the success of the Lasallian educational mission,
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what is association as it is applied to lay men and women involved with Lasallian
ministries? What does it look like? How does it manifest itself in their lives? What does
it mean to them, both now and in the future?
This study explored the answers to these questions. The study was guided by four
research questions. These research questions asked how lay “associates in fact” in
Lasallian works in the San Francisco District described: the journey that led them to their
experience of association; their experience of association; the meaning of their
experience of association personally, both now and in the future; and, the future of
Lasallian association in the San Francisco District.
This in-depth interview study was rooted in a phenomenologically-based
framework, which posits that understanding begins with listening deeply and at length to
people as they describe their experience of a chosen phenomenon. Rather than starting
with a theory and testing to see how people do or do not fit within the theory,
phenomenology begins with the experience itself. Seidman (2006) applied this
phenomenological perspective to his own research as he came to value not just the
experience that research participants described, but also the meaning that they attached to
the experience. He created an in-depth interview methodology that invited study
participants to tell the story of their experience of a phenomenon of interest, beginning
with the life journey that brought them to the experience, continuing with their
description of the experience itself, and concluding with their articulation of the meaning
they ascribe to their experience.
Seeking to understand the phenomenon of the lay “associate in fact” in the San
Francisco District, I invited two lay men and two lay women to participate in three in-
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depth interviews that focused on their experience of association. The first interview
invited them to tell the story of the journey that brought them to their experience of
association for Lasallian mission. The second interview gave them the opportunity to
describe as clearly and concretely as possible their experience of association. The third
interview asked them to expound on what association means to them currently, what it
might mean for them in the future, and what it might mean for the entire San Francisco
District in the future. I interviewed one study participant at a time, with the interviews
spaced from three to 10 days from one another. I recorded each interview and personally
transcribed each one, sending the transcript to the study participant for review prior to the
next interview. When one study participant completed the series of three interviews, I
began interviewing another study participant. This pattern continued until all four
participants completed the interview process.
Interview data were analyzed one interview at a time through the use of a lengthy,
step-by-step process. I listened to each interview twice in the data analysis phase, first
listening to all four participants’ interviews in succession without taking any notes. After
waiting a full day, I returned to the interview transcripts and began the process of coding
the transcripts: first, by selecting and naming pieces of interviews that caught my
attention, and second, by reviewing my coding and revising my descriptions as needed. I
then grouped interview excerpts into common categories and finally organized the
categories into common themes. After some time away from the data, I reviewed my
themes and categories and reorganized them into tighter themes and categories.
The reporting of the study results was organized around the research questions.
For each research question, the question was restated and the results were introduced both
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in words and in a table format. Each theme and its corresponding categories were
described at length, using the study participants’ own words as often as possible. The
interview data yielded from two to five themes for each research question. Some themes
stood alone and were not broken down into categories. Most themes yielded from three
to five categories each.
In this fifth and closing chapter to my dissertation, I draw several conclusions
from the study findings. Each conclusion represents a foundational aspect of the lay
experience of “association in fact” that has emerged from the more than 16 hours and 235
pages of interview transcripts. I will suggest some practical, concrete responses, or
implications, for each conclusion. I will then offer some recommendations for future
research and for future practice, followed by some closing comments.

Conclusions and Implications
Several themes emerged across all questions and throughout all interviews. First,
all study participants reflected on the various ways in which their journeys unfolded over
time, with one commitment leading to another as they involved themselves more and
more deeply in the Lasallian mission. All expressed a deep and sincere commitment to
continuing their engagement in the Lasallian educational mission long into the future.
Second, all participants spoke of their association in terms of a vocation with deep
spiritual undertones. Their work in Lasallian education was not just something they
chose for themselves; rather, in some way, they felt themselves drawn or called over time
to this ministry. As an integral part of this vocation theme, all spoke, each in his or her
own way, of the role that his or her primary life commitment as a single person, a married
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person, or a parent played in his or her vocation as a Lasallian “associate in fact.” Third,
all identified significant experiences of accompaniment that helped them understand the
Lasallian mission, that nurtured their relationships with other Lasallians (Brothers as well
as lay Partners), and that helped deepen their commitment to Lasallian education. Each
of these themes will be addressed as individual conclusions in this chapter.
A unique aspect of this in-depth interview study is its narrative nature. From the
beginning of the first interview, through the end of the third interview, study participants
were asked to tell the stories of their experience of Lasallian association for mission.
While each interview focused on a particular area, as reflected by each research question,
each complete three-interview sequence took on the flavor of one large story of a
person’s life in the context of the Lasallian educational mission. Study participants
crafted the stories of their journeys quite at length in their first interviews, which were
connected to the first research question of exploring elements of the journeys that brought
lay men and women to the experience of Lasallian association for mission. However,
their journey stories did not end with the first interview and research question. Their
stories continued as they described their experience of association in the second
interview, which corresponded to the second research question which explored the
practical and concrete experience of lay “association in fact.” Finally, their stories
continued in the third interview, as they reflected on the meaning of association for them,
both now and as they imagined the paths that their association may take them into the
future; these topics formed the focus of the third and fourth research questions. Because
of the continuous nature of each participant’s story across the three interviews and four
research questions, the reporting of conclusions, implications, and recommendations in
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this fifth chapter will take place in the context of the larger life stories that emerged for
participants across the entire in-depth interview process.
Association as a Journey Rather Than a Destination
The Journey Metaphor
Association is a journey that unfolds and develops over time. As these four study
participants reflected on their experience of association, they did so resonating with De
La Salle’s experience of one commitment leading to another. Cathy, when she reflected
on her experience of resonance with De La Salle’s experience of the unfolding nature of
his association for mission (Blain 2000/1733, p. 80), pointed out that many others in her
Lasallian Leadership Institute group told stories of similar experiences. Early in her third
interview, she reiterated her experience of association as a journey:
I just don’t think that it’s ever finished. It’s different in different contexts or
different situations, and I think my understanding of it continues to grow and
change as I grow and change and learn more and experience more. I think it’s
living and ongoing; it’s never stagnant. And that’s another part that’s attractive to
a lot of people, that continuous movement. (3.3, 48-52)
Seeing association through the lens of a journey, these study participants
highlighted four dynamics that unfolded over time. These dynamics all revolved around
the experience of community. First, as they experienced Lasallian education on a daily
basis, as they came to know their colleagues and interacted with them in addressing the
needs of students, and as they participated in Lasallian formation experiences, they came
to appreciate that Lasallian education truly is a communitarian enterprise, an educational
ministry accomplished in concert with many other committed educators. Over time,
these study participants experienced a widening, a broadening, of the community.
Through participation in District and Regional workshops, retreats, institutes, and
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committees, they began to realize that their local ministry community was part of a much
larger community that stretched across state lines and even national boundaries.

Not

only did these four study participants come to know other Lasallians more fully and
deeply over time, they also came to embrace the purpose of the educational community,
its raison d’être: the human and Christian education of the young, especially the poor.
This echoes Botana’s (2008b) marks of an “associate in fact” (p. 36).
Second, their place within the community began to unfold. As time passed, they
began to see how their gifts and talents could best be put to use in the educational service
of youth. Gradually, they became more actively engaged in the community’s work, often
to the point of taking on more responsibility for the success of the educational ministry.
Their commitment deepened as they began to see that their work in Lasallian education
was more than an interesting, affirming job; instead, it was a ministry, something to
which they had been drawn as a way of responding to a baptismal call to serve. In a
word, it became a vocation. This sense of “place” within the community over time
developed into an identity. As Alison noted in her first interview, “I feel like being
Lasallian is – it’s a part of who I am” (1.1, 56). Cathy boldly stated, “I will never not be
in this family. This is me” (3.1, 94).
Also, these study participants noted that their role within the community changed
over time. Early on, they were welcomed into the community, affirmed for their gifts and
talents, and encouraged to participate at deeper levels of commitment and responsibility.
As their personal interest and investment in Lasallian education grew, they sought ways
to become more involved, eventually seeking opportunities to lead for mission.
Fortunately for them and for the community, they encountered others who assisted them
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in their search for a larger role in the Lasallian mission. Later, they experienced a sense
of obligation to do the same for others – to welcome, to affirm, to encourage, to invite.
Finally, one aspect of their associative journey appeared to have been present for
each study participant from the beginning: a desire to put their gifts and talents at the
service of young people, especially young people in need, through education. This
hearkens to the notion of “association for mission” as expressed by various authors
(Botana, 2008b; Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, 2005, 2010; Short, 2004). All
four study participants came to Lasallian education with this in mind, and their Lasallian
experience served to affirm, reinforce, deepen, challenge, and mature their decision and
their commitment to serve. Thus, in some ways, their journey of association became the
story of living into something that was already deeply a part of them – a homecoming, of
sorts, as their experience of Lasallian education resonated with their deepest beliefs and
inclinations and values.
Implications of Taking the Journey Metaphor Seriously
None of the individuals who participated in this study expressed a serious interest
in being formally recognized as an “Associate” in the Lasallian Family, neither presently
nor in the future. They described their associative experience very articulately and quite
at length, and it was clear that their experience of association held a great deal of personal
meaning for them. This suggests strongly that it was the experience of association and
their living commitment to the Lasallian mission, not a formal title or even public
recognition, that they valued. The fact that these people do not have a formal title of
“Associate” is not seen as a deficit; instead, it simply reflects a different expression of
their commitment. This openness to a variety of expressions of commitment echoes the
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experience of the Brothers for the first two centuries of their existence, during which
large numbers of Brothers did not profess vows (Brothers of the Christian Schools,
1977).
While they did not recommend that efforts be made at various levels of the
Lasallian Family to create some structure and process that would allow Lasallian Partners
to attain “Associate” status, these study participants did highlight the need to strengthen
community at the local and District and even Regional levels, because they recognized
that the strong felt sense of belonging to a community of committed colleagues
strengthened their experience of association. This resonates with the third characteristic
of an “associate in fact” as described by the Brothers of the 43rd General Chapter
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000): “a community experience of some form or
other suited to the identity of its members” (p. 4). Community is built by cultivating
relationships at each level, which requires increasing opportunities for individuals to mix
with one another, to get to know one another, and to work with one another on common
projects. Recognizing that, in Lasallian culture, community exists to accomplish an
educational mission, one implication of the journey metaphor is that increased
community-building opportunities could more deeply engage teachers, administrators,
and staff in the Lasallian educational mission, thus strengthening their experience of
association.
A second implication of taking the journey metaphor seriously is the necessity of
providing opportunities for lay men and women to step into roles of greater leadership
responsibility. Over many years’ time, all four study participants accepted positions that
involved greater leadership responsibility for the Lasallian mission. Sometimes, others
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took the initiative to invite or encourage them to take on this responsibility; at other
times, they took the initiative themselves to seek out greater leadership responsibility.
This has been happening in increasing frequency over many years in Lasallian ministries,
as lay people have progressively taken on leadership roles formerly reserved for Brothers,
including chief administrative roles of president, principal, and program director. In
February 2011, 85.2% of administrators in Lasallian educational ministries in the United
States-Toronto Region were lay men and women (Christian Brothers Conference, 2011,
p. 2.4). This reality is the result of a decades of study, prayer, reflection, and adaptation
on the part of the Brothers of the Christian Schools as they have exercised the kind of
leadership that Schein (2004) described: “Leadership is now the ability to stand outside
the culture that created the leader and to start evolutionary change processes that are more
adaptive” (p. 2). Such adaptation has resulted, over 65 years’ time, in changes such as
the attitudes related to the role of women in Lasallian institutions. At the 1946 General
Chapter, the Brothers called for the immediate removal of female staff and teachers in
Brothers’ schools (Jacq, 2000, p. 1). In their Circular on association (Brothers of the
Christian Schools, 2010), the General Council of the Brothers of the Christian Schools
applauded:
. . . the contribution of Lasallian women who now compose over half of the total
personnel involved in the Mission. . . . Their presence, undoubtedly, will help to
construct a more humane and community-centered society; help to reexamine
ways of thinking; help to situate the entire Lasallian world a bit differently in
history and help to organize social, political, economic and religious life in a way
that can be more intuitive and relational. (p. 19)
A third implication of taking this journey metaphor seriously is the area of hiring
for mission. These four study participants already possessed many of the values and
beliefs and the desires that one would call “Lasallian,” though they did not have the
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language to express it. David’s acknowledgement that he was Lasallian long before he
knew he was Lasallian is an example of this. When leaders in Lasallian works are hiring,
it is wise to have the various elements of Lasallian culture in mind, including things such
as a commitment to the service of the poor, a willingness and ability to see with the eyes
of faith, an appreciation of the importance of community and relationships in the
educational endeavor, and a strong desire to show special concern and spend extra time in
service of those youth most in need. The more one hires people who already possess
these beliefs and inclinations, the more the new hires will experience resonance as they
learn more about the Lasallian educational mission and its cultural beliefs, values, and
practices. As will be seen below in the section on Mission Formation, hiring for mission
is just one stop along one’s journey toward greater Lasallian association. Once one is
hired, one must be introduced to the Lasallian culture and charism, be given opportunities
to deepen one’s knowledge and understanding of it, and be invited to participate more
and more deeply in it.
Vocation: The Context of the Associative Journey
The Vocation of the Lasallian Educator
While they did not recognize it as such early in their sojourn as Lasallians, all four
study participants expressed a growing realization that their ministry was a vocation, a
ministry undertaken in response to a call from God that put their gifts and talents at the
service of others. These people emphasized that vocation meant finding the best match
among their gifts, talents, desires, and needs in the world. For each, education in general
and Lasallian education in particular has become the arena within which they feel called
to put their gifts and talents to best use. Their experience of vocation resonated with the
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first two characteristics of Lasallian “association in fact” that the Brothers articulated at
their 43rd General Chapter: “a vocation inspired by the charism of Saint John Baptist de
La Salle and his values” and “a life of faith which discovers God in everyday life”
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, p. 4). The Brothers publicly expressed their
recognition of and gratitude for a Lasallian vocation for lay men and women many years
before this, as they asked “God to bless our Institute with an increase of many good
vocations to the Brothers and Lay Christian Educators” (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 1986, p. 33).
Ben spoke of being “drawn to do this” (2.1, 216); Alison came to view her
Lasallian ministry as the answer to something that she had sought for years, which was to
“make a contribution to the world” (1.1, 136-137). Cathy came to see her dedication to
education in the Lasallian world as her particular “yes” to God’s invitation to serve:
“There’s a different focus, a different reason, there’s a different way to do it. So, that
association piece is connected to the yes and the vocation, it’s the how and the why and
the what” (3.2, 513-515). David identified his work in Lasallian education as “how I try
to live my faith, and it’s who I believe God calls me to be” (4.1, 75-76). He recognized
that he did not view his association for the Lasallian mission in vocational terms at first,
noting that he was “Lasallian before I even knew I was Lasallian” (4.1, 446). He noted
that his growing association for mission, facilitated by deepening relationships with
others in the community, served to “convince me more and more of how right it was that
I was here and that I was lucky enough to be a part of it” (4.1, 400-401).
These experiences of coming to recognize one’s vocation in hindsight echoed De
La Salle’s own experience of coming to see God’s call and God’s hand in his
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involvement with the Christian Schools not in the moment, but some years after the fact.
Prayerful reflection on his journey helped De La Salle see how God worked with him “in
an imperceptible way and over a long period of time, so that one commitment led to
another in a way that I did not foresee in the beginning” (Blain, 2000/1733, p. 80). As
noted above, this experience of connection between individuals today and the Founder
more than 300 years ago is a powerful experience. It is most often in prayerful reflection
on one’s journey – in taking a look back – that one is able to connect the dots of one’s life
experience and see God’s guidance and influence and gentle, persistent presence. It also
reinforces Botana’s (2008b) belief that “associates in fact” experience “a clear sense of
belonging to the common Lasallian story” (p. 36).
The Role of One’s Primary Life Commitment in the Experience of Association
As I listened to these four Lasallian “associates in fact” over many hours of
interviews, and as I studied the transcripts of these interviews, an interesting pattern
emerged. While they all identified their associative commitment to Lasallian education
as a vocation, they also situated this Lasallian vocation within another vocational context:
their vocation as a single person or a married person raising a family. As they
illuminated their lives as Lasallian educators through story after story, they each came to
certain points where their decision to involve themselves in a particular way in Lasallian
education was necessarily impacted by their primary life commitment to a spouse and, in
some cases, to children as well.
These four study participants acknowledged the crucial role of their spouses and
families in supporting them in their Lasallian ministry. Without the support and even the
engagement on some level of their families in their Lasallian ministry, they did not see
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how they could participate in the Lasallian Family to the extent that they did. Even
Cathy, a single woman who anticipated being married and raising a family in the future,
recognized the importance of engaging her future spouse and children in the Lasallian
educational mission.
Some also spoke up for single lay Lasallians and the importance of honoring their
commitment as dedicated single persons in the Church. Keeping their primary life
commitments primary was important to them, and they affirmed that reality on numerous
occasions. Thus, that primary commitment shaped their Lasallian commitment in
important ways, just as a Brother’s primary commitment to God and to the community of
the Brothers of the Christian Schools drives his Lasallian commitment. Neither is better
or worse; both are critically important influences as these people continue to discern how
they can best and most authentically respond to God’s call to be of service in the world.
The differing primary commitments necessarily influence the daily experience of
Lasallian association for mission.
Implications of Taking the Lasallian Vocation of Lay Men and Women Seriously
A most obvious implication of taking the Lasallian vocation of lay men and
women seriously is to honor their primary vocational commitment as a single or married
person. In a recent Lasallian document on Association (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 2010), the international leadership of the Brothers did just that:
. . . participation in the Lasallian Family must contribute to the building up of
one’s own family and/or community life. It should never be seen as a hindrance
or as an obstacle to family unity . . . much less put family life “at risk.” Those
whose vocation calls them to marriage, and perhaps parenthood, are to celebrate
the fact that their primary community is their family. Belonging to the Lasallian
Family should be a source of strength and balance that nourishes all Lasallian
vocations. (5.22)
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This statement reflects a powerful commitment to lay men and women, recognizing and
affirming the unique context within which lay men and women experience Lasallian
association for mission.
Recognizing the place of one’s Lasallian vocation within the context of a lay
person’s primary life commitment carries with it a serious implication: a lay person’s
association for mission will look somewhat different than a Brother’s association for
mission. This echoes the words of Brother Luke Salm (2006): “The primary referent and
lifestyle for the vowed Brother lies in his association in a religious community; for their
lay associates the primary referent remains the family or independent living in the world”
(p. 6). Brother John Johnston, while honoring and applauding the commitment of lay
men and women to Lasallian education through their association, cautioned the Brothers
(and, it could be said, all Lasallians) to “avoid a confusion of identity and roles”
(Johnston, 1992, p. 21) as the experience of Lasallian association of lay men and women
continues to unfold in the coming years. Differing responses to one’s commitment to
Lasallian mission will be driven by the needs of one’s primary commitment, whether that
be to a Brothers’ community life and religious consecration or to a spouse and family or
to a committed single lifestyle.
The participants in this study spoke directly to the ways that their primary life
commitments were enhanced by their Lasallian association for mission. They
experienced these two in dynamic interplay with one another, rather than two completely
separate and distinct compartments of their lives. They spoke of the joys and challenges
of integrating their spouses, friends, and families into their Lasallian ministry, and viceversa. Thus, an implication of taking the Lasallian vocation of lay men and women
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seriously is for lay men and women to seek opportunities to integrate these important
facets of their lives, to recognize and affirm both, knowing that circumstances at times
will require that more energy be given to one than the other while at the same time
honoring the proper place of each in their lives as committed men and women.
Accompaniment: Important Supports on the Associative Journey
As each study participant recounted the story of his or her journey of association,
he or she provided ample evidence that the journey was not undertaken in isolation.
While these study participants agreed that their vocational journeys involved a deep sense
of a call from God to serve, they also commented on the powerful role of people and
programs to accompany them on their associative journey, and this accompaniment
played an important role in sustaining their vocations. Their experience echoes the
Brothers’ experiences of vocation, as described in their Rule (Brothers of the Christian
Schools, 2002):
Each vocation arises from the mystery of the unique encounter between God and
the person who is called. It is developed and sustained in turn by the pastoral
ministry of vocations, initial formation, and continuing formation extending
onward to advanced age. (Article 81)
Just a few articles later, the Rule (2002) explores more deeply this pastoral ministry of
vocations: “Aware that every vocation requires human intermediaries to be able to
recognize the call of God and to respond to it,” the Brothers “do not hesitate to extend an
explicit invitation for this purpose” (Article 85b). Each study participant shared inspiring
stories of particular people who invited him or her more deeply into the Lasallian
mission. Sometimes the invitation involved taking on greater leadership responsibility.
Other times, the invitation involved participation in extensive formation programs, such
as the Lasallian Leadership Institute. Whatever the specific nature of the invitation, the
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common outcome was a deeper sense of belonging and commitment to the Lasallian
mission on the part of the study participants.
These study participants were accompanied by people and activities that invited
them, nourished them, strengthened them, and that encouraged them to continue the
journey. In their interviews, study participants repeatedly reported on transformative
experiences of invitation and of accompaniment. In particular, two supports were
mentioned multiple times throughout the entire in-depth interview process: formation in
Lasallian mission, and mentors who invited them into greater engagement with mission.
Lasallian Mission Formation
In their Rule (Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2002), the Brothers spoke of
formation as “the process of growing towards human, spiritual and apostolic maturity”
(Article 81). All four study participants spoke at length about the powerful role that
formation played in supporting and advancing their associative journey. Ben
characterized it as providing a “context” (2.1, 385) for engaging in Lasallian education
and for making decisions related to the educational ministry. Formation helped Alison
reflect on, articulate, and more fully understand the Lasallian mission, giving her the
confidence to be “a real representative of this Lasallian mission” (1.1, 715). Cathy could
not get enough of formation, and she looked forward to every opportunity to learn from
people who were new to Lasallian education, as well as from people who had given a
lifetime to the ministry. David, who noted that he did not grow up in the Lasallian
Family but rather discovered it as an adult, characterized formation as the vehicle for
helping him experience belonging in the Lasallian community. LLI, he reflected, “really
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helped to root me here . . . and to accept that community as my own, and as my home
. . .” (4.2, 115-117).
All four also highlighted continuing formation efforts as critical to the future of
Lasallian education in the San Francisco District. They reinforced the insight of
Holtschneider and Morey (2000) that strong programs of lay formation were critical in
religious congregation’s efforts to sustain their mission and culture into a future that
included dramatically decreasing numbers of vowed religious. Their expressed
recognition of the need for ongoing formation also echoes directives coming from several
recent assemblies and chapters at Regional and international levels of the Lasallian
Family (Brothers of the Christian Schools, October 2000, 2006, 2007; Christian Brothers
Conference, 2005).
Implications of Taking Formation Seriously
In order for Lasallian mission formation to continue to play its critical role in the
deepening experience of association on the part of lay men and women, energy could be
focused from two directions. First, local leaders could make participation in activities
and programs of Lasallian formation a priority for those who work in their ministry. This
includes providing time in the daily schedule for localized formation activities, taking
responsibility for the creation of quality localized formation, and providing release time
and financial resources for their teachers and staff to participate in District and Regional
formation programs and activities. Second, leaders at the District and Regional levels
could provide comprehensive, effective programs of Lasallian formation that bring
Lasallians, both Brothers and Partners, together from across the District or Region.
These programs must be as accessible as is possible to maximize participation.
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Accessibility includes challenges of cost, scheduling, and duration of each program or
activity. Programs must be assessed regularly to assure effectiveness, and needs across
District or Region must also be assessed in order to provide formation activities and
programs that will best equip Lasallians to accomplish the mission of human and
Christian education, especially for those most in need of such an education.
Mentors
Communities are comprised of many different people who play many different
roles that benefit individuals within the community, as well as the community as a whole.
All four study participants spoke of particular persons who played a mentoring role for
them on their associative journey. These mentors recognized a spark, an interest, a good
fit in these study participants early in their careers as Lasallian educators. Most
importantly, through the authenticity of the relationship between mentor and educator,
these mentors were able to help these educators recognize the spark, the interest, the good
fit for themselves, thus strengthening their experience of belonging in the community.
Further, these mentors invited and encouraged these young educators to learn more about
Lasallian education, to engage more deeply in the Lasallian mission, and to take on more
responsibility for the success of the mission. As was noted earlier, these four study
participants recognized their responsibility to do the same for the next generation of
Lasallian educators. The relationship of these mentors to other Lasallians may be
equated to the relationship between siblings in general, and even between an older sibling
and a younger sibling in particular. This was, in fact, one of the important reasons that
the first followers of De La Salle chose to refer to themselves as “Brothers.” Rummery
(n.d.) commented:
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In itself this title for consecrated men who were not clerics was not new but their
definition of it was: they saw themselves as “brothers to one another” in their
community, and “older brothers” to the young people whom they saw as
“confided to their care.” (p. 2)
Implications of Taking Mentoring Seriously
A practical implication of taking mentoring seriously as an important support on
the associative journey is to commit to providing mentoring in the Lasallian Family. This
can take place in a number of ways. The lay men and women who participated in this
study provided one important example: Recognizing and appreciating the crucial and
transformative role that important mentors played in their own growing association for
mission, they felt an obligation to do the same for others who are just beginning their
associative journey. This obligation was not perceived as an onerous duty; rather, these
study participants welcomed the opportunity to do their part to assist others in their
growth as Lasallians.
Programs such as the Lasallian Leadership Institute (Christian Brothers
Conference, 2010b) and the Buttimer Institute of Lasallian Studies (Christian Brothers
Conference, 2010c) provide another example of mentoring or accompaniment. During
the three years’ duration of each program, participants are accompanied by District and
Regional coordinators who support them in their learning and provide guidance in the
development of personal or group projects that invite participants to apply their learning
to their daily ministry of Lasallian education.
Such mentoring means taking the time and making the effort to walk with young
Lasallians as they address the challenges and struggles involved in the educational
process. Such assistance also means providing opportunities for young Lasallians to take
on more responsibility at the local level, to participate in District programs relevant to
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their responsibilities, to engage in Lasallian formation that helps them understand and
embrace their place in the Lasallian Family more fully and actively. Mentoring also
means directly and personally inviting individuals to engage more deeply in the Lasallian
mission, rather than merely extending an open invitation for anyone interested to
participate. Establishing mentoring as a priority also implies hiring people who, along
with possessing whatever professional expertise is required for an open position, also
possess the potential to be effective mentors in the community.

Recommendations For Future Research and Practice
Introduction
This in-depth interview study yielded a good deal of thought-provoking insights
into the experience of “association in fact” on the part of lay men and women in the San
Francisco District. The interview transcripts containing the stories of two lay men and
two lay women revealed both individual differences, as well as collective agreement.
Differences in particular experiences of association were to be expected; after all, we
were dealing with human beings and their experience across many years’ time. However,
the data also revealed numerous themes and categories that were common to the
experience of all four study participants. I have attempted to share and discuss these in
Chapter Four and to draw conclusions and implications from them in the first part of
Chapter Five. This research study was limited by its focus and by its population. Thus,
while the study yielded much fruitful data from which to draw insights, conclusions, and
implications, it also points toward more research that could be conducted in order to more
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fully explore the experience of Lasallian association for mission. It also points to future
practice that could enrich the associative experience of Lasallians.
Recommendations for Future Research
This research study, using an in-depth interview methodology, yielded rich,
illustrative data that shed light on the associative experience of four lay men and women
in the San Francisco District of the Brothers of the Christian Schools. However, the data
are limited to four individuals, making it impossible to generalize reliably to a larger
population. One recommendation for future research is to replicate this study with a
larger number of study participants. Given the tremendous amount of time required of
such a research methodology, it is not realistic to suggest that one person could apply this
methodology to a larger group. However, a team of researchers working in unison with
one another could accomplish the task, thus providing similar rich, illustrative data that
would add to the knowledge of Lasallian association for mission as experienced by lay
men and women serving in Lasallian works. This would also allow researchers to begin
to see patterns of experiences that emerge across larger numbers of people.
A second recommendation for future research is to replicate this study in other
Districts in the United States-Toronto Region. This would allow researchers to begin to
understand the various elements of the experience of association that are common
throughout the Region. Such research would also be helpful in exploring the impact of a
District’s distinct culture, complex as that may be, on Lasallians’ experience of
association.
It is also recommended that future researchers take particular elements of
association that emerged in this study and explore them in-depth. For example, Lasallian
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formation emerged in this study as a powerful influence on one’s experience of
association. Formation is also something that several recent assemblies and chapters at
the Regional and international levels have named as a high priority (Christian Brothers
Conference, 2005; Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2006, 2007). Future studies could
investigate this connection between formation and association. These studies could
explore a number of avenues, including, for example, the particular formation
experiences or programs that have had the greatest impact on one’s experience of
association, and the particular elements of a formative experience (for example, the
composition of the group) that are especially helpful in nurturing one’s experience of
formation.
This particular study explored the experience of association on the part of four lay
men and women who could be regarded as “associates in fact.” In the United StatesToronto Region, a few intentional groups of Lasallians have emerged who gather for
prayer, conversation, a meal, a service project, and sharing. They are building
community in an intentional way through regular meetings and activities. Many, if not
all, of the members of such groups consider themselves to be associated for the Lasallian
mission. Future research could study one of these groups in-depth, using the in-depth
interview methodology used in this research study, to explore the unique aspects of the
associative experience of people who choose to participate in such a community.
In mixed-methods research, it is common for a researcher to begin with a
quantitative methodology, such as survey research, and to follow with a qualitative
methodology, such as focus-group or one-on-one interviews, to add depth to the
quantitative results. Following up on my research study, the opposite could take place.
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My in-depth interview study resulted in a number of themes and categories that help to
describe various elements of the experience of association on the part of lay “associates
in fact.” Using these themes and categories, a future researcher could create a survey that
could be distributed to dozens of lay “associates in fact” across the San Francisco District
or even hundreds of lay “associates in fact” across the United States-Toronto Region.
Such a study could produce results that would be statistically reliable and generalizable to
a large population. These results could provide helpful guidance in efforts to nurture and
grow Lasallian association across the District or Region.
Recommendations for Future Practice
Seidman (2006) described the in-depth interview process as a “meaning-making
process” (p. 7). When individuals describe their experience of a particular phenomenon,
they create a story with a beginning, a middle, and an end. They organize their
experience in a particular way, such that new meaning emerges for the study participant,
as well as for the researcher who is listening to the story unfold. The participants in my
research study noted a similar experience as they expressed their gratitude, at the
completion of the interview process, for being asked to participate in the study.
Participating in a modified process could be personally helpful to many other Lasallians
in the San Francisco District and in the United States-Toronto Region. One
recommendation for future practice is to create a retreat around the three interview topics
of this research study. Such a retreat would involve Lasallians perceived (by themselves
or by leaders in Lasallian works who would invite them to participate in the retreat) to be
“associates in fact” in a process of reflection that would include time for quiet reflection
and journaling in response to particular writing prompts, time for small group discussion
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related to the fruits of some of the journaling exercise, and, if desired, time for one-onone conversation with a spiritual director. Such a retreat could be offered annually on its
own or could perhaps be offered as a piece of a larger formation program, such as the
Buttimer Institute of Lasallian Studies or the Lasallian Leadership Institute.
A second, more general recommendation for future practice is to keep Lasallian
formation and the economic and human resources it requires a high priority in the San
Francisco District and in its individual works. Acknowledging the powerful role that
Lasallian mission formation plays in nurturing and strengthening one’s commitment to
Lasallian education would mean that, even when economic times are tough and resources
are limited, formation would still be made accessible to Lasallians in the District.
Keeping formation as a high priority has practical implications, including offering release
time for teachers and staff to participate in District formation, providing time and space
in the daily schedule for local formation activities that would include all members of the
community, and budgeting for the cost of such programs, to name a few.
A third recommendation for future practice is to create space and time for leaders
of Lasallian works to come together to discuss the topic of mentoring and how it may be
most effectively utilized in their ministry settings. Each of the four lay men and women
who participated in this study indicated that their relationships with mentors, along with
the invitations and opportunities that were provided by mentors, were crucial elements in
their associative journey. Over the centuries, the Brothers of the Christian Schools
developed and refined community structures that allowed them to mentor and accompany
one another in their lives as Lasallian educators. In the 21st century, lay Lasallians in
cooperation with Brothers must pay attention to emerging mentoring experiences and
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discern how to develop and refine them, or how to create new methods of mentoring, in
order to continue to provide this crucial element for the success of the Lasallian
educational mission.

Closing Comments
In my first year of doctoral studies, I had a professor who proclaimed to the class
that any religious congregation that tried to preserve their charism in light of declining
numbers of congregational members by sharing the charism with lay colleagues was
deluding itself. It was, he confidently stated, not possible. In the case of schools, the
charism would last no longer than one generation after the last priest, sister, or brother
left the school.
I sat in my student desk and bristled. After all, I had spent the past several years
working with De La Salle Brothers to preserve their charism and to share it with lay
colleagues through numerous formation programs and activities, and I had observed that
the Lasallian charism and identity was very strong in the schools of the San Francisco
District. My personal experience conflicted with my professor’s conclusions.
A few years later, when it came time to focus my research topic, that day in the
classroom kept coming back to my mind. I wished to explore this notion of sustaining a
charism with fewer religious and overwhelming numbers of laity, searching for the
elements that made such sustenance possible. What emerged was a study that focused on
individual people and their experiences rather than a study of structures, policies,
programs, or titles. That is as it should be, because at the heart of any successful
organization are people who are committed to the organization’s values and beliefs and
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are willing to work hard and take responsibility for the success of the organization.
These are the people I came to know so well in the course of my research study.
What I heard and experienced with these four study participants inspired and
energized me and renewed my own commitment to Lasallian education. These four
people, humble and unassuming, are doing heroic work in the field of Lasallian
education. Their devotion and commitment are changing the lives of people every day in
their ministry settings, and their devotion and commitment are felt far beyond the four
walls of their workplace through their involvement with District and Regional programs
and activities. They see their work in the Lasallian world as a ministry and as a vocation
– as their response to God’s call to serve. Their journeys brought them from many
different places to the Lasallian world, but once they arrived, they gradually realized that
they had come home. Their stories deserve to be heard and celebrated. I pray that I have
done them justice in this dissertation.
These four participants reinforce my confidence in the future of Lasallian
education, for as gifted and talented as they are, they are only a sample of the many
hundreds and thousands of dedicated Lasallians throughout the District and Region and
world who have been inspired by the story of John Baptist de La Salle and by the mission
and values of the Brothers of the Christian Schools and who toil tirelessly every day to
provide a human and Christian education to the young, especially the poor. Their stories
deserve to be heard and celebrated – and studied and reflected upon – as well.
The question is not “how can a religious congregation’s charism possibly be
sustained into a future that contains fewer and fewer religious?” The Lasallian charism is
already being sustained quite successfully around the world. The question is, what must
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we do to continue to nurture and strengthen the commitment of men and women to this
educational mission – to strengthen their Lasallian association for mission? It is my firm
belief that the will and the desire and the energy to respond to this task is in the hearts
and minds of many Lasallians worldwide. As one commitment led to another for John
Baptist de La Salle, may we continue to reflect on, learn from, and respond to our rich
heritage and so take the next steps on our collective journey that will continue to make
Lasallian education the transformative experience that it is in the world.
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Agenda for Contact Visit
Once a pool of potential research participants has been identified, the researcher will
contact each lay person by telephone to provide a brief overview of the study, to extend
an invitation to consider participating in the study, and to schedule a 30-minute contact
visit. The following items will form the agenda for the contact visit:
1. Introduction of Researcher
Doctoral Student at University of San Francisco
Director of Formation for Mission, San Francisco District of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools
2. Overview of the Study
Background and Rationale of the Study
Purpose of Study: to explore the experience of Lasallian association for
mission on the part of lay men and women in Lasallian works in the United
States-Toronto Region, the meaning they ascribe to their associative
experience, and the context of these educators’ experiences of association.
Association as a constitutive element of Lasallian culture and charism
Changing demographics of Lasallian educators and implications for
association.
An appreciation of how God is manifested through lived experience: another
constitutive element of Lasallian culture and charism
Lived experience is the focus of this study
Interview Process
Three interviews, up to 90 minutes in duration each
Time and location of interviews to be mutually agreed upon
3. Review of the Informed Consent Form (Appendix B)
Purpose and Background
Procedures
Risks
Benefits
Reimbursement/Compensation
Confidentiality
Voluntary Participation
Costs/Financial Considerations
Dissemination of Interview Data
4. Scheduling of Three Interviews
5. Demographic Data Sheet
Sheet to be emailed and returned at least one week prior to first interview
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

CONSENT TO BE A RESEARCH SUBJECT
Purpose and Background
Mr. Gregory Kopra, a doctoral student in the Catholic Educational Leadership Program in
the School of Education at the University of San Francisco and Director of Formation for
Mission, Office of Education, San Francisco District of the Brothers of the Christian
Schools, is conducting a research study on the experience of Lasallian association on the
part of lay men and women in Lasallian works in the San Francisco District. The
researcher is interested in better understanding the lay experience of Lasallian association
in the San Francisco District, as well as the meaning that lay men and women ascribe to
that experience. It is hoped that this information will be helpful in future planning in the
District related to formation and association. The research is being conducted in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the Doctor of Education degree at the University of
San Francisco.
I am being asked to participate because I am a lay Lasallian educator who could be
described as an “associate in fact”§ according to the criteria articulated by the De La Salle
Christian Brothers at their 43rd General Chapter**:







a vocation inspired by the charism of Saint John Baptist de La Salle and his
values;
a life of faith which discovers God in everyday life understood in the light of
Scripture and, for persons of other religions, in the light of their own sacred
texts;
a community experience of some form or other suited to the identity of its
members;
a mission of some duration which associates persons with the educational
service of the poor;
an openness of mind which makes it possible to see beyond the individual and
his immediate environment.

Also, I have been identified as a potential participant in this research, through
consultation with three members of District administration in the San Francisco District,
as a person who is capable of articulating her/his experience of association through a
series of interviews.
“. . . those persons who, without having made any official or juridical sign, or an external promise,
manifest by their ongoing disposition and their unmistakable acts, that they do in fact participate in
this [Lasallian] Association.” Botana, A. (2008). Thematic vocabulary of Lasallian association.
Rome, Italy: Brothers of the Christian Schools.
**
(Brothers of the Christian Schools, 2000, October 1. Circular 447: The documents of the 43rd General
Chapter, p. 4. Rome, Italy: Author.)
§
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Procedures
If I agree to be a participant in this study, the following will happen:
1. I will be asked to participate in a series of three interviews with the researcher, during
which I will be asked about my experience of Lasallian association for mission. The
first interview will put my experience of association in context by asking me to
describe the experiences in my life that have led up to my current experience of
association for Lasallian mission. The second interview will focus on the specific
aspects of my experience as a Lasallian “associate in fact.” The third interview will
invite me to reflect on what it means to me to be associated for the Lasallian mission,
as well as my hopes and dreams for my association in the future. I will also be
invited in the third interview to share my observations, based on my experience,
related to the future of Lasallian association for mission in the San Francisco District.
The interviews will be audio recorded and will last up to 90 minutes each. The
interviews will be scheduled within three to ten days of each other by mutual
agreement between the researcher and me.
2. Following each interview, and before the next interview takes place, the researcher
will personally create a typed transcript of the recorded interview. The researcher
will provide me with a copy of the transcript for review prior to the next review. At
the beginning of the next interview, I will be given the opportunity to correct any
discrepancies and to request that any information I do not wish to be in print be
deleted from the transcript. Following the third interview, the researcher will provide
me with a copy of the transcript of the interview. I will have one week to reply to the
researcher with any corrections or requests for deletions from the transcript. If I do
not respond within one week’s time, the researcher will conclude that I have approved
the transcript of the third interview in its entirety.
3. Following the complete series of interviews, the researcher will study the transcripts,
extracting themes and categories related to Lasallian association for mission, and
creating an extensive profile on each participant. This reporting of themes and
categories will make extensive use of my own words, both written and spoken, as
well as the words of the other study participants. A brief demographic profile will be
created based on information I share, both in writing and during the interview
process. I will be given the opportunity to review my profile, if I so desire. If there is
anything in the profile that is inaccurate or with which I am not comfortable, I may
ask that it be adjusted or removed.
Risks
The nature of the process of in-depth interviewing, involving personal experiences from
the lives of research participants, may cause discomfort at times. The researcher will do
what he can to minimize these occasions.
While I will not be directly identified in the research itself, extensive descriptions of me
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and my experience of association will be included in the research report, which could
result in someone identifying me as a participant. Using pseudonyms for me and my
workplace and keeping all research materials in secure locations, the researcher will work
to minimize the possibility of my identity becoming known.
Benefits
There will be no direct benefit to me for participating in this study. The anticipated
benefit of this research study is to increase understanding of the lay experience of
Lasallian association for mission in the San Francisco District, as well as the meaning
that lay men and women ascribe to their experience of association in the District.
Reimbursements/Compensation to Subjects
I understand that I will not be compensated financially for participation in this study.
Confidentiality
My identity as a participant in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. The
researcher will publish his research in a doctoral dissertation. Confidentiality is
important; therefore, no real names of participants or workplaces will be used. Only
initials of proper names will be used in the transcripts, and pseudonyms will be used in
the dissertation and any future publications. Audio recordings will be secured in a
password-protected computer hard-drive; typed transcripts will be kept in a secure file
cabinet. Informed consent forms and contact information sheets will be kept in a secure
place as well.
Voluntary Participation
Participation in this study is voluntary. I can decide to not participate or to discontinue
my participation at any time during the interview process, up to and including my review
of the transcript of the third interview.
Costs/Financial Considerations
The only anticipated cost to the study participants will be the time set aside for the
interviews. The initial contact visit will last 30 minutes. Each interview in the threeinterview series will last up to 90 minutes. I will not be compensated in any way for
taking part in this study.
Dissemination of Interview Data
I understand that I am being interviewed as part of a doctoral research study and that
direct quotes from my interviews, both short and long, will be recorded in the
dissertation. I also understand that the information I provide for this study, both written
and spoken, may be used in future articles written by the researcher for publication and in
future presentations related to the study. I understand that my real name and the real
name of my workplace will not be used in any published materials related to this
research. I understand that, by signing this Informed Consent Form, I am giving
permission for my words to be used for these purposes.
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Contact Information
If I have questions or concerns about this study, I may contact Mr. Gregory Kopra, via
email at gkopra@dlsi.org, or via phone at (707) 252-3723.
Consent
I have read the above information. I have asked questions and received answers. My
signature below indicates that I agree to participate in this study.
________________________________________________________________________
Subject's Signature
Date of Signature
______________________________________________________________________________

Subject’s Phone Number

Subject’s Email Address

________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent
Date of Signature
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Interview Guide
Interview # 1
Introduction: This is a study exploring lay people’s experience of Lasallian association.
Some Districts in the Institute have created a systematic process that allows a lay person
to be recognized formally as an “Associate” by their Visitor. The San Francisco District
has no such process. However, a number of Lasallians in the San Francisco District are
what Brother Antonio Botana describes as “associates in fact,” people involved in
Lasallian ministry “who, without having made any official or juridical sign, or an
external promise, manifest by their ongoing disposition and their unmistakable acts, that
they do in fact participate in this [Lasallian] Association” (Botana, 2008b, p. 36). I asked
a group of colleagues to nominate people in the District who, in their opinion, were the
strongest “associates in fact.” They recommended you.
1. Why do you think you were identified as an “associate in fact”?
2. Let’s take some time to consider your life experiences that led you to become an
“associate in fact.” I would like you to take some time to retrace for me the steps
in your life’s journey that led you to this point at which people identify you as a
Lasallian associate in fact.
Subquestions
 Tell me the story of how you first became involved in education as an adult.
i. When and how did become involved with the field of education as
an adult?
ii. What influenced you in this direction?
iii. What challenges did you face?
iv. How did you overcome these challenges?
v. What turning points can you identify in your journey into education?


Tell me the story of how you first became involved in Lasallian education
as an adult.
i. When and how did you become involved with the field of
Lasallian education?
ii. What influenced you in this direction?
iii. What challenges did you face?
iv. How did you overcome these challenges?
v. What turning points can you identify in your journey into Lasallian
education?



[If the participant has not brought this up yet, explore:] Were there
certain people who influenced you in your journey as an educator? As a
Lasallian educator? If so, tell me about them and their influence on you.



Is there anything else you would like to add before we close?
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Interview # 2
First, take a little time to address the first interview transcript.
 Is there anything the researcher needs to clarify? Any responses that were unclear?
 Is there anything that the participant needs to correct in the transcript – something
that was recorded inaccurately?
 Is there anything that the participant would like to delete from the transcript?
 New Question: is there anything that the participant would like to add related to
the subject of the first interview?
Second, move into the theme of the second interview:
Introduction: This second interview focuses on your experience of Lasallian association.
In the first interview, we spent a lot of time exploring what led up to your experience of
association. Today’s task is to zero in as specifically and as concretely as you can to
describe what that experience of association is and what it looks like. I have just one
question to get you started, to set a context for our reflection:
1. As you look back over your history with Lasallian education, at what point did
you first consider yourself associated for the mission?
2. What is association like for you? Please describe, as concretely and practically as
you can, this experience of association.
Subquestions
 Tell me what your experience of association is like on a daily basis.


Tell me a story that illustrates your daily experience of association.



Tell me the story of how your experience of association has developed over time.
i. When did you first consider yourself to be associated?
ii. What influenced you in this direction?
iii. What challenges have you faced?
iv. How did you overcome these challenges?
v. What turning points or “touchstones” can you identify in your
journey of association?



Within the context of your experience of association, tell me about your
relationships with others on a daily basis. (Explore relationships with
students, colleagues, Brothers, etc.)



We have explored a lot of aspects of your experience of association. What
key words describe your experience?



Is there anything else you would like to add before we close?
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Interview # 3
First, take a little time to address the second interview transcript.
 Is there anything the researcher needs to clarify? Any responses that were
unclear?
 Is there anything that the participant needs to correct in the transcript – something
that was recorded inaccurately?
 Is there anything that the participant would like to delete from the transcript?


Second, is there anything that the participant would like to add related to the
subject of the first interview?

Now, move into the theme of the third interview:
Introduction: Today, I would like to explore with you what Lasallian association means
to you. I would like you to share with me as best you can what it means for you to be
associated as a Lasallian.

1. Given what you have said about your life before you came to be associated for the
Lasallian educational mission and what you have said about your current
experience of association, how do you understand association in your life? What
sense does it make to you?
2. Given what you have reconstructed in these interviews, what are your goals and
dreams regarding your association in the Lasallian Family in the future?
3. Given what you have reconstructed in these interviews, take a step back from
your personal story and consider Lasallian association in the District of San
Francisco: what is your vision of the future of association in the San Francisco
District?
a. As you look to the future of the San Francisco District, imagine that
association is happening well. What does it look like?
4. Is there anything else you would like to add before we close?
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Demographic Data Sheet

Instructions to the Study Participant: Thank you for participating in this study. In
order to provide some important demographic data to the researcher in preparation for the
first interview, please take a few minutes to respond to the questions below. Once you
have completed your responses, please email the completed Demographic Data Sheet to
Mr. Greg Kopra (gkopra@dlsi.org) no later than ____________________ (date is one
week prior to the first scheduled interview). This information will only be shared in
summary form in a profile of the group of study participants as part of the final
dissertation. Every effort will be made to maintain your confidentiality, including the
modification of some specifics in this data such as names of schools, dates, and specific
job responsibilities. Thank you very much!

1. How many years have you worked at this school?_____________________________
i. What are your current responsibilities at this school?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
ii. What other responsibilities have you had in the past?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. Have you ever worked in another Lasallian school? ____ Yes
____ No
i. If so, which school(s) and for how long at each school?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. Have you ever worked in a school that is not a member of the Lasallian network of
schools in the San Francisco District? ____ Yes
____ No
i. If so, which school(s) and for how long at each school?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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4. Have you ever been a student in a Lasallian school? ____ Yes
____ No
i. If so, which school(s) and for how long at each school?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
5. All told, how many years have you worked as an educator?

__________________

6. All told, how many years have you been involved in Lasallian education, as a student
and as an educator?
________________________________________________
7. In what Lasallian formation activities or programs have you participated?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Researcher’s Self-Reflection: My Journey of Association
[Note: This self-reflection was written on January 30, 2011 as a process of coming to
understand my own experience of association and to identify any assumptions,
preconceptions, or biases I might have prior to engaging study participants in the
interview process. It was not written originally with the thought of including it in my
dissertation. It was revised on February and March, 2012, for inclusion as an appendix in
my dissertation. The revision consisted of editing names out, correcting a few
misstatements, and editing out sensitive stories. I equate this editing to the memberchecking process that I followed with each study participant and her/his interview
transcripts.]

Interview One
Why do you think you were identified as an associate “in fact”?
As I understand an associate “in fact,” this is one who exhibits his association for
mission through his actions. This is true for me, in that my ministry engages me in the
Lasallian mission with men and women up and down the west coast of the United States.
My work is to help form and educate people to the Lasallian mission of human and
Christian education of youth. I support men and women working in our schools by
providing programs of Lasallian formation for them and by providing forums for their
reflection and the sharing of their reflections with others. I provide programs for newlyhired teachers and staff at each school; I provide programs for coaches at some schools; I
provide District-wide workshops and retreats for the people ministering in our District
works; and, I make myself available to assist the schools in any way with local formation
initiatives – school retreats, presentations, assessments, and the like. I also support the
works and people of the District through my work on the District Leadership Team and
the District Mission Council.
I am also involved with some broader work in the Lasallian world. Regionally, I
am involved with some activities related to formation – the Buttimer Institute of Lasallian
Studies, the Lasallian Leadership Institute (LLI), the Regional Mission Formation Board
(RMFB). I teach in these programs and I have chaired the RMFB. Internationally, I have
participated in two CIL sessions, and I have served on two international Lasallian
councils.
I do all this without having made any public promise or vow; I have placed no
time length on my commitment to Lasallian ministry; I have not sought any special
recognition for my work in the Lasallian world. I just do the work. I feel that is enough.
Deep in my heart, I feel a great commitment to the Lasallian mission. I have been
working with and for the De La Salle Brothers for 20 years and feel very deeply that I
have found my vocation within the Lasallian world. Like a hand fits in a glove, my gifts
and talents and inclinations and beliefs about education fit into the Lasallian world. I feel
so lucky to have gotten involved with Lasallian education many years ago – even before I
began getting paid by Lasallians. But more on that in a moment.
For eight years in the 1990’s, I worked at a Lasallian school in the Pacific
Northwest, near my birthplace. And, in my various responsibilities during those years, I
tried to enhance the Lasallian nature of the community by offering times of prayer and
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reflection for teachers and staff; by assisting with orientation programs for new teachers
and staff; and by weaving Lasallian values and readings into faculty/staff meetings.
Since I moved with my family to Napa, California, my community has been the District
of San Francisco’s Office of Education staff. This has been more of a challenge for me,
since several of the members of the Office of Education do a great deal of traveling. It is
tough to find days when everyone is in the office at the same time. Still, we have
established a rhythm of meeting times – at least six meetings a year – along with birthday
celebrations, meals out together, Christmas parties, extended meeting days for work and
prayer together. . . . we really do support each other.
As part of my association “in fact,” I have endeavored to deepen my knowledge
and understanding of the Lasallian mission. In fact, a significant reason I chose to enroll
in a doctoral program in Catholic educational leadership was to enhance my knowledge
and skills so as to better serve the Lasallian world. I also knew that the doctoral studies
would allow me to read much about Catholic education, in general, and Lasallian,
Catholic education, in particular.
So, to sum up, I believe that my association to and with the Lasallian world for
the human and Christian education of the young, especially the poor, is strong – and it is
clear to others that I am associated for this mission. Thus, it is no surprise to be identified
as an associate “in fact.”
Let’s take some time to consider your life experiences that led you to become an
“associate in fact.” I would like you to take some time to retrace for me the steps in
your life’s journey that led you to this point at which people identify you as a Lasallian
associate in fact.
This is an exercise that I have done in varying ways several times over the years.
It takes me way back to first grade…
I am the seventh of eight children in my family, so I watched all my brothers and
sisters go off to school for a few years before I went to school. I couldn’t wait to get to
first grade! In the early years of grade school, I loved school and everything about it. I
wasn’t much of an athlete, but I compensated by trying to be creative on the playing field.
I found that I was a good student – learning came easily to me, and I enjoyed studying
and earning the good grades that came with the hard work.
By fifth or sixth grade, however, things became more difficult for me socially and
internally. I felt awkward in a group and had very little self-confidence. I retreated into
my studies. I continued to earn high grades – and I tried to get involved in extracurricular activities like sports, but I was not very good at them. When high school came
along and sports began to include “cuts,” I found myself on the “cut list” more than once.
During my junior year in high school, three young men who were studying for the
priesthood were assigned to my school. In addition to their teaching responsibilities, they
started to offer some spiritual retreats for the students. They invited me to sign up for a
retreat. The thought of going on retreat was a mixed one for me – the spiritual side I
found interesting, but the social side I found intimidating. But somehow, I said yes to
their invitation to me to come on the retreat. Attending one retreat was followed by an
invitation from them to help lead the next retreat. I reluctantly said yes – afraid that I
would mess this up somehow. But the retreat went well and I stayed involved with them
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and their work through senior year. In fact, largely because of them and their getting me
involved in retreat activities, second semester senior year was my best semester allaround in high school.
During the fall of my sophomore year in college, I had yet to declare a major.
What was I going to do for the rest of my life? One thing I was sure I would not do was
teach. I remember saying to myself, “I will NEVER be a teacher!” What would 30
students have to learn from me? I couldn’t imagine myself standing in front of a
classroom of teenagers with anything remotely interesting to say to them. However, the
more I pondered the question of life’s work (which was motivated by the need to declare
a major by the end of the semester), the more these three young, influential teachers from
my high school experience came into my head. They had made such a difference in my
life. I would like, I decided, to do the same thing for lonely, insecure teenagers that these
guys had done for me when I was that lonely, insecure teenager. What did that mean? I
guess that meant teaching! Scary thought. But, step by step, I began to explore the
possibility of a teaching career. A few years later, I graduated with a degree in English
and Psychology and had earned my secondary teaching credential.
My first year of teaching was a rewarding, largely successful experience. I landed
at an all-girls’ secondary school in Oregon. I started a campus ministry program for the
school, I taught English, and I loved it. However, I needed to be paid more money
simply in order to cover my living expenses. I left the school after only one year and
moved to another city in the Pacific Northwest, to teach in a co-ed Catholic high school.
The year was a disaster – the worst teaching year of my life! I “crashed and burned.” By
the end of the year, I had decided to quit teaching and enter studies for the priesthood.
Off I went to the novitiate for the better part of two years.
After eighteen months of novitiate formation, I had determined that God was not
calling me to the priesthood, so I left the novitiate and struck out on my own. Just before
I left, however, I was assigned to my alma mater to help out a young teacher who was
struggling majorly with freshmen. How could I possibly help him? After all, I had
crashed and burned in my last teaching assignment. However, I worked with him for
weeks. As I sat in the back of his classroom, truly a “fly on the wall,” I watched the
students manipulate him and I watched him getting more and more frustrated . . . and I
felt as if I were watching myself. Not being on the hot seat, however, has its advantages,
and I found I was able to come up with some helpful suggestions for this struggling
teacher. However, he would hear none of it. When my time was up, I shrugged my
shoulders and comforted myself by telling myself that I had done the best I could and that
would have to be enough. The night before I was to leave the school, I was in my room
packing my bags, when the principal of the school knocked on my door. He told me that
the teacher was in the hospital with double pneumonia and would be bedridden for at
least two weeks. Would I stay and take his classes until he was well? I said yes. Thus, I
spent two weeks putting into practice all the suggestions I had made to the teacher. By
the end of week one, each class was quiet, the students were doing their work, and things
were humming along smoothly. Hmmmm . . . I guess I can teach!
When the teacher returned, I returned to the novitiate and completed the process
of leaving studies for the priesthood and returning to “civilian life.” As I considered my
options, education was out of the question. I had had my fill of teaching and wanted to
pursue a career in high finance. I decided that I would talk my way into a job as a bank
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teller. Then I would slowly work my way up the ranks, getting the education I needed,
and become a successful financier. However, I could not get any bank to interview me
for their teller openings. Frustrating! I needed a job to pay the bills and to allow me to
move out of my parents’ house. What was I to do? Well, I did have some teaching
experience, so perhaps I could talk my way into a teaching job so I could get on my feet –
and then take a year during my teaching to figure out how to get a job interview for a
bank teller position. . . .
Consequently, I returned reluctantly to teaching, having failed in my attempts to
get hired as a bank teller. I talked my way into a teaching job at a Catholic high school in
my home town. It was one of five schools to which I had submitted applications. It was
the only school that offered me a job. Feeling I had no choice, I took it. The principal of
the school was a lay man, a man who I learned sometime later had spent a number of
years as a De La Salle Christian Brother. I took the job to pay the bills – and, in my own
mind, I took the job for one year only in order to allow me the time to “crack the code” of
getting hired as a bank teller. In fact, if I recall correctly, the original job offer was only
for one year – no guarantees that a second year would be offered. I also took the job with
a fair sense of trepidation, for my most recent teaching experience a few years earlier had
been an absolute disaster. At the same time, having just completed eighteen months of
studies for the priesthood, I also entered this unwanted teaching experience with a sense
that God was doing something by putting me in this job. There was a lesson to be
learned, or an experience of growth to be had. This was too weird, too out of my control
to completely dismiss. God had something up God’s sleeve. . . .
The blessings began on the first day of in-service in August. There I sat in the
school library, knowing no one and scared half to death of the first day of school, when I
feared the students would begin to chew me up in the same manner that students had
done so at my last school three years earlier. The principal called us to quiet in order to
begin the in-service day and week in prayer. “Let us remember that we are in the holy
presence of God,” he prayed. No sign of the cross – just those words: “Let us remember
that we are in the holy presence of God.” Then silence. Twenty or thirty seconds of
silence – to, as I would later be informed, give us time to really remember that we were in
the holy presence of God. In those silent seconds, I had what can only be described as a
religious experience. In those silent seconds, I truly did remember that I was in God’s
presence. More than that, I recalled that I was always in God’s presence . . . even in the
classroom! Therefore, all fears included, I was not alone in my teaching duties. God was
with me every step of the way. And, with that knowledge, I relaxed. I was going to be
okay. Even if I crashed and burned that year, I was going to be okay, because God was at
my side constantly.
A month into the school year, I was having a great time. The faculty and staff
were, by and large, very welcoming and friendly and inclusive. When they asked me
how I was doing, they really wanted to know how I was doing. The school community at
large, including students, was inclusive, friendly, warm, funny, welcoming, and, simply
put, nice to each other. I began to hope against hope that they would want me back for a
second year.
One year turned into eight years at that school. Eight mostly wonderful years of
working with great people, both adults and teenagers. All due, I was convinced, to the
charisma and great talent and gifts of one person – the principal. When he left the school
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at the end of my seventh year to become principal at another Catholic high school in the
area sponsored by the De La Salle Christian Brothers, I was deeply disappointed. I
wanted to follow him immediately. But, my sense of responsibility made me wait. He
announced his departure late in the school year, and if I had left then or in the summer to
take a job at his new school, I would have left my current school in a bind. I was the
college counselor and retreat director – two tough positions to fill at a moment’s notice –
and a religion teacher. So, I stayed one more year. I left at the end of the next school
year and headed off to new adventures. I accepted an offer to work for my former
principal at the Lasallian school in town.
What happened next was quite unexpected. The school was not an archdiocesan
school; instead, it was sponsored by a religious congregation with which I was unfamiliar
– the De La Salle Christian Brothers. What’s more, when I began working there, the
school had no Brothers on staff or in community! How could it be a school sponsored by
the Brothers, but with no Brothers assigned to live and work there? This perplexed me.
I was invited to participate in two “formation” experiences right away – a weeklong workshop for religious studies teachers and a “Lasallian orientation” for new
teachers and staff at the school. In these experiences, I began to learn about the De La
Salle Christian Brothers and their Founder, Saint John Baptist de La Salle, and I began to
learn about the culture of a Lasallian school. And, lo and behold, I discovered that, as
charismatic and gifted as my principal was, the atmosphere and values and culture of the
school did not reflect him personally, but the Brothers’ way of doing high school
education. Wow! This was even better – because it meant ultimately that my principal
could leave (though, of course, I did not want him to leave) and the school would likely
not shift gears dramatically – because there was a way of doing education in these
Catholic, Lasallian schools that would continue regardless of who was principal. It was
truly a school culture, with deeply ingrained values and beliefs and traditions and rituals
that helped guide the school’s way of educating. Cool.
I went back to school to get my School Counselor certification and a master’s
degree in school counseling, and I began to think about maybe leaving education to
pursue a career as a private practice counselor. However, circumstances derailed that
plan. Counseling just wasn’t a great fit for me. It didn’t come naturally at all to me, it
did not fulfill me – it just made me increasingly anxious and overwhelmed. In addition, a
job opened up at school a year after I completed my master’s degree: Academic Dean.
When this job came open, and I was immediately intrigued. I went home to tell my wife.
I thought for sure she was going to kill me – three years of night school and weekend
studies and a master’s degree in counseling flushed down the toilet. I was considering
applying for this administrative position (I had never wanted to be an administrator, by
the way), and I needed to talk this over with my wife and get her buy-in if I was going to
go ahead with the application. Her immediate response floored me – “Go for it! I think
you’d be good at it!” She knew that counseling wasn’t for me after watching me struggle
with the challenges and responsibilities of being a counselor. So I applied for the job –
and was hired!
The same year, a new program was starting in the San Francisco District: the
Lasallian Leadership Institute. It was being designed to provide an opportunity for
people in Lasallian schools to steep themselves in the culture, history, pedagogy,
philosophy, and charism of the Brothers. I wanted “in”! I was honored to be invited to
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participate, and I felt that it was time to learn more about this group in order to better
accomplish my work as Academic Dean.
Two years later, my principal came to me with a job announcement, telling me
that he was handing the job announcement to me “under protest.” He explained what he
meant: he had just received an announcement of a job at the San Francisco District
Education Office in Napa, California – an immediate opening for someone to lead
Lasallian formation programs for teachers and staff in Lasallian schools in the District.
He had just received the announcement and he strongly suspected that I would be
interested by the job description. However, I was doing a good job at the school, and he
did not want to lose me. He felt obligated to at least inform me of the opportunity and let
Divine Providence and the interview process take care of the rest.
Again, I was intrigued. I drove home to talk with my wife about it. She, too, was
intrigued. Just like with the Dean’s job, she was clear that she supported me if this was
something I wanted to pursue. The stakes were huge – we would have to pull up stakes
and move more than 600 miles away from family and lifelong friends. We had lived in
one house our entire married life, and the families on the street were wonderful people –
we kind of had our own little community in the neighborhood. Our kids grew up
together, we shared meals together, we celebrated special events together. But I was
intrigued with this job possibility. It came together rather quickly, and, almost before we
knew it, our house in Portland was up for sale, the moving van had come and gone, and
our family was driving to northern California. What had we done?
Twelve years after that move, I couldn’t be happier. We couldn’t be happier.
Increasingly, I have taken on responsibility for adult formation in our schools and have
gotten involved in the same area at the Region and Institute levels. I am a year away
(God willing) from completing a doctorate in Catholic Educational Leadership at the
University of San Francisco, and my doctoral research is on the lay experience of
association in Lasallian schools in the District of San Francisco. And some are now
calling me a “lifer” – someone who is as committed as he can be to the Lasallian Mission,
someone who isn’t going anywhere, someone who is in it for the long haul. And they are
right. A few years ago, on a retreat with other Lasallians from the San Francisco District,
I realized that I had, without realizing it, embraced the fact that I am an educator – and I
don’t want to be anything else! In fact, I am awed as I look back to discover what a
passion I have for teaching and for education in a Catholic, Lasallian setting. A passion!
And some gifts and talents that help me use that passion in the service of others. Who
would have known? I surely did not. God knew better. And, somehow, as I made plans
to leave education at one time or another, I found myself getting “sucked back in” (my
terminology) – intrigued by an unexpected job opening, disappointed by an opening that
never came, taking the risk to move my family 600 miles away, and so on. And I feel as
though the Lasallian educational mission is my home.
What happened? Through a series of events, “one commitment led to another
until I found myself doing something I had never anticipated” (a rough paraphrase of
John Baptist de La Salle’s experience of getting hooked into education of the poor and
the creation of a new religious group – the Brothers of the Christian Schools). What has
intrigued me about these Brothers and this mission – so much so that I would move my
family away from comfort and stability and friends and family?
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Let me start by saying that I describe vocation as something that fits a person like
a hand fits into a glove – a glove that was made just for that hand! That is what my
vocation as a Lasallian feels like. Frederick Buechner defines vocation as “the place
where your deep gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet.” I am deeply glad to be
doing this work – blessed is an even better word for it – and I feel I am providing a
service that the Lasallian world deeply needs: formation in the Lasallian mission. It has
also been said that vocation is a faith-filled response to a call from God. I feel God has
been drawing me in this direction for many years, often without my being consciously
aware of it – and I have responded – incrementally at first, a little yes to a little invitation
– and with deeper commitment later on. The commitment has become such that the
Lasallian world really feels like home to me. I have made no public profession or
promise, and I have attached no time limits on my commitment – but I am deeply
committed to this mission.
What is it that I find so attractive, so natural, so “me” about the Lasallian culture
of education? Let me note a few characteristics:
 Lasallian culture is inclusive, looking more for ways to bring people in than to
sort people out;
 Lasallian culture is incremental, one commitment leading to another, one
decision leading to a new reality, which raises new questions that beg new
decisions, which lead to new realities, which raise even more new questions,
which . . . well, you get the picture. It is a very human and “real” culture;
 Lasallian culture is concerned for the education of the poor, first and foremost
– but not exclusively. A deep and abiding commitment to provide an
education to those who normally don’t have access to such an education. A
belief that nothing is more empowering than a quality education rooted in
faith;
 Lasallian culture is deeply aware of God’s abiding, loving, affirming,
challenging presence – and it is God’s presence that is at the root of the entire
enterprise. Let us remember that we are in the holy presence of God. I
experienced the very depths of the Lasallian mission and culture at the very
beginning, and I didn’t know it;
 Lasallian culture is deeply pragmatic in the way it is mission-driven. For the
Brothers and their Partners at their best, the critical thing is accomplishing the
Lasallian mission of human and Christian education, especially of those who
are poor. This deep commitment to mission frees up Brothers and Partners –
Lasallians all – to do and be whatever they need to do and be in order to keep
educating folks, especially folks in need. Consequently, Brothers don’t put
themselves at the center – they put the kids God has entrusted to our care at
the center. Partners do not put themselves at the center, nor do they put the
Brothers at the center – they put the kids God has entrusted to our care at the
center.
Those are some of the characteristics that I find most appealing, most attractive,
about Lasallian education. And they mirror my own dispositions – my own heart, if you
will – rather well. The reason I wanted to get into education in the first place while I was
an undergraduate was because three young teachers in my junior year of high school
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reached out to me and ultimately began to change my life because they welcomed me in
to school activities. I wanted to do the same for other lost, shy, insecure teenagers. I
wanted to make a difference in kids’ lives – especially in the lives of kids who needed
someone to take an interest in them, to notice them, to invite them to get involved, to
accompany them.
I have been invited by the Brothers and by the Lasallian Family to become more
deeply involved with the Lasallian mission over and over and over again throughout the
past 20 years. From the offer of a job I didn’t want, to an invitation to help with the
Lasallian orientation of new teachers and staff at my school while I was Academic Dean,
to the LLI, to Napa, to Rome . . . I truly feel that, at our best, when we are most deeply
responsive to the call to serve in the Lasallian charism, we are partners in this educational
mission – at nearly all levels of the Lasallian world. That’s a pretty awesome thing, and I
feel my life has been a wonderful unfolding and discovery of a vocation that was waiting
to be discovered.
Perhaps, that is what “association in fact” is – a partnership, a commitment, that
unfolds, little by little and step by step and in response to God’s call to serve people,
especially those most in need, through education. It unfolds differently for different
people, because people are different – and one cannot help but have one’s personal
journey get caught up in this Lasallian association for mission.

Interview Two
Today, I would like to explore with you your experience of Lasallian association. I
would like you to share with me as best you can what it is like for you to be associated
as a Lasallian.
What is association like for you? Describe your experience of association.
This will take a little fumbling around for me to come to a coherent answer to this
question. So, allow me to ramble a bit . . . .
My experience of association includes several facets. First of all, I feel strongly
that I belong in the Lasallian world. I feel a part of the family – and a broad family it is.
Through my experiences over the past 20 years, I have met Lasallian men and women in
schools and other works on the west coast of the United States, throughout the United
States, and in a number of countries around the world. When I went to Rome in October
and November of 2010, I established friendships with Lasallians from Mexico,
Nicaragua, Spain, Australia, New York, Minnesota, Moraga, Malta, Panama, and Rome.
Increasingly, I recognize people I have met along the way when I gather for events of an
international flavor. Yes, I feel strongly that I belong to the global Lasallian Family.
That feeling has grown with my involvement in a variety of activities.
Secondly, I feel included in decision-making in the Lasallian Family. From my
earliest days at a Lasallian school near my home town, I have found myself increasingly
invited to participate in decision-making related to Lasallian mission. Through my
growing responsibilities as Academic Dean, and then Vice-Principal, I began to share
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decision-making responsibilities locally as a member of the administrative team. I was
invited to help plan a District retreat; I was invited to participate in the inaugural cohort
of the Lasallian Leadership Institute. This LLI experience was truly transformative for
me. I recall two occasions in particular that crystallized for me a growing involvement in
the Lasallian Family. The first happened during the weekend we studied The Brother of
the Christian Schools in the World Today: A Declaration. At this weekend, the
facilitator, a De La Salle Brother, invited us all to read ourselves into the Declaration,
replacing the word “Brother” with “Partner.” This felt tremendously empowering – and
felt right at the same time! It said to me that the Brothers were serious about their desire
to partner with lay men and women, and with religious of other congregations who were
involved with Lasallian ministries, in the direction and leadership of Lasallian works
throughout the world. We were really, seriously, being invited in! This felt good and
natural and a “fit” for me – reinforcing a growing sense that I was finding my “vocation”
in the Lasallian world.
Before I get to the second LLI occasion, I am reminded as I write this of the
seriousness with which I discerned my decision to participate in the LLI. I still have my
application that I wrote all those years ago. In it, I spoke of my sense that it was now
time to take a deeper step into the Lasallian world – I felt a growing responsibility to
learn more about Lasallian education so that I could take on more responsibility for its
health and for its future. Applying for a spot in the first LLI cohort was a serious step
that involved committing myself to remain with Lasallian education for at least three
more years. But I felt that this was the direction that I wanted – yes, and “needed” – to
move. Making this step was an important moment in my commitment to Lasallian
education. At this point, I could say that I was about “up to my knees” in Lasallian
education. . . .
The second influential LLI occasion took place during one of the weekends of my
second year of a three-year institute. During the weekend, we were given a draft of a
new District Action Plan that was being written by the District leadership team. We were
asked to read it and to give our input into the plan – what made sense, what needed to be
deleted, what needed to be added. Wow, I thought – we are being asked to weigh in on
the District Action Plan! That was a big deal – after all, who were we? We were just
people working in the schools who had committed to a three-year formation program and
were open to more leadership responsibilities. This spoke to me once again of the
seriousness with which we were being invited into decision-making.
Third, my association for mission involves a definite commitment of myself to
this ministry. As I noted above, a few years ago I realized that I had stopped looking to
get out of education and on to another field of work. I have also, in the past few years,
realized that I am not seeking to leave the Lasallian world at all. I feel deeply connected
to this world, and I feel obligated in a good sense (not like “I have to stay here” under
some sort of abstract moral obligation, although I am deeply appreciative of the
opportunities and support I have been given by the Brothers and Partners along the way)
– a sense that this is where I belong – this is where I want to be – this is where my gifts
and talents and beliefs and values find their home. I feel very “in synch” with the
Lasallian mission. I recall some time during my years working in a Lasallian school,
realizing that my own beliefs and values about education resonated very clearly and
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cleanly with the core beliefs and values of Lasallian culture. I was not “rowing against
the stream” – I was moving in the same direction as leaders in my ministry.
Fourth, my experience of association involves a growing knowledge and
understanding of the Lasallian heritage and charism. Over many years’ time, and
especially in these past 12 years of District formation work, I have studied the Lasallian
heritage and charism and have come to a deeper appreciation and understanding of the
culture of Lasallian education. Beginning with the LLI, continuing with the Buttimer
Institute of Lasallian Studies, including two CIL experiences of a month each in Rome
[CIL is an intensive Lasallian formation program that takes place at the Lasallian
Generalate in Rome and gathers Brothers and Partners from throughout the world for
formation experiences that last anywhere from three weeks to several months], and a
great deal of personal study along the way, I have come to a deep appreciation of the
unique facets of Lasallian culture. I have been totally captured by the story of John
Baptist de La Salle and the founding of Lasallian education, especially by his experience
of “one commitment leading to another” – the incremental nature of one’s response to
God’s call, a call that unfolds over time. His story, I am fond of telling people, is my
story in that I, too, have experienced many unexpected and unanticipated twists and turns
in my life, and yet, in retrospect, it all adds up to a marvelous path that makes total sense.
Even the times of struggle and sadness and frustration and loss have their place in the
development of my vocation.
Fifth, and following directly from # 4 above, my experience of association for
mission can be described as a process of unfolding. This process has been going on for
years, and it will continue to go on until the day I die. And I fully expect to be surprised
by more unexpected (“expect the unexpected” may be a good tag line for Lasallian
vocation!) twists and turns along the way. In this process of unfolding, a few moments
stand out as important moments with a common aspect: my decision to return to
education after two years away, my decision to move into an administrative position in a
Lasallian school, and my decision to work in the District Office of Education. Each of
these opportunities came along unexpectedly – the first because I didn’t want it (the
unexpected part was how much I loved the place just a month after working there) and
the last two because I wasn’t seeking them initially (the opportunities came at a time
when I wasn’t looking for the change they ultimately provided). What the three had in
common was a felt sense that God was up to something in the situation – that there was
something of the Spirit at work in this, and that made each intriguing and also inviting.
This “sense of the Spirit at work” also freed me up to accept the challenge and ambiguity
of the new responsibilities (despite my trepidations) without fear, because, if God was
calling me to this, it would be okay – however it worked out! If I crashed and burned,
something would be learned from it; if I was successful (whatever that means), then I was
providing a service I hadn’t thought possible before and everyone wins. But this “felt
experience” of this being “of the Spirit” is a characteristic of these moments – and, truth
be told, more broadly a characteristic of my entire growing sense of vocation as a
Lasallian associated for mission.
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When Did You First Feel Associated? What influenced you along the way?
I have not had an experience during which I said, “Now I am associated for the
Lasallian mission.” As noted above, my experience of association has unfolded over
time and with many experiences. I clearly feel “associated for mission” today. I suppose
I first consciously used the language of association during my LLI years, when we
studied about Lasallian association. We had a serious conversation one weekend about
association for Lasallian mission, and we wrestled with how one manifested or expressed
one’s “association.” Some in the group felt that it was extremely important that lay men
and women should be given the opportunity to express their commitment to the Lasallian
mission through a public promise or vow. They suggested that the Brothers create a
structure and process whereby Partners would be invited into “association” and be
allowed to publicly express their commitment in some sort of ceremony. They felt that
commitment should be for a year at a time and be renewed annually. I was part of a
group that recoiled at the thought of such a public ceremony and commitment – not
because I did not feel committed, but because such a ceremony would create a system
whereby some Partners were “in” and some were “out” – it had the potential to create a
bit of a pecking order, a hierarchy among Partners, if you will, that had more potential to
be exclusive and divisive than empowering and unifying. I spoke loudly and at length
about my feelings related to this. I spoke of already being and feeling “associated” by
virtue of the work that I was doing and the things in which I was involved. I felt no need
for public recognition, nor did I feel compelled to express my commitment in some sort
of public ceremony. The commitment was there, it fueled my involvement in Lasallian
education, it drove my increasing responsibilities in the Lasallian world . . . . Any public
commitment could only serve to set me up as one of the “in crowd” and would thus
separate me from many in the Lasallian world. In retrospect, perhaps this was the first
crystallization of my consciousness of being associated, as we say in 2011, “in fact.”
Much of the influences I have noted above: opportunities to exercise leadership,
formation opportunities that allowed me to learn more about the Lasallian mission and its
rich heritage; the length of time I have spent in the Lasallian world (twenty years and
counting). Some people come to mind. My current supervisor is one. When I worked in
a Lasallian school, he was coordinating a number of formation programs for the District.
Over time, he invited me to participate in the planning and facilitation of some local and
District formation activities. During the years I have worked with and for him, he has
served as a mentor and guide. His commitment in particular has made an impression on
me and has influenced my own experience of association. Part of my experience of
association is knowing that this world – this Lasallian world – is where I am called to be.
It fits me like a hand fits in a glove. It is my vocation – not my only vocation; my
marriage and family are equally my vocation, and they figure greatly in my Lasallian
vocation as well.
Which reminds me – my family is a significant part of my experience of vocation.
My wife and son have supported me every step of the way in my Lasallian journey. I feel
that my wife, too, is associated for this mission. She has shared in my educational
ministry since we were married. She played a significant role in my decision to become
Academic Dean and we made the decision together to move to Napa – our son weighed
in on that decision as well. I could not do the work that I do, I could not be associated to
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the degree that I am, without my family’s support and active participation. I don’t know
how to explain it clearly, but my vocation as husband and father and my vocation as a
Lasallian educator are intertwined – they are not separate. They are distinct in some
ways, but they are intertwined, much like the roots of a tree can become intertwined over
the years.
I recall reading the results of a survey of Lasallians in the United States-Toronto
Region some years ago, and the single most influential formative influence in their lives
was a relationship with a Brother or a Brothers’ community. That relationship was
mentioned more often than any other person, group, program, or activity. That has been
true for me in a way – though I wasn’t aware of it at the time. In the 1980’s, when I
reluctantly returned to teaching, I was hired by a lay principal who had been a De La
Salle Christian Brother for a number of years but who had left the order some years
before I had met him. He was a tremendously influential person in my life – after all, he
gave me the job that got me back into what has become my life’s work, my passion, my
vocation – education. And he ran the school like a Lasallian school. “Let us remember
we are in the holy presence of God” – he would begin each prayer with those words that
are so dear to the Brothers and to Lasallians throughout the world. The school was
committed to the poor and social justice. He created a program whereby students with
learning challenges could attend school. He built a strong adult community and a strong
school community. His faith was strong. All these we would call characteristics of
Lasallian education. I just did not know he was reflecting the Lasallian heritage and
charism. I just thought he was a charismatic principal whose values happened to dovetail
nicely with my own. I formally entered the Lasallian world by coming to work at a
Lasallian school where he served as principal.
It was the Visitor of the District of San Francisco at the time I began working in a
Lasallian school who introduced me to the phrase “shared mission,” a term that would
develop into association inclusive of Brothers and Partners. Early in my first District
formation experience – at a workshop for Religious Studies teachers from District
schools – I started visiting with him during a social. I didn’t know who he was or what
he did – but he explained that the Brothers were embracing lay men and women as
partners in this mission. The number of Brothers was declining, there were no longer
enough of them to staff all the schools or even to lead all the schools – but the Brothers
were committed to accomplishing their educational mission in whatever way it took, so
they began providing Lasallian formation opportunities for lay men and women to
empower them with the spirit and charism and heritage of Lasallian education so that
they could lead and staff the schools and thus could continue the Lasallian mission of
human and Christian education. I remember being struck by this conversation, because I
was less than 10 years removed from my novitiate experience with the another religious
congregation, and during my time as a novice I remember conversations about declining
numbers of vowed members of the congregation and what that might mean for their
ministries. Normally, the conversations revolved around closing some of the
congregation’s communities and transferring sponsorship of the ministries to the diocese
or some other group. If members of the congregation themselves could not be there, then
it could not be a congregation-sponsored school. Here was this Brother, who I later
learned was the Visitor, or Provincial – the Brother leader of the entire District –
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speaking about a new, creative, “out-of-the-box” way of advancing the Lasallian mission.
Distinctive. And influential in my own associative journey.
What Challenges Have You Faced Along the Way? How Have You Overcome These
Challenges?
I have experienced surprisingly few challenges along the way. A significant
challenge has been my own learning and my own formation as a Lasallian. This has
meant involvement in a number of District, Regional, and international formation
programs. My doctoral studies have been a significant part of my formation. These have
required a tremendous commitment of time and energy that have taken me away from my
family and have been taken on in addition to my other responsibilities. I have responded
to this challenge by taking every formative opportunity as seriously as possible, working
hard to learn and to grow and to reflect and to pray, so as to grow in my understanding
and appreciation of both the Lasallian world and, as importantly, my place in it.
A second challenge, I suppose, has been finding my voice as a Lasallian. As I
have come to understand the Lasallian charism more deeply, I find myself wanting to
speak out more when I see things happening that are not in synch with the charism. This
is another personal challenge for me and has required my willingness to speak up when I
have sensed injustice. Sometimes this left me frustrated when I felt that I was not being
heard, but often I am gratified because I do feel heard – even when a decision is made
that runs counter to my point of view.

Interview Three
Today, I would like to explore with you what Lasallian association means to you. I
would like you to share with me as best you can what it means for you to be associated
as a Lasallian.

Given what you have said about your life before you came to be associated for the
Lasallian educational mission and what you have said about your current experience
of association, how do you understand association in your life? What sense does it
make to you?
What does association mean to me? It is a deeply personal meaning, first of all. I
feel that I have found my “heart’s desire” – my way of saying that my passions, my gifts
and talents, have been put to use with a group of people who share my beliefs and values,
and have been put to use in a way that makes a difference in the lives of many people. It
is my vocation, and I feel so fortunate, even blessed, to have found it. This notion of
vocation runs counter to my early understanding of vocation, which was ominous,
onerous, painful, intimidating – God’s call to you to do something in your life that would
not bring you joy but would rather bring you great suffering and sacrifice. Suffering and
sacrifice have been woven throughout my journey, that’s true, but they have not
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dominated. Rather, joy, belonging, and home have been the predominant feelings in my
vocation. That’s why I like Frederick Buechner’s definition of vocation so much – the
place where one’s deep gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet. So, I feel called to
this association.
And this involves, to a great degree, an element of faith – and this is both a
blessing and a challenge for me. Faith has always been an important component of my
life. Any time I face a decisive moment – a decision to be made at a turning point – I do
so in prayer and with discernment. I try to be attentive to God’s call to me. And my
experience throughout my life has been akin to De La Salle’s own experience – that of
one commitment leading to another – a journey in which the dots really do connect,
oftentimes in ways I only understand in retrospect. If a time were to come when I felt in
my heart of hearts that God was no longer calling me to service in the Lasallian world, I
would have to look elsewhere. That being said, that has not been my experience over the
past 20 years. Instead, my experience has been one of deepening attraction, commitment,
and responsibility. Which brings me to my second point . . . .
Second, association means commitment, in ever deeper ways. Earlier, I noted that
I stopped looking to get out of education some years ago. More specifically, I have
stopped looking to get out of Lasallian education. I feel more and more deeply
committed to this mission as time goes on and as I study and experience more of the
Lasallian charism. It has become part of me. When people have sometimes asked me if I
were open to looking for work outside of the Lasallian world following my studies, I say
no. I cannot see myself any other place but in the Lasallian world. That’s not to say that
other charisms and other works are not good; rather, it is to say that I find my place in
this Lasallian world.
Third, association to me means that I have an obligation to do what I can to help
others find their place in the Lasallian world. My job over the past 12 years has morphed
into Lasallian formation for mission – sharing the Lasallian story in many and varied
ways to a number of groups throughout the District, Region, and world. I feel my gifts
and talents are well suited to this type of ministry, and thus, once again, my gifts and
talents intersect with a great need in the Lasallian world for formation for mission. The
more people learn about the Lasallian mission and charism, the more they resonate with it
on personal and communal levels, and thus the more connected they feel – both to one
another and to the mission. Thus, their experience of association grows and deepens.
And I get to play a role in that. What a blessing!
As time has gone on, I have found myself drawn more deeply into decisionmaking arenas. Assisting with the planning of mission assemblies, participation in
District, Regional, and international mission assemblies, invitations to serve on
international commissions, requests to chair Regional committees, being asked to serve
on the District leadership team – these are serious responsibilities, and I am slowly
growing into them. Sometimes I doubt that I have much to add to the conversation, and
so building up my confidence is a challenge I continue to face, but enough times I look
back and surprise myself in my contributions. I do believe, however, that my lack of
self-confidence at times keeps me from jumping in to some of these leadership and
decision-making arenas with both feet. I guess, if I were to state this particular part of
what association means to me, it would be this: association means being willing to take
on more responsibility for the mission as time and circumstances allow.
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The last thing I think I have to say about what association means to me is that it
has a community dimension. This one is difficult to talk about, because I have found
myself deficient in this dimension since I took on my District-level job. This is no knock
on my experience of community with others in the Office of Education – we have been
able to form a supportive, faith-filled, life-giving community, and that has kept me at this
work. However, this is a small group of people that is together in the office no more than
a few days each month. Each of us has a job that requires a good deal of travel to schools
in the District. Some of us have jobs that involve us in national and international
meetings. Consequently, this is clearly a “non-residential” community. Our challenge
has been, and continues to be, to find ways to form and strengthen our community in
absentia. Calls to one another, cards and gifts at birthdays, lunches together, and other
opportunities to support one another are important. Any number of times during the year,
however, often after a particularly powerful visit to a school, I find myself missing the
closeness of a school community. It’s not that I don’t feel welcome in our schools. On
the contrary, I feel very welcome and much appreciated by folks in our schools. At the
same time, I am a visitor to the community. I am not a daily member of the community.
Having said this about community, it does remind me that the phrase together and
by association speaks to this – as Brother Michel Sauvage once noted, the “together”
refers to the local community and to the call to nurture and strengthen the local
community (in my case, the Office of Education community), while the “by association”
refers to our connection among communities (in my case, among the communities across
the District and with people throughout the United States-Toronto Region and, to a lesser
extent, with Lasallians throughout the world). And so, in some significant ways, my
work these past 12 years has strengthened the “by association” piece and has called me to
greater responsibility for my part in nurturing the “together” piece.
Finally association, to me, involves an openness to unexpected paths. My
experience over the years has drawn me in many different directions, not the least of
which is a lifetime commitment to ministry in Catholic, Lasallian education. Who would
have thought? If I had had my druthers, I would have started working in a bank in nearly
30 years ago and would now be involved in financial leadership of some sort. That
thought is so “not me” at this point that I am grateful that God had other plans for me. I
never anticipated moving my family more than 600 miles to a brand new community in
which we knew next to no one. And yet, that move has had many blessings attached to it.
There are a number of other examples I have given in this reflection. When I look back,
however, I do so from a current place of peace and “home” – I can’t imagine myself
anywhere else, doing anything else. Careful, I tell myself as I type those words, things
will change at some point and I will find myself drawn elsewhere, presumably in the
Lasallian world – but to a place that I cannot imagine at this point. And that is as it
should be. Somehow, I believe that the path will be clear enough when the time comes.
Given what you have reconstructed in these interviews, what are your goals and
dreams regarding your association in the Lasallian Family in the future?
I see my association continuing to deepen and grow and unfold over the coming
years. And, I find myself called to “expect the unexpected” – in other words, my
experience of association will continue to draw me in new and unanticipated directions.
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The key, it seems to me, is to be attentive to God’s call in all of this – a call that is
manifested through my own prayer, through my relationship with my wife and son,
through my relationship with significant Lasallians – and through circumstances that
invite a response.
As I look to the future, I anticipate continuing to study and learn and be formed in
the Lasallian charism. While I would like to continue to serve a role in Lasallian
formation locally and Regionally and even, God willing, internationally, that is in God’s
hands, not mine. But I do find myself wondering how hard I should push to insert myself
into some of these discussions. And what kinds of sacrifices will I be called to make to
continue to be involved in programs of Lasallian formation – perhaps even in the creation
of new programs of formation that have yet to be visioned? I have moved my family
once – uprooting them from other family members and lifelong friends – I don’t feel like
I can do that again, certainly not without their wholehearted “yes” to such a move.
Whatever roles and tasks and responsibilities I take on in the future, they must be
consonant with my own gifts and talents and passions – there is much that needs to be
done, as Parker Palmer is fond of saying, but is it mine to do? So, I anticipate ongoing
discernment of vocation as my association with Lasallians for the educational mission of
human and Christian education of the young, especially the poor, continues.
Given what you have reconstructed in these interviews, take a step back from your
personal story and consider Lasallian association in the District of San Francisco:
what is your vision of the future of association in the San Francisco District?
The future of association in the San Francisco District has a number of facets.
First, I believe that our association across the District will continue to unfold and
strengthen. This will happen due to our commitment to provide formation for mission
and the tremendous work over the past 20 years that has nurtured and strengthened
association for mission across the District. This will require a commitment, both at the
local level and at the District level, to providing and participating in significant formation
for Lasallian mission. We have to continue to learn and grow together in our
understanding of and commitment to this mission.
Second, our unfolding association will challenge us to vision and create new ways
of sharing decision-making at deeper and deeper levels. It was not too many years ago
when the Brothers rather reluctantly began to accept the presence of some lay people in
their schools. However, the Brothers could not imagine (nor could the lay people of the
time, frankly) anyone but a Brother filling the many leadership positions in a school.
Over time, the Brothers became more open to lay people and lay people became more
open to taking on leadership at various levels. More recently, Lasallians – Brothers and
Partners – became comfortable with lay people as chief administrators in schools. Today,
only five of the 13 schools in the District have a Brother as either president or principal;
the other 21 president/principal positions are filled by lay men and women. It is only
within the past 15 years that a lay person sat on the District leadership team; now three of
the six team members are lay people. In the past 10 years, District mission assemblies
and a District Mission Council have been formed – both structures that involve a majority
of lay people and a minority of Brothers in discussion, consultation, and decision-making
about mission-related issues. What next? Each development leads to new challenges and
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commitments and opportunities. We must be open to next steps and deepening
involvement with share decision-making.
Third, our growing association must involve greater and deeper formation in
Lasallian mission, with the goal of greater and deeper commitment to this mission on the
part of a growing number of lay people. What this commitment will look like, I have no
clue. Our District and our Region, by and large, have embraced association “in fact”
rather than a formal process of “Association.” Is association “in fact” enough? The
question or challenge we face, as I see it, can be articulated in this way: How much and
what kind of structure do we need to provide for our association in order to assure the
Lasallian mission into the future, and how much and what kind of structure is too much –
would stifle the creativity and flexibility needed to continue the mission into the future?
Or, more generally, How do we need to be – together – to assure the Lasallian mission
into the future? These are big questions, and the answers will not come all at once.
Consistent with our experience of association and consistent with Lasallian culture, the
answers are unfolding incrementally. We need to continue to listen to our experience and
find God in the experience – and find God’s invitation to the “next step” in our
experience.
Fourth, following from my third point, our growing association must involve deep
discernment of God’s invitation, God’s call. Where is God leading us on this associative
journey? Time and space for such discernment will be important. What will this look
like? I do not know. But it is something that we must take on together. And it will
involve being attentive to our experience and to our heritage, creative fidelity to our
founding story, which means deep knowledge and understanding of the story (not just the
facts, but the meaning and significance) coupled with deep knowledge and understanding
of our contemporary world (who are the “poor” we are called to serve today, for
example).
Finally, I would say that the future of association in the District of San Francisco
depends on an intentional commitment on the part of local leadership and District
leadership to deepen our association, as well as an intentional commitment to involving
more and more teachers and staff at each school or work in formation for mission that
will help them both to find their place in the mission and to deepen their commitment to
this mission.
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